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Introduction 
Rationale and Scope of the Report

In this report, we examine the postmarket regulatory oversight of genetically modified (GM) crops
and foods by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the three federal agencies that
share responsibility for this task. As used in this report, the term “postmarket” refers to the pres-
ence of the crop or food in the environment, either released for precommercialization field trials
or in the commercial marketplace. These agencies are also responsible for the premarket regula-
tion of GM crops and foods, which includes oversight activities undertaken prior to environmen-
tal release or market entry. Both premarket and postmarket aspects of regulation are important to
ensuring the safety of products for human health and the environment, and they are connected.
Premarket regulation ensures that products have been adequately tested and determined to be
safe under specified conditions of use before entering the environment or marketplace, whereas
postmarket regulation ensures that products are used only under their authorized conditions and
that any unforeseen problems are promptly detected and corrected.

Since the emergence of agricultural biotechnology in the 1980s, USDA, EPA, and FDA have devot-
ed considerable effort to devising and implementing premarket regulatory programs. In 1986, the
federal government issued the Coordinated Framework for Regulation of Biotechnology, which
describes the legal and policy framework within which the regulatory agencies would make mar-
ket-entry decisions about the products of biotechnology.1 Since 1986, USDA, EPA, and FDA have
each developed and implemented premarket regulatory systems for products under their jurisdic-
tions. They devote significant resources to these programs, and issues concerning premarket regu-
lation of biotechnology have been the subject of considerable public attention and debate.2

The Coordinated Framework does not address postmarket oversight, and the agencies have devot-
ed much less of their attention and fewer resources to postmarket issues. This focus on premarket
more than postmarket oversight is not unique to biotechnology but is common in the regulation
of new food technologies and substances added to food, such as food additives, pesticides, and
animal drugs. Standards for market entry of most such technologies are established by law, and
under statutory mandate, government and industry pay considerable attention (and resources) to
ensuring that these standards are met prior to marketing. By law, postmarket monitoring of such
technologies is left to the discretion of the agencies and is relatively limited, based in part on the
assumption that premarket oversight ensures the safety of the technology when used as intended.
In addition, any extensive program of postmarket oversight of food-related technologies and
their possible health and environmental impacts would consume significant agency resources,
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1 OSTP 1986.

2 The National Academy of Sciences recently completed a study of USDA’s oversight program for field trials of biotech crops
that calls for several improvements (NRC 2002). In 2001, FDA proposed important changes in its program in response to
public concern about the degree of premarket control it provides (U.S. FDA 2001).
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and any concerns in this area must compete for regulatory attention and resources with issues
such as drug safety, farmworker health, and mad cow disease, which often are given higher prior-
ity on safety grounds. 

On the basis of conclusions reached by the regulatory agencies and several expert bodies about
the safety of the initial biotechnology products in food and animal feed, the products were
assumed safe from the early stages.3 The Coordinated Framework initially focused on premarket

oversight issues because it was adopted
before any biotech crops or foods had
reached the market. The issues of greatest
concern to the agencies, industry, and pub-
lic in 1986 understandably involved market
entry: what standards, testing, and regulato-

ry review process would ensure that products entering the market would be safe? Now, GM plants
provide 68% of the nation’s soybeans, 26% of its corn, and 69% of its cotton, and questions are
being raised about how GM crops and foods are being managed in the marketplace.4

These postmarket issues were brought into sharp focus by the StarLink corn experience (see box,
The StarLink Incident: A Challenge to the System), but scrutiny of postmarket regulatory issues
would have been needed even without StarLink. Biotechnology is here to stay as a tool for farm-
ers, and it is being developed for many other purposes beyond those underlying currently mar-
keted products, including making higher-quality, more-nutritious foods for consumers and
“growing” pharmaceuticals and industrial chemicals. Such products will raise their own challeng-
ing postmarket issues, some of which are different in kind from those posed by previous food
production technologies. These issues make the nature and effectiveness of the regulatory sys-
tem—premarket and postmarket—a legitimate public concern. 

Layout of the Report

In the next section, Biotechnology and Its Challenges, we define what we mean by “biotechnolo-
gy” for purposes of this report, describe some of the features of the technology to explain why it
attracts so much public and regulatory attention, and provide a brief overview of the pipeline of
biotechnology products under development—the products that will pose the postmarket regulatory
issues of the future. 

In the two subsequent sections, Objectives of Postmarket Oversight and Current Postmarket
Oversight Regimes, we describe the purposes and status of postmarket oversight regimes at USDA,
EPA, and FDA, focusing on the authority and potential reach of these regimes and the actual
postmarket oversight activity in place today. Then, in Current Issues, we analyze five issues that
relate to the preparedness and appropriateness of the government’s postmarket oversight regime

GM plants provide 68% of the nation’s soy-

beans, 26% of its corn, and 69% of its cotton

3 NRC 1987, 1989, 2000; WHO 1991; OECD 1993.

4 USDA NASS 2001.
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5 Monsanto’s Roundup Ready Soybeans were approved for sale in the United States in 1995 and first grown in 1996.
Roundup Ready Cotton was first commercialized in the United States in 1997, and in 1998 DEKALB marketed the first
Roundup Ready Corn (Monsanto Company 2001; Cornell Cooperative Extension 2002). 

for agricultural biotechnology: (1) the lack of systematic oversight by USDA of deregulated crops,
(2) EPA’s approach to enforcing use restrictions on plant-incorporated protectants (like in
StarLink), (3) the lack of an FDA compliance program for biotech foods, (4) the adventitious pres-
ence of genetic traits in plants for which they are not intended, and (5) identity preservation and
the traceability of biotech foods. We conclude with a brief perspective on future issues.

In addition to the main report, we provide a chronology of events related to StarLink (Appendix
A), a list of the people interviewed as part of our research (Appendix B), a list of the reviewers
who provided feedback on early drafts of the report (Appendix C), a comprehensive list of refer-
ences cited, and author biographies. 

Biotechnology and Its Challenges
Agricultural Biotechnology

Biotechnology is nothing new, if we understand it as the harnessing of natural biological process-
es to meet human needs. Agriculture itself, going back to its prehistoric roots, is a form of
biotechnology, as is conventional crossbreeding to improve food crops based on Mendel’s nine-
teenth-century insights on plant genetics. 

The form of biotechnology addressed in this report is of more recent origin. It is based on the
fundamental advances in molecular biology of the past half-century, including the discovery in
the 1950s of the molecular structure of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and the rapid development
in recent decades of recombinant DNA (rDNA) technology. Using rDNA techniques, through the
direct transfer of genetic material from one organism to another (even across species), scientists
can directly alter a plant’s genome and, in turn, the plant’s composition and function. Plants
modified using these techniques were first commercialized less than a decade ago, but GM soy-
bean, corn, and cotton plants transformed to tolerate a popular herbicide or produce their own
insecticide are now widely used.5

Such application of modern biotechnology to genetically transform plants is the “biotechnology”
addressed in this report. The same techniques are being used to genetically modify animals for
agricultural purposes, but the “agricultural biotechnology” addressed here includes only plants
that have been genetically modified through these new rDNA techniques (referred to as GM or
biotech plants) and the foods derived from those plants (referred to as GM or biotech foods). We
recognize that plant varieties produced through conventional crossbreeding have also been
genetically modified, often significantly, compared with their natural ancestors. These varieties
are the products of biotechnology, in the sense that technological intervention is used to shape
biological materials to human ends. The “GM” and “biotech” shorthand has become common
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6 NRC 1987, 1989, 2000; WHO 1991; OECD 1993.

7 OSTP 1986.

8 Gianessi and Carpenter 1999; Persley et al. 1999.

9 Monsanto Company completed a consultation with FDA on such a product in 1995 (Rulis 1995).

parlance, however, for describing plants that have been modified using the tools of modern
biotechnology and thus are used in this report. 

Practitioners and proponents of plant biotechnology often claim that, despite its novel tech-
niques, it is just an extension of classical crossbreeding, with the advantage that it improves
plants more precisely and predictably. On this basis, many contend that GM plants and GM foods
raise no unique health or environmental concerns, a position that the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) and other expert bodies have generally supported as a scientific matter.6 This per-
spective influenced the basic approach the U.S. government took toward the regulation of
biotechnology in 1986, which is that regulation would proceed within existing statutes and regu-
latory systems and that regulatory measures would be based on product-specific assessments of
risk rather than the fact that the product was produced through biotechnology.7

What, then, is all the fuss about biotechnology? Why is it the cause of so much debate in scien-
tific and public policy circles? Why is the examination of biotech plants and foods—specifically,
the adequacy of the postmarket oversight—important? The answers lie partly in the public’s per-
spective on GM crops and foods, which makes determining the appropriate approach to pre- and
postmarket regulation a particularly difficult task for policymakers.

Public Perspective on Biotech Crops and Foods 

Although the practitioners and proponents of agricultural biotechnology claim that the technolo-
gy is merely a logical extension of traditional methods, they also claim that it has the potential to
transform agriculture and the food supply by making agriculture more efficient and environmen-
tally sustainable and by providing less-expensive, more-nutritious, and higher-quality food for
consumers.8 Some of these benefits would be achieved by meeting conventional goals, such as
increased crop yields and disease resistance, with new techniques. Other potential benefits would
result, however, from the unique capabilities of biotechnology; conventional methods of develop-
ing new plant varieties generally operate within species boundaries, whereas modern biotechnol-
ogy can cross species lines and accomplish changes that nature cannot. 

StarLink corn is one good example. It and the other varieties of GM corn that produce their own
insecticide do so because a gene from the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is inserted into the
corn; the plant then produces a Bt protein that is toxic to insects but not to humans. Genes from
other bacteria have been inserted into tomatoes to delay ripening.9 This capability of biotechnolo-
gy to cross species lines, coupled with the industry’s claims about its transforming potential,
makes biotechnology different from conventional plant breeding and most other food-related tech-
nologies and naturally triggers press and public interest. It has long been possible for American
consumers to keep agriculture and the technologies and methods used to produce food at arm’s
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10 FMI 2002.

11 Pew Initiative 2001e.

12 Alliance for Bio-Integrity 1998–2001; Holland and Johnson 1998; Pew Initiative 2001a.

13 Ecostrat 2001; Goldburg 2001.

14 Ervin et al. 2000; ETC Group 2002.

15 This discussion appeared in a preliminary issue-identification paper prepared by the authors with support from the Pew
Initiative for Food and Biotechnology (Taylor and Tick 2001).

length, but biotechnology, by virtue of the media attention it has received and its inherent capabil-
ities, makes the process of creating food more immediate for consumers. The technology is no
longer “out there,” something unseen and usually unknown. In some cases, the food itself is genet-
ically modified. From that perspective, the food and the technology have become one.

This novel aspect of biotechnology may also explain why many consumers question the safety of
biotech foods. Although public confidence in the safety of the American food supply is generally
high,10 in a recent survey, 65% of respondents questioned the safety of biotech foods.11 Most
experts, including many who are critical of biotechnology on other grounds, consider the biotech
foods on the market today to be safe. Many consumers, however, draw a distinction between
conventional and biotech foods on safety grounds.

Agricultural biotechnology is further distinguished in the public mind from previous technologies
by the wide range of values and interests it affects beyond safety. Some people oppose the genetic
modification of plants on religious or ethical grounds.12 Some are concerned that it perpetuates a
large-scale, industrialized approach to agriculture that has detrimental effects on the environment
and rural communities.13 Others are concerned that the ownership and extensive patenting of
biotechnology by large companies place too much economic control over agriculture in a relative-
ly few hands.14 Most of these values and interests are affected to some extent by aspects of
American agriculture other than biotechnology, but biotechnology has heightened concern about
them in some quarters and brought them more extensively to the attention of the public and of
policymakers. The safety and other public concerns and perspectives surrounding biotechnology
are not the subject of this report, but they drive public interest in the regulatory system for biotech
crops and foods, and they provide context for the report’s analysis of postmarket oversight. 

Regulatory Perspective on Biotech Crops and Foods 

Biotech and conventional food and agricultural technologies (such as chemical pesticides, ani-
mal drugs, and food additives) have important differences for regulatory purposes. These differ-
ences were revealed in the StarLink case but may be even more important in future applications
of agricultural biotechnology. The differences relate directly to the practical problem of post-
market control.15

One of the core concepts underlying the regulation of conventional chemical pesticides and other
chemicals used in food production and processing is that EPA and FDA evaluate and approve
them as safe for specific uses and under specific conditions. The effectiveness of this regulatory
approach is based on farmers and other users of such chemicals being able to control their use so
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that the regulated materials enter the environment and food chain only under circumstances that
have been determined to be safe. This mode of regulation also assumes the ability of regulatory
agencies to verify compliance with the approved conditions of use and to take effective action
against violations.

For chemical pesticides, regulators have well-established tools for maintaining control over a
product’s use and verifying compliance with use restrictions. EPA prescribes in the product label
how a farmer can use the chemical and generally sets a quantitative tolerance level, based on
extensive testing, that reflects the maximum amount of residue that should be present in the food
if the chemical has been used safely and in accordance with the label. The entry of the chemical
into the environment and food supply is then controlled directly by the farmer, who has legal
accountability (through the enforcement activities of the states) for the use of the product in a
manner inconsistent with the label. FDA can test food to determine whether the tolerance has
been exceeded and can remove from commerce commodities or food products containing viola-
tive residues. FDA has an established sampling and testing program for conventional pesticide
residues in food. 

Crops genetically modified to contain the Bt toxin are subject to most of the same basic regulato-
ry principles as chemical pesticides,16 but the practical task of monitoring and controlling how
the pesticide enters the environment and food supply is different. The pesticide is not applied
externally to the plant by a farmer who is legally obligated to follow a label; rather, it is incorpo-
rated into the plant itself as an inherent part of a living organism. This raises the possibility that,
through the spread of pollen to nearby fields, the pesticidal trait might unintentionally be trans-
ferred (or “outcrossed”) to other crops for which it is not approved and whose owner may
unknowingly sell the crop for unapproved purposes. Outcrossing of pesticidal and other traits
(such as herbicide resistance) may also have environmental consequences that merit control of
how the biotech crop is used in the field. Airborne drift of chemical pesticides poses similar con-
cerns, but the practical control problem is different because externally applied chemicals tend to
wash off or degrade and do not reproduce, whereas traits incorporated into and outcrossing from
a living plant can potentially spread and persist in the environment indefinitely, well beyond the
farmer’s control. Thus, for farmers and regulators, the outcrossing potential of plants with pestici-
dal traits presents control challenges quite different from those posed by conventional pesticides.

The difficulty of postmarket control of GM crops is also affected by the commingling of com-
modity crops. Commingling results from the nature of how most corn, soybeans, and other com-
modity crops are produced and traded.17 Although a portion of the crop may be segregated to
meet specific commercial needs of customers, most of the production is commingled through a
bulk commodity trading system that is not set up to segregate one portion of the crop from
another on the basis of variety, whether it was produced from GM seed, or for regulatory purpos-

16 The primary exception is that seeds containing plant-incorporated protectants (such as the Bt toxin), inserted into crops
through genetic modification, are not considered pesticides when sold to farmers and thus do not bear a label that farmers
are obligated to follow.

17 Persley et al. 1999; Shipman 2002.
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es, such as to distinguish corn approved only for animal use from corn intended for human con-
sumption. The farmer—the one person in the distribution chain who knows for sure what was
planted and under what regulatory restrictions—controls only his or her practices and the first
sale of the crop. After that, the grain trade passes each lot of a commodity along, commingling it
with others without regard to regulatory distinctions among various lots. Even in this high-vol-
ume, highly efficient bulk commodity system, well-established chemical detection methods and
other measures are available to government and industry to ensure that violative levels of con-
ventional chemical pesticides rarely reach consumers. The StarLink case revealed that the govern-
ment lacks ready access to some of the detection methods required to provide similar assurance
for biotech crops.

The ability to control how biotech crops are
grown in the field and distributed through the
food chain promises to become an even more
compelling issue, partly because of the diver-
gence in regulatory approaches and in con-
sumer acceptance of products between the
United States and some of its trading partners,
such as Europe and Japan. An increasing
number of crops lawfully grown and sold in
the United States cannot be sold into some
foreign markets due to regulatory or commer-
cial obstacles. The regulatory system and the marketplace need to be able to differentiate products
and ensure that only products approved for sale in the receiving countries are exported there.

The very nature of biotechnology and its capabilities, however, are most likely to drive height-
ened interest in postmarket control of GM crops and plants, whether through regulatory or mar-
ket mechanisms. As explained in the next section, scientists are developing plant biotechnology
for a wide range of purposes. New agronomic traits include drought and disease resistance, which
may confer competitive advantages on GM plants that could pose new environmental questions
that require postmarket controls on use. Improvements to the food itself include an improved
nutritional profile, longer shelf life, or other benefits to consumers. Preserving the distinct identi-
ty of such foods will be necessary for regulatory and commercial reasons: to avoid unlawful mis-
branding of the food and to realize the food’s commercial value, producers will have to be able to
tell consumers what they are getting in a verifiable way.

Scientists also envision modifying crops to produce pharmaceutical or other substances that have
industrial nonfood uses. At the approval stage, regulators will set the conditions under which
such crops can be grown so that the trait does not inadvertently spread to other plants.
Regulators will also resolve in the approval process whether any portion of crops used for these
purposes can also be sold for human food or animal feed. It will be important to the safety and
public acceptance of these uses of biotechnology that means exist to ensure compliance with any
such conditions or restrictions.

POST-MARKET OVERSIGHT 
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Biotechnology Pipeline

The issues involved in the postmarket oversight of biotech crops and foods would be simpler if
the future commercialization of biotechnology were limited to the two traits (herbicide resistance
and incorporation of the insecticidal Bt toxin) and the three staple crops (soybeans, corn, and
cotton) that are in widespread use today. The research-and-development pipeline for biotechnolo-
gy is full, however, of a great many applications that will pose postmarket challenges of the kind
already outlined here as well as others unforeseen.18

More than three dozen additional food crops have been approved for field testing, including vari-
ous grains, fruits, and vegetables.19 Many of these crops are being tested with the herbicide and
insect-resistance traits already in widespread use or for other agronomic purposes, such as resist-
ance to viruses, fungi, bacteria, insects and mites, or plant nematodes or for improved perform-
ance under conditions such as drought or high soil salinity. These applications have potentially
high benefits but may also require new controls to minimize possible risks to the environment.20

This broad range of GM food crops is also being developed and tested for traits that would direct-
ly benefit consumers. One company has genetically modified soybean and canola plants to be
high in oleic acid, a desirable form of dietary fat,21 and another is investigating GM tomatoes
with higher levels of the antioxidant lycopene.22 Researchers are developing varieties of rice with
beta carotene to combat vitamin A deficiency and with iron to prevent anemia.23 Another com-
pany is testing wheat that has been genetically modified to reduce a common wheat allergy, and
several companies have developed applications of biotechnology that can control the ripening
and potentially improve the flavor and shelf life of tomatoes.24 As foods with specific beneficial
attributes are offered to consumers, it may be necessary to have in place some combination of
regulatory and marketplace controls to ensure that consumers get what they expect and pay for.25

Finally, plants are being genetically modified to produce pharmaceuticals (so-called biopharming)
or other industrial nonfood substances. In Canada, hirudin, an anticoagulant agent, is already
being produced commercially in transgenic plants.26 In the United States, several companies are
conducting biopharming field trials, most often in corn.27 The National Corn Growers Association
sees “pharmaceutical farming” as an example of “high-value” agriculture that could involve tens

18 For an overview of agricultural biotechnology applications under development, see Pew Initiative 2001c.

19 The food crops for which field trials have been approved include alfalfa, apple, barley, beet, carrot, cassava, coffee, corn,
cranberry, cucumber, eggplant, grape, grapefruit, lettuce, melon, oat, onion, papaya, pea, peanut, pear, pepper, peppermint,
persimmon, pineapple, plum, potato, rapeseed, rice, soybean, squash, strawberry, sugar cane, sunflower, sweet potato,
tomato, walnut, watermelon, and wheat (Information Systems for Biotechnology 2002c).

20 NRC 2002.

21 Pew Initiative 2001c, 34.

22 Pew Initiative 2001c, 32.

23 Pew Initiative 2001c, 33.

24 Pew Initiative 2001c, 38.

25 The controls might include identity standards, labeling of consumer-oriented product attributes, and criteria for identity
preservation of the specially modified food. Such controls would need consideration not only for GM crops and foods but
also for ones conventionally modified in a way that is material to the consumer’s purchase decision or health.

26 Giddings et al. 2000.

27 Information Systems for Biotechnology 2002b.
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of thousands of acres of corn mass-producing pharmaceuticals and vaccines.28 For this to hap-
pen, however, regulators will have to address the potential of the plants with pharmaceutical
traits to outcross to food crops, presumably by using buffer zones and other measures to mini-
mize the possibility of such gene flow. USDA has already imposed such standards on biopharm-
ing field trials. One of the issues we consider in this report is whether the regulatory system is
prepared to ensure compliance with such standards. 

Plants that are being genetically modified to produce a wide range of substances for industrial
use (enzymes and other proteins, modified starches, oils, waxes, and plastics) will present the
same issues.29 Bacterial cellulase, an industrial enzyme that breaks down plant cell walls and is
used in alcohol production, has been produced experimentally in a GM plant.30 Two chemicals
used in medical and biochemical diagnostic kits—avidin and beta-glucuronidase—have been pro-
duced commercially in GM corn. Other potential industrial applications of plant biotechnology
include “natural” polymers that could be used to produce useful fibers resembling silk, elastin,
collagen, and keratin and that could possibly replace the conventional plastics used in such
everyday items as credit cards with a biodegradable polymer. Not all of these possibilities will
prove commercially feasible, but none is likely to be realized in the absence of controls to ensure
that plants genetically modified for nonfood purposes do not enter the food supply, whether
through biological gene flow or inadvertent physical commingling with food crops.31

Objectives of Postmarket Oversight
Before we discuss the current postmarket oversight programs of USDA, EPA, and FDA and the
issues confronting those programs, it is important to review the objectives of postmarket over-
sight programs. These objectives provide the framework for analyzing how the programs are
working today and whether they are prepared for the future challenges of biotechnology.

Traditional Objectives

In the previous section, we touched on the traditional and widely accepted objectives of postmar-
ket oversight in the health and environmental regulatory arena. In general, postmarket oversight
complements premarket oversight by

• fostering compliance with conditions of use or other restrictions imposed on a product during
the premarket review process;

• detecting noncompliance with regulatory requirements or health and environmental problems
not foreseen during premarket review;

POST-MARKET OVERSIGHT 
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28 NCGA 2002, 9.

29 Pew Initiative 2001c, 53.

30 Pew Initiative 2001c, 53.

31 Pew Initiative 2001c, 54–55.
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• taking enforcement action to correct and, when appropriate, penalize noncompliance; and 

• managing follow-up investigations, market disruptions, and other consequences of regulatory
noncompliance and the discovery of unforeseen problems.

These objectives are interrelated. Fostering compliance entails providing information and guid-
ance on the regulatory requirements so that individuals and companies clearly understand their
responsibility. It also depends on the existence of a credible regulatory compliance and enforce-
ment program. Complying with regulatory requirements can be costly and inconvenient.
Although the majority of enterprises make substantial and good-faith efforts to comply, some do
not. For all parties, a credible government compliance program fosters compliance by ensuring

that the costs and inconvenience of regula-
tion are imposed fairly on all participants in
a particular market and that noncompliance
bears its own costs. Effective inspection and
monitoring programs for detecting noncom-
pliance are well established as tools for fos-
tering compliance, and they provide the
capability to detect unforeseen problems. 

Enforcement action to correct noncompliance with a safety standard or other regulatory require-
ment (a product recall or seizure, a legal injunction against future noncompliance, or a withdraw-
al of a product license or permit) most immediately protects the health or environmental interest
for which the standard or requirement was imposed. The withdrawal of StarLink seed from the
market and the recall of foods containing StarLink corn protected consumers against possible
allergenicity of the Bt protein in StarLink (Cry9C protein). Strong enforcement action also has an
important deterrent effect and thus fosters the compliance of others, especially when fines or
other penalties are imposed for intentional or negligent wrongdoing. 

The final traditional objective of postmarket oversight noted above—managing investigations,
market disruptions, and other consequences of noncompliance and unforeseen problems—is
important for several reasons. Investigations to determine the cause of a particular problem, such
as the inquiry FDA and EPA made into how StarLink entered the human food supply, can inform
strategies and specific interventions to prevent the problem from recurring. Major cases of non-
compliance with regulatory requirements can cause expensive market disruptions by creating
uncertainty among purchasers about the safety and legality of products and, in the event of large
recalls, shortages of products in the marketplace. Regulatory agencies are called upon in these
cases to generate and disseminate good information about the safety and legality of products in
commerce, and to respond to often intense demand for decisions and actions to minimize or end
the disruption. In the StarLink case, the agencies were under particularly strong pressure to
assure foreign importers that the U.S. corn they were buying was safe and lawful. 

In this report, we focus heavily on the preparedness of the current postmarket regulatory regimes
at USDA, EPA, and FDA to achieve these traditional objectives of postmarket regulatory oversight
with respect to GM crops and foods. 

A credible government compliance program

fosters compliance by ensuring that the 

costs and inconvenience of regulation are

imposed fairly on all participants in a particular 

market and that noncompliance bears its own costs.
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Maintaining Public Confidence

Beyond these traditional regulatory objectives of postmarket oversight is one that involves the
more subjective goal of maintaining public confidence in a product, a technology, the safety of
the food supply, or the government’s regulatory program. This objective deserves attention
because public confidence is an issue important to many discussions about the regulation of
biotech crops and foods. We comment briefly on public confidence as an outcome of regulatory
oversight, as an objective of the regulatory system, and as a guide to regulatory decisionmaking. 

There is little question that one of the outcomes of regulatory oversight of products that can
affect human health and the environment is some impact on public confidence in those products.
When public confidence in a regulatory program is high, as with FDA’s regulation of new drugs,
public confidence in the products tends to be high. Likewise, when the public sees problems in
the regulatory program, confidence in the products can be weak. The Alar “apple scare” of the
late 1980s stemmed in part from a prominent television news program’s description of extensive
delays by EPA in resolving questions about the cancer-causing potential of Alar, a chemical
widely used in apple production, coupled with intensive media scrutiny and advocacy campaigns
that damaged public confidence in EPA and the safety of apples. Many parents temporarily
stopped serving apples to their children.

More broadly, in the food arena, regulatory oversight can affect public confidence in the food
supply as a whole, or some component of it.32 This effect is subjective and difficult to measure.
As a general matter, however, Americans have a fairly high level of confidence in the safety of
the food supply, which is sometimes expressed as, “they wouldn’t let it be sold if it weren’t
safe.”33 This sentiment is mirrored as fairly high public confidence in FDA and USDA, the princi-
pal agencies responsible for regulating food safety. In 1993, however, when shortcomings in the
U.S. meat inspection program were revealed in the wake of a serious outbreak of food-borne dis-
ease associated with the bacterium Escherichia coli (E. coli) O157:H7 in ground beef, public con-
fidence in the meat supply dropped, and the meat industry sought system improvements to
restore public confidence.34 Indeed, most of the major changes in the U.S. food safety regulatory
system over the past 100 years have come in response to highly publicized problems that shook
public confidence in the safety of the food supply or some component of it.

Public confidence in the safety of the food supply is not only affected by the regulatory system;
it also is a legitimate objective of the regulatory system.35 Public confidence in the safety of food
is a valuable public good. It enables consumers to select a diverse, healthy diet without undue
concern about the safety of the choices they make. It contributes to an environment in which
new food technologies can be accepted on the basis of what they do for consumers and the food
system rather than concern about safety. Confidence in the safety of the food supply is also what
people want: people want peace of mind about the food they eat and serve to their families. 
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32 U.S. FDA and USDA 2000.

33 FMI 2002, 41.

34 Sugarman 1994.

35 This statement reflects the opinion of the authors, which has been expressed elsewhere (Taylor 2002, 190).
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For purposes of this report, we assume that public confidence in the safety of the food supply is
an intended and desired outcome of the postmarket oversight of biotechnology. Public confidence
stands on a different footing, however, from the traditional objectives outlined above. Public con-
fidence in food safety is affected by not only the government but also—very importantly—the
food industry, public interest advocacy groups, and the media. Moreover, the contribution of the
regulatory agencies to public confidence is indirect. The government’s contribution to public con-
fidence in food safety is primarily a consequence of how regulatory agencies perform their tradi-
tional pre- and postmarket functions and, for purposes of this report, how well they achieve the
traditional objectives of postmarket oversight. We focus our analysis of postmarket oversight of
biotechnology on those traditional objectives and treat the desired outcome of public confidence
as only part of the context for the analysis.

We thus do not treat public confidence in the food supply as an objective that should directly
guide regulatory decisionmaking. In the interviews we conducted in researching this report, there
was broad agreement that the government’s regulatory programs should be guided by what is
required to achieve health, environmental, and other regulatory purposes rather than what some
might argue is required to achieve public confidence. We keep that perspective in mind as we
describe and analyze the government’s postmarket oversight of biotechnology. 

Responsibility for the nature of “the government’s” current postmarket oversight of biotechnolo-
gy is shared by the U.S. Congress and the executive branch agencies, principally USDA, EPA, and
FDA. Some of the issues and options we discuss are addressable only through congressional
action, that is, through new substantive legislative or appropriation of additional resources.
Others can be addressed by the agencies under current law through their own policymaking
processes or by reallocating existing resources. We recognize that, even in the latter case, any
significant change in approach probably would require at least congressional acquiescence. We
intend for our analysis to inform participants in both of these branches of government and to
support what should be a collaborative assessment of whether and to what extent change is
needed in current postmarket oversight programs. 

Current Postmarket Oversight Regimes 
In this section, we provide an overview of the postmarket regulatory regimes in place for biotech
crops and foods at USDA, EPA, and FDA. Because postmarket oversight in this area exists largely
to complement premarket regulation, the premarket roles of the agencies are described somewhat
to provide needed context; the premarket regulatory regimes have been discussed in detail by
others. For example, the USDA and EPA systems for making decisions about the entry of biotech
crops and food into the environment or market have been discussed in recent reports from the
National Research Council36; the FDA system is well described in two Federal Register notices37;
and an accessible overview of biotechnology regulation at all three agencies is posted on the
website of the Pew Initiative on Food and Biotechnology.38

36 NRC 2000, 2002.

37 U.S. FDA 1992, 2001.

38 Pew Initiative 2001b.
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USDA

BASIC MISSION AND AUTHORITY

USDA oversees the environmental release of certain categories of plants, including the field test-
ing that normally precedes the commercialization of GM crops. Within USDA, the Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) has regulatory responsibility for GM crops. APHIS has
the very broad mission of safeguarding the animal and plant resources of the United States from
pests, noxious weeds, and disease, whether domestic or international in origin. With a budget in
excess of $1 billion and more than 8,600 employees, APHIS conducts agricultural quarantine
inspections at the nation’s borders, monitors animal health, carries out pest- and disease-eradica-
tion efforts, and enforces animal welfare laws.39 In 1987, following the publication of the
Coordinated Framework, APHIS was charged “to manage and oversee regulations to ensure the
safe and rapid development of the products of biotechnology.”40 In August 2002, the APHIS
biotechnology responsibilities were consolidated in a new Biotechnology Regulatory Services unit
which, when fully operational, will have a budget of about $4 million and a staff of 25, “to focus
on USDA’s key role in regulating and facilitating biotechnology.”41 From a budgetary perspective,
biotechnology oversight is a small part of what APHIS does.

The authority of APHIS to regulate GM crops comes from the Plant Protection Act (PPA), enacted
in 2000,42 which consolidated and enhanced the authority in two other laws that APHIS had been
using to regulate in this area, namely, the Federal Plant Pest Act and the Plant Quarantine Act.
The PPA gives APHIS broad authority to regulate plant pests and noxious weeds in order to pro-
tect agriculture, public health, and the environment. APHIS uses this authority to regulate the
release of GM plants into the environment. The APHIS review of such releases is the sole vehicle
through which the government regulates the environmental impacts of a GM crop, unless the
crop has been modified to have a pesticidal property, in which case EPA conducts its own envi-
ronmental review prior to authorizing commercialization of the crop. 

APHIS carries out its responsibilities for GM crops in accordance with a regulation entitled
“Introduction of Organisms and Products Altered or Produced through Genetic Engineering
Which Are Plant Pests or Which There Is Reason To Believe Are Plant Pests” (referred to as the
Part 340 regulation).43 This regulation was adopted under the statutes that preceded the PPA and
has not been updated to reflect the PPA’s expanded purpose and authority. For example, the
statutes on which APHIS (and thus the APHIS regulation) relied previously tied the agency’s
jurisdiction over GM crops to the potential for a crop to be a plant pest and did not rely on the
Federal Noxious Weed Act. This distinction raises the question of whether APHIS has properly
exercised its statutory authority when it has considered in its review of GM plants a plant’s
potential for weediness and other potential environmental considerations that do not fall within
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39 See the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s FY 2003 Budget Summary (USDA n.d.). Under the Homeland Security Act of 2002,
the APHIS border inspection function will be transferred to the new Department of Homeland Security.  This does not
directly affect APHIS oversight of GM crop field trials, but the long-term impacts, if any, are uncertain.

40 USDA APHIS n.d., "Facts about APHIS."

41 USDA APHIS 2002.

42 The PPA was enacted as part of the Agricultural Risk Protection Act (Public Law 106–224) and is codified at Title 7,
Sections 7701–7772.

43 7 CFR Part 340. 
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the definition of a plant pest. Such considerations have been a standard feature of the APHIS
review. The PPA’s definition of “noxious weed” includes any plant that “can injure or cause dam-
age to [not only plants but also] other interests of agriculture, irrigation, navigation, the natural
resources of the United States, the public health, or the environment.” This authority appears
broad enough to cover APHIS’s actions under its current program. Uncertainty about the strict
legal basis for APHIS to require action as a result of its broad environmental review of GM crops
under the current regulation will remain, however, until the regulation is updated to reflect the
new PPA authority. In the following sections, we describe the APHIS program in practice. 

PREMARKET OVERSIGHT BY APHIS

As used here to describe the APHIS regulatory program, the term “premarket” refers to activities
undertaken by APHIS prior to authorizing the release of a GM crop into the environment for a

field trial or another purpose. “Postmarket”
refers to activities that occur after environ-
mental release, including activities to ensure
that the conditions imposed on the field
trial or other release are observed. 

The APHIS Part 340 regulation, mirroring
the definitions in the Federal Plant Pest Act,
defines “plant pest” broadly, including
known plant pests as well as virtually any

organism from a listed genus known to contain a plant pest. APHIS has concluded that an
organism from a genus known to contain a plant pest could “directly or indirectly” harm a
plant.44 Because most GM crops use a genus listed in Part 340 as a donor, recipient, or vector
agent, most GM crops are considered to be “regulated articles” and their developers are thus
required to meet the APHIS regulatory requirements before releasing the crop into the environ-
ment through a field trial or any other means of release.45 Developers can gain authorization for
field trials through a notification process or by obtaining approval for a field trial permit. After
field trials and before commercialization, it is common practice for the developer of a GM crop
to petition for and obtain a determination of “nonregulated status,” after which the crop is typi-
cally referred to as “deregulated.”46

44 7 CFR 340.1, Definitions.

45 7 CFR 340.0, Restrictions on the introduction of regulated articles. Some GM crops may fall outside the broad definition of
"plant pest" and thus may not, legally, be regulated articles. It is common practice, however, for developers of GM crops to
bring their crops into the APHIS regulatory system without regard to this legal distinction. 

46 Deregulation is not, however, required for the commercialization of a GM crop, and some crops (such as ones modified to
produce a pharmaceutical protein) likely will be used commercially as regulated products under an APHIS permit.

Uncertainty about the strict legal basis for

APHIS to require action as a result of its broad

environmental review of GM crops under the

current regulation will remain until the regulation is

updated to reflect the new PPA authority.
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Notification is a streamlined procedure for obtaining APHIS authorization for a field trial. It is
available for GM plants that meet certain eligibility criteria designed to exclude plants that 
are likely to pose risks to other plants or the environment.47 In addition, the field trial must be
conducted under performance standards designed to ensure the proper containment of the GM
plant so that neither it nor its offspring will spread or persist in the environment.48 Within 30
days of receiving a notification certifying that these criteria and performance standards will be
met, and after receiving input from the state department of agriculture where the trial will be
conducted, APHIS either acknowledges that the trial “is appropriate” under the notification pro-
cedure or denies permission for the trial to proceed.49 Notification has become the primary vehi-
cle for authorizing field trials of GM crops; about 95–98% of field trials proceed under the
streamlined procedure.50

Permits are available for GM plants that do not qualify for the notification procedure or are
denied field trial permission in response to a notification.51 The permit application requires the
submission of much more detailed information on the GM crop and how it was transformed, the
purpose and manner of conduct of the field trial, and the procedures that will ensure containment
during and after the trial.52 Permits are subject to an extensive review by APHIS designed to
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47 7 CFR 340.3, Notification for the introduction of certain regulated articles. The criteria are as follows: (1) the GM plant
must be of a species that is not listed as a "noxious weed" or that otherwise has not been determined by APHIS to be a
weed; (2) the introduced genetic material is "stably integrated" into the genome; (3) the function of the introduced genetic
material is known, and its expression in the regulated article does not result in plant disease; (4) the introduced genetic
material does not cause the production of an infectious entity, encode substances that are known or likely to be toxic to
nontargeted organisms, or feed or live on the plant species or encode products intended for pharmaceutical use; (5) the
introduced genetic sequences derived from plant viruses meet certain criteria to ensure that they do not pose a significant
risk of the creation of any new plant virus; and (6) the plant has not been modified to contain certain specified genetic
material from animal or human pathogens. See 7 CFR 340.3(b), Regulated articles eligible for introduction under the notifi-
cation procedure.

48 7 CFR 340.3(c), Performance standards for introductions under the notification procedure. The performance standards
address (1) shipping and maintenance at destination to ensure containment, (2) inadvertent mixing with materials that are
not part of the environmental release, (3) maintaining identification of the plants during the trial and devitalization of the
plants after the trial, (4) precluding viable vector agents with the regulated article, (5) avoiding persistence in the environ-
ment, and (6) eliminating volunteer offspring. The sponsor of the field trial must also provide APHIS access to locations and
information that will facilitate its oversight of the trial. 

49 7 CFR 340.3(e), Administrative action in response to notification.

50 A. Fouldian, quoted in Ervin et al. 2000. 

51 7 CFR 340(e)(5).

52 7 CFR 340.4(a), Application for permit. The application requires information about the applicant and developer; the type of
permit requested; all scientific, common, and trade names and all designations necessary to identify the donor organisms,
recipient organisms, vectors or vector agents, and composition of each regulated article that is a product and regulated arti-
cle; descriptions of means of movement, anticipated or actual expression of altered genetic material in the regulated article,
and molecular biology of the system used to produce the article; country and locality where donor and recipient organisms,
vectors and agents, and the regulated article were collected, developed, and produced; the purpose of the introduction of
the regulated article, quantity to be introduced, and a proposed schedule; descriptions of safeguards and processes to pre-
vent contamination, release, escape, and dissemination of the regulated article; descriptions of intended destination, uses,
and distribution of the regulated article; a description of biological material accompanying the regulated article during
movement; and a description of the proposed method of final disposition of the regulated article.
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ensure that the plant, as grown during the trial, is not a plant pest. If the permit is granted, the
applicant must take steps to ensure containment and to provide APHIS with access to locations
and information that facilitate oversight of the trial.53

In 2001, APHIS authorized through the notification and permit processes 1,111 field trials for
biotechnology-derived crops that covered 57,000 acres. Since 1986, APHIS has authorized
through these processes more than 8,200 field trials for biotech crops.54

Based on field-trial data and other data generated during the course of product development,
developers of GM crops who want to commercialize a crop free of the restrictions imposed under
the Part 340 notification and permit processes commonly file a petition for determination of non-
regulated status.55 The petition must include data and information that will enable APHIS to
determine whether the GM crop is a plant pest.56 APHIS also requires information to evaluate the
potential environmental impact of the crop under the National Environmental Policy Act,57 but
deregulation decisions are required by law to be made under the criteria applicable to plant pests
under the Part 340 regulation. If APHIS determines that the GM crop is not a plant pest, then it
grants the petition and accords the crop “deregulated” status, which means that the crop and its
descendants are no longer subject to regulation by APHIS under Part 340 regulations. APHIS has
deregulated more than 50 crops under this procedure.58 If the petition for deregulation is denied,
then APHIS retains oversight authority, and any release of the plant into the environment—com-
mercial or otherwise—is regulated through the notification or permit process.59

53 7 CFR 340.4(f), Permit conditions. The conditions are as follows. (1) The regulated article shall be maintained and disposed of
(when necessary) in a manner so as to prevent the dissemination and establishment of plant pests. (2) All packing material, ship-
ping containers, and any other material accompanying the regulated article shall be treated or disposed of in such a manner so as
to prevent the dissemination and establishment of plant pests. (3) The regulated article shall be kept separate from other organ-
isms, except as specifically allowed in the permit. (4) The regulated article shall be maintained only in areas and premises specified
in the permit. (5) An inspector shall be allowed access, during regular business hours, to the place where the regulated article is
located and to any records relating to the introduction of the regulated article. (6) The regulated article shall, when possible, be
identified with a label showing its name and date of importation. (7) The regulated article shall be subject to the application of
measures determined by the administrator to be necessary to prevent its accidental or unauthorized release. (8) The regulated
article shall be subject to the application of remedial measures (including disposal) determined by the administrator to be neces-
sary to prevent the spread of plant pests. (9) A person who been issued a permit shall submit to APHIS a field test report within 6
months after termination of the field test. (10) In the event of the following occurrences, APHIS shall be notified in the specified
time period and manner: (i) in the case of any accidental or unauthorized release of the regulated article, orally notified immedi-
ately on discovery and notified in writing within 24 hours; (ii) if the regulated article or associated host organism is found to have
characteristics substantially different from those listed in the application for a permit or suffers any unusual occurrence (e.g.,
excessive mortality or morbidity, or unanticipated effect on nontargeted organisms), in writing as soon as possible but not later
than 5 working days. (11) A permittee, his or her agent, or any person who seeks to import a regulated article into the United
States shall (i) import or offer the regulated article for entry only at a port of entry that is designated by an asterisk in 7 CFR
319.37-14(b); (ii) notify the Biotechnology, Biologics, and Environmental Protection Division of APHIS promptly on arrival of any
regulated article at a port of entry, by such means as a manifest, customs entry document, commercial invoice, waybill, broker’s
document, or notice form provided for such purpose; and (iii) mark and identify the regulated article in accordance with 7 CFR
340.5.

54 Information Systems for Biotechnology 2002a.

55 7 CFR 340.6, Petition for determination of nonregulated status.

56 Required information in a petition for deregulation includes a description of the biology of the unmodified recipient plant and
information to identify the recipient plant in the narrowest taxonomic grouping applicable; experimental data and publications; a
description of the differences in genotype between the regulated article and the unmodified recipient; a description of the phe-
notype of the regulated article, including any adverse or environmental consequences of introduction, such as weediness, effects
on nontargeted species, and plant pest risk characteristics; and field test reports from all trials conducted under permit or notifi-
cation (USDA APHIS 1996; 7 CFR 340). 

57 APHIS routinely issues a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) which, under NEPA, means that a complete Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) need not be conducted.

58 For a list of the deregulated crops, see Information Systems for Biotechnology 2002b.

59 White 2002.
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LEGAL AUTHORITY. 

In addition to the authority to establish the premarket environmental release procedures just out-
lined, APHIS has broad powers under the PPA to investigate and take action against plant pests or
noxious weeds encountered in the field (referred to here as “postmarket oversight”). It has broad
authority to compile information and to conduct any investigations it considers necessary to
administer and enforce the PPA. APHIS has specific authority to conduct warrantless inspections
of vehicles or persons in interstate commerce believed to be carrying a plant pest and can obtain
search warrants to enter any premises for the purpose of enforcing the act.60 It can subpoena peo-
ple and records to obtain the information it needs to enforce the act. APHIS can seize and destroy
articles believed to be plant pests or noxious weeds and can order owners of property to treat or
destroy materials that pose risks to plants, public health, or the environment. It can administra-
tively impose civil penalties up to $50,000 for individuals ($1,000 for first-time offenders) and
$250,000 for corporations and other legal entities, no more than $500,000 for all violations adju-
dicated in a single proceeding. Criminal remedies are also available, with fines and incarceration
for up to one year. 

All of these powers and remedies apply to GM crops undergoing field trials under the Part 340
regulation. In regulations governing GM crops, APHIS uses its broad legal authority to impose
specific requirements to ensure that it can monitor field trials being conducted under the notifi-
cation and permit procedures. The notification regulations require the sponsor of the trial to noti-
fy APHIS of any “unusual occurrence” during the trial, provide field test reports after the trial is
completed, and provide access to the trial site and records relating to the trial to evaluate compli-
ance with the criteria and performance standards governing conduct of the trial.61 The permit
regulations impose similar requirements for access to the location of the trial and associated
records. They also provide more specific notification requirements in the event of an accidental
or unauthorized release of the test crop and reiterate the authority of APHIS to take any neces-
sary remedial actions during the trial, including disposal of the test article, to prevent the spread
of a potential plant pest or regulated article. Most significantly, the permit regulations authorize
APHIS to impose any “supplemental” conditions it considers necessary to prevent the “dissemina-
tion and establishment” of plant pests.62

Crops that have deregulated status are not subject to these Part 340 regulations. Under the PPA,
they can be brought back within the regulatory control of APHIS if the agency determines that
the crop is a plant pest or noxious weed, presumably on the basis of new information brought to
the agency’s attention by the developer, a petitioner, or new analysis. APHIS, however, has no
systematic program in place for monitoring plants after they are deregulated.63
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60 APHIS enforcement authority is subject generally to the interstate (or international) commerce requirement except that, in
certain emergency situations, it can address problems in intrastate commerce. 

61 7 CFR 340.3.

62 7 CFR 340.4.

63 CEQ and OSTP 2001.
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POSTMARKET OVERSIGHT PROGRAM.

The APHIS Biotechnology Regulatory Services (BRS) unit has primary responsibility for manag-
ing pre- and postmarket oversight of GM crops. It collaborates with the APHIS Investigative and
Enforcement Services and state departments of agriculture.64

The postmarket oversight program consists primarily of inspecting field-trial sites to verify com-
pliance with conditions imposed under the notification and permit regulations. Inspections are
managed through two APHIS regional field offices. Inspections of sites conducting trials under
the notification procedure are conducted by field personnel, who have generalist training and
experience related to the broad mission of APHIS but are not biotechnology specialists.
Inspections of permit trial sites are conducted by biotechnology specialists from APHIS headquar-
ters or a state department of agriculture. The collaboration with the states is informal, and its
effectiveness depends to a large extent on the relationship between the state and APHIS, which
varies from state to state.65

APHIS says it inspects annually about 10%
of the notification trial sites, which are cho-
sen for inspection on the basis of past com-
pliance records of the institution conducting
the trial and how the crop, gene, or institu-
tion involved fits with BRS’s overall inspec-
tion priorities.66 The purpose of the
field-trial inspection is to determine compli-
ance with the performance standards gov-
erning the trial, and inspections are

conducted in accordance with the Biotechnology Inspection Manual.67 Inspectors review the site-
specific protocols developed by those conducting the trials (referred to as trial sponsors) to ensure
that the protocol is adequate to meet the performance standards, and they verify that the protocol
is being followed.68 Failure to cooperate with the inspector, have an adequate protocol, or follow
the protocol can trigger compliance action, ranging from a warning to termination of the trial
and destruction of the plants as well as civil penalty and criminal remedies possible under the
broad enforcement powers of the PPA. 

Field trials conducted under permits are considered by APHIS to pose high potential risks. APHIS
attempts to inspect permit trial sites at least annually. The inspectors, highly trained biotechnolo-
gy specialists, verify compliance with the general conditions for permit trials in the regulations as
well as any supplemental conditions imposed on the trial through the permit process. The inspec-
tions entail collecting and reviewing the records and data the cooperator is required to keep and
submit to APHIS as well as inspecting the facility to verify the containment of GM organisms.69

64 USDA APHIS 2001; White 2002.

65 White 2002.

66 White 2002.

67 USDA MRP APHIS PPQ 2002.

68 APHIS has provided guidance for developing field-trial protocols in a guide that reflects scientifically accepted practices for the
crop but allows a degree of flexibility for cooperators to adapt the protocols to their needs (USDA APHIS n.d., "User’s Guide for
Introducing Genetically Engineered Plants through the Notification Process"). For example, registrants have the option to choose
a containment method, which could be detasseling, physical isolation, or one of the other five most commonly used methods. 

69 Information Systems for Biotechnology 2002a.
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As in notification trials, failure to comply with permit conditions or to otherwise create a risk to
plants, public health, or the environment during a permit trial can trigger the full spectrum of
PPA remedies and penalties, including permit revocation; crop destruction; and recovery by
APHIS of the costs of removal, disposal, or other actions needed to solve a plant pest problem.
Civil penalties and criminal prosecution are also possible, depending on the severity of the viola-
tion. APHIS encourages voluntary compliance by pursuing lesser penalties in cases in which the
responsible party voluntarily reports the violation rather than being caught through inspections.70

Although APHIS enforcement authority over field trials is robust, we have not been able to
obtain documentation of the extent to which they have been used in practice or assess the degree
to which compliance with the regulatory conditions attached to trials has been achieved. The
2002 soybean scare involving the failure to contain a pharmaceutical plant in a permitted field
trial is the most visible example to date of how APHIS can use its enforcement authority (see
box, The ProdiGene Incident). 

The personnel and financial resources available for these inspection and compliance activities are
limited. According to the APHIS website, the BRS biotechnology program at agency headquarters
consists of nine biotechnologists, a branch chief, one program assistant, five regulatory permit
specialists, and a chief of Biotechnology Program Operations.71 The inspectors are drawn from the
general pool of APHIS inspectors, not dedicated to the biotechnology program. 

We could not determine what portion of the $4 million BRS budget or APHIS resources is devoted
to postmarket activities. It appears to be modest, however, compared with the number of field tri-
als for which APHIS is responsible because a large portion of the $4 million must cover the costs
of managing the notification, permit, and petition processes. 

For GM crops that have been deregulated through the petition process and have been commer-
cialized, there is no systematic program of postmarket oversight. These crops are not subject to
regulatory control under the PPA, unless and until APHIS finds them to be a plant pest or nox-
ious weed on the basis of new data or analysis. This means that there is no ongoing monitoring
by APHIS of the potential plant pest or noxious weed, or of the environmental impacts of com-
mercialized GM crops. In contrast, EPA’s oversight of GM crops modified to have a pesticidal
property (such as the Bt crops) is ongoing. The lack of ongoing monitoring by APHIS was one of
the issues of concern in a recent report on regulating the environmental effects of GM plants.72
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70 White 2002.

71 USDA APHIS n.d., "Biotechnology Staff."

72 NRC 2002.
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EPA

BASIC MISSION AND AUTHORITY

EPA’s responsibility for GM crops and plants stems from its regulatory jurisdiction over agricul-
tural pesticides,73 which is applied when a plant is genetically modified to contain a pesticidal
trait. EPA calls such traits plant-incorporated protectants (PIPs)74 and regulates them under the
same statutes that apply to conventional chemical pesticides. EPA’s mandate is to ensure that pes-
ticides, including PIPs, are used in a manner that protects human health and the environment.
Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA),75 EPA decides whether and
under what conditions a PIP may be used in the field. Under the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act (FFDCA),76 EPA decides whether and under what conditions the pesticidal substance
may be present in food. EPA’s pesticide regulatory program is administered by the Office of
Pesticide Programs (OPP). 

PREMARKET OVERSIGHT BY EPA

Under FIFRA, EPA must authorize field testing and the commercial use of pesticides. EPA author-
izes field testing by issuing experimental use permits (EUPs) that allow the use of the pesticide in
the field to gather the data necessary to support an application for commercial use.77 For PIPs
that involve GM crops, EPA shares jurisdiction over field trials with APHIS, which must also
authorize the trial under the notification and permit processes discussed earlier. 

A pesticide cannot be sold or used commercially unless it has been approved (or “registered”) by
EPA for that use in response to an application submitted by the pesticide’s developer or sponsor
(commonly called the “registrant”). Under FIFRA, registration of a pesticide requires a finding by
EPA that the pesticide will not cause “unreasonable adverse effects on the environment,”78 which
include “any unreasonable risk to man or the environment” and any dietary risk that is not
allowable under the FFDCA.79 EPA makes this determination with respect to the specific uses and
conditions of use proposed by the party seeking registration,80 and EPA has broad authority to
impose additional conditions and restrictions on use as needed to avoid unreasonable adverse
effects.81 As a general rule, these conditions and restrictions are reflected in the registration docu-
ment for the pesticide product and are legally enforceable. For example, for GM plants containing
the Bt toxin trait, EPA approved the registrations on the condition that growers maintain

73 The term "pesticide" includes "any substance ... intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any pest" [7 USC
136(u)].

74 U.S. EPA 2001d.

75 7 USC 136 et seq.

76 21 USC 321 and 346, as amended by the Food Quality Protection Act, Public Law 104–170.

77 40 CFR Part 172, Experimental use permits. EPA issues experimental use permits (EUPs) on the basis of a showing by the field
trial sponsor that limited planting of the crop will not lead to any unreasonable adverse effects. EPA can impose various controls
under EUPs that include data requirements for a notification, such as the identity of the microorganism constituting the micro-
bial pesticide and a description of the proposed testing program; requirement of any information regarding potential adverse
effects; and enforcement powers to seek penalties for violations.

78 7 USC 136a(c)(5).

79 7 USC 136a(bb).

80 7 USC 136a(a).

81 7 USC 136a(d).
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“refuges” (portions of the field where a non-Bt version of the crop is planted) to minimize the
development of resistance to the toxin among insects; for StarLink corn, EPA restricted its use to
animal feed. For conventional chemical pesticides, use restrictions are normally included on the
product label, and the farmer or other applicator of the pesticide has a legal obligation, enforce-
able directly by EPA, to comply with the restrictions. As discussed in the next section, the
enforcement of use restrictions is handled differently for GM crops containing a PIP. 

To ensure the safety of food produced from a GM plant containing a PIP, EPA cannot register a
PIP unless it has granted a tolerance or exempted the PIP from the tolerance requirement under
FFDCA Section 408. A tolerance establishes a limit on the amount of a pesticide or PIP that can
lawfully be present in food. Tolerances are set at levels that ensure that the residue is safe,
defined as a “reasonable certainty that no
harm will result from aggregated exposure to
the pesticide chemical residue, including all
anticipated dietary exposures and all other
exposures for which there is reliable informa-
tion.”82 EPA cannot grant a tolerance unless a
practical analytical method exists for detect-
ing and measuring pesticide levels in the food
commodity produced from the treated crop.83

As an alternative to a tolerance, EPA can exempt a pesticide from the tolerance requirement if the
same safety standard is met.84 EPA uses this authority when it does not consider a tolerance nec-
essary to keep exposure to the pesticide within safe levels, and in that case, EPA has the discre-
tion not to require that a practical analytical method be available. For all Bt crops, EPA has
granted tolerance exemptions for the anticipated presence of the toxin in food or animal feed and
has not required an analytical method.85

POSTMARKET OVERSIGHT BY EPA

EPA’s postmarket oversight of PIPs extends only to the enforcement of FIFRA-related require-
ments. FDA is responsible for enforcing the FFDCA, including any pesticide tolerances issued by
EPA. EPA enforces FIFRA primarily through state agencies under the Pesticide Cooperative
Agreement Program. Under this program, EPA establishes inspection and enforcement priorities
and makes grants to states to support their FIFRA-enforcement activities. 
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82 21 USC 346a(b)(2). 

83 21 USC 346a(b)(3).

84 21 USC 346a(c).

85 In the StarLink case, EPA did not grant a tolerance or tolerance exemption for the presence of the Cry9C protein in human food
because it had not approved StarLink corn for human use and thus did not anticipate the presence of the Cry9C protein in the
human food supply.
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LEGAL AUTHORITY.

Under FIFRA, EPA has extensive and complex legal authority to enforce the terms of a pesticide
registration against the registrant and users of the pesticide.86 EPA can cancel the registration and
stop sale of a product if its registrant violates the terms and conditions of the registration. The
use of a pesticide by any person in violation of the conditions and restrictions in the label is a
violation of federal law. To investigate and correct violations of registration or label conditions,
EPA can 

• require that registrants and applicators of restricted (more risky) pesticides keep detailed
records; 

• inspect establishments where pesticides are made, stored, or sold and be given access to
records kept there; and 

• enter premises where restricted pesticides are used. 

EPA can impose civil penalties up to $5,500 per violation for registrants or commercial 
applicators and up to $1,100 for private applicators (such as farmers) after a warning for a first
offense. EPA also can seek criminal penalties for knowing violations, with fines and prison up 
to $55,000 and one year for registrants and commercial applicators and $1,100 and 30 days for
private applicators.87 Other postmarket legal authority available to EPA includes the authority to
require adverse effect reporting by registrants and to require registrants to generate and submit
data (“data call-in”) on newly identified safety or environmental issues in order to continue
their registration.88

Because FIFRA gives the states primary enforcement authority, they typically enact their own
pesticide laws that are generally consistent with FIFRA. Because FIFRA does not authorize entry
onto farms to monitor compliance with labeled use restrictions on pesticides, such access to mon-
itor compliance with refuge requirements or an animal feed restriction (as in the case of StarLink)
is a matter of state law. 

POSTMARKET OVERSIGHT PROGRAM.

As noted earlier, EPA’s postmarket oversight program is managed through cooperative agreements
with the states based on priorities established by EPA’s OPP and Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance. The priorities are established in a guidance document that sets goals for
the compliance and enforcement programs and provides guidance on preferred approaches to
enforcement and on activities that are eligible to receive funding under the cooperative agree-
ments.89 The current OPP guidance document focuses on four areas affecting health and environ-
mental protection: worker safety, applicator certification, water quality protection, and

86 7 USC 136f, Books and records; 136g, Inspection of establishments; 136i–1, Pesticide recordkeeping; 136j, Unlawful acts;
136k, Stop sale, use, removal, and seizure; 136l, Penalties; 136q, Storage, disposal, transportation, and recall.

87 McDonnell 2002.

88 7 USC 136a, Registration.

89 U.S. EPA n.d.
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endangered species protection; PIPs and FIFRA enforcement with respect to PIPs are not men-
tioned. These activities are thus not funded by EPA in its grants to the states, and the states con-
duct little, if any, compliance and enforcement activity with respect to PIPs.

EPA’s compliance program for Bt crops is based on enforcement against the registrant of its obli-
gations under the registration. As a condition of registration, registrants of Bt crops must enter
into a contractual agreement with every farmer who buys Bt seed, according to which the farmer
agrees to plant a refuge to minimize the development of Bt resistance in insects. EPA does not
consider the bags of seed purchased by the farmer to be a pesticide. Thus, the bags of Bt seed do
not bear a FIFRA label, and the farmer is under no legal obligation to EPA to comply with the
planting restrictions.90 In this approach, the farmer’s legal obligation is to the seed company and
the registrant under private contract law, through the so-called grower agreement. Under these
agreements, farmers agree to “compliance assistance visits” and “compliance assessment visits” by
the registrants, and a farmer can lose the right to purchase Bt seed in the future by not complying
with the refuge requirement and other restrictions. This system includes independent compliance
surveys to verify overall compliance with the refuge requirement, and in the absence of compli-
ance rates EPA considers acceptable, EPA can cancel or decline to renew the registration. The
effectiveness of this approach to enforcement is one of the issues we analyze in Current Issues.

Because EPA relies on the efforts of registrants to enforce PIP use restrictions and because the
cooperative agreement program with the states does not address biotechnology, the agency essen-
tially devotes zero compliance and enforcement resources to the postmarket oversight of PIPs.
This approach reflects at least three considerations:

• EPA has determined that the four priority areas identified in OPP’s guidance document are
higher priority health and environmental concerns. 

• The total funds available to fund the state programs is small, approximately $20 million, and
thus must be allocated carefully to have any real effect. 

• EPA considers the grower agreement approach a viable alternative to any realistically achiev-
able government compliance program.

In addition, the Bt crops are registered by EPA for limited periods of time and thus must be rereg-
istered periodically. The registrants are required to collect and submit data on how the crops have
been used and the impacts they may have had on such environmental concerns as the develop-
ment of resistance to the pesticidal crops in targeted insect pests and the effects of the crops on
nontargeted species. Reregistration gives EPA the opportunity to reevaluate whether products
have been used as intended and whether they have adverse impacts, and to consider this infor-
mation in deciding whether and under which circumstances the use of the products should be
continued. This process serves as a surrogate for information that could theoretically be gathered
through traditional compliance and monitoring. 
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FDA

BASIC MISSION AND AUTHORITY

FDA has broad jurisdiction over the food safety aspects of GM foods other than the pesticidal
traits that EPA regulates. FDA regulates GM foods under the food additive and general food safe-
ty provisions of the FFDCA.91 Under these provisions, FDA can take action to remove any food
from the market that contains an added substance that may be injurious to health, and the law
requires premarket approval of most substances intentionally added to food, unless the substance
is generally recognized as safe (GRAS).92 The FDA’s regulation of biotech foods is managed by the
agency’s Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition (CFSAN), whose overall mission is to “pro-
tect consumers by ensuring that the nation’s food supply is safe, sanitary, wholesome, and hon-
estly labeled, and that cosmetic products are safe and properly labeled.”93

PREMARKET OVERSIGHT BY FDA

FDA’s approach to premarket oversight of biotech foods is described in a policy statement issued
in 1992.94 The policy describes the scientific evaluation that the agency expects developers of GM
plants to conduct to determine whether their products are safe and whether any safety question
might cause the GM food not to be GRAS and thus require premarket approval as a food additive.
Under this policy, FDA presumes that a traditional whole food, such as a tomato, is GRAS and
that a GM food remains GRAS if it is “substantially equivalent” to its conventional counterpart. A
GM food is substantially equivalent to a conventional one if the genetic modification has not
resulted in any compositional change in the plant that would raise a safety question, such as the
addition of a novel protein or the elevation of the level of a potentially toxic substance signifi-
cantly above naturally occurring levels.95 If such a change has been made, then the added sub-
stance may be considered a food additive and require premarket review and approval through a
statutory process that empowers FDA to impose any conditions of use it deems necessary to
ensure the food’s safety.96 Food additive petitions are required by law to include a “practicable
method” for determining the quantity of the additive in food.97 If genetic modification does not
produce a change in the food sufficient to make it a food additive, then there is no statutory or
other legal requirement for premarket approval or any premarket involvement by FDA.

In light of the novelty of the scientific and regulatory issues posed by GM foods and the discre-
tion accorded to developers of new foods to make their own initial safety determinations, FDA
created in the 1992 policy statement a voluntary notification process through which FDA and
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91 21 USC 321(s), 342, and 348.

92 21 CFR Parts 170 and 171.

93 U.S. FDA CFSAN 2001a.

94 U.S. FDA 1992.

95 Other circumstances under which FDA could require premarket review and approval of biotechnology-derived products include
the following: (1) the gene transfer produces unexpected genetic effects; (2) nutrients in the bioengineered food differ from
those in traditional varieties; (3) the sources of the newly introduced genetic material come from a food plant associated with
allergies; (4) the food contains marker genes that theoretically may reduce the therapeutic effects of clinically useful antibiotics;
(5) the plants are developed to make substances such as pharmaceuticals or polymers, and will also be used for food; or (6) the
food to be used for animal feed has different nutrients or toxicants (Vogt and Parish 1999). Whether FDA will require premarket
review and approval is determined on a case-by-case basis according to information submitted by the sponsor in its voluntary
premarket notification. 

96 21 USC 348(c)(1)(A).

97 21 USC 348(b)(2)(D).
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developers of GM foods could consult and FDA could review the basis of the developers’ determi-
nations of substantial equivalence. All GM foods under FDA’s jurisdiction have entered the mar-
ket through this voluntary consultation process.98 As of October 2002, FDA had completed 55
consultations.99 Of these, 28 were for corn, canola, rice, soybean, sugar beet, and other crops
genetically modified to be herbicide resistant. Sixteen covered the safety of the nonpesticidal
component of crops modified to incorporate the Bt trait of resistance to insects. The remainder
included modifications to slow the ripening of tomatoes, make squash and papaya resistant to
viruses, improve the fatty acid profile of canola, and reduce phytate in animal feed.

At the successful conclusion of this process, FDA issues a letter stating that it has reviewed the
developer’s submission and has no questions. The agency does not make its own safety judg-
ment, impose conditions on food use, or require any analytical method be provided by the spon-
sor. In response to public concern about the voluntary nature of the consultation process, in
January 2001, FDA proposed to make the notification mandatory but left other features of the
process unchanged.100

POSTMARKET OVERSIGHT BY FDA

FDA’s overall food regulatory program is responsible for the safety and labeling of the entire
American food supply except meat and poultry. About 50,000 food manufacturing, processing,
and storage establishments and a high volume of food imports are overseen by a field staff of
about 1,700 people, including inspectors, lab-
oratory technicians, and administrative per-
sonnel.101 FDA’s legal authority for the
postmarket oversight of biotech foods is the
same as its authority for other foods under its
jurisdiction. To date, FDA has not found it
necessary to establish a separate postmarket
oversight program for biotech foods. 

LEGAL AUTHORITY.

FDA’s authority to conduct postmarket compliance monitoring and enforcement in the food
safety area is grounded in the FFDCA as enacted in 1938. It does not include some of the
authority that APHIS and EPA have under PPA and FIFRA. For example, FDA does not have
broad access to records, lacks subpoena authority for foods, and cannot stop sales or recall
orders; however, it can request voluntary recalls to remove a food from the market. The agency
also lacks the authority to impose civil penalties for violations of food safety requirements. FDA
can, however, conduct warrantless inspections of places where food is being made, held, or sold
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by FDA as a food additive. 21 CFR 173.170.

99 U.S. FDA CFSAN 2002b.

100 U.S. FDA 2001.

101 U.S. GAO 2001a.
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and can collect and analyze product samples.102 With proper evidence of a safety problem, it
can go to court to seize unsafe products,103 enjoin their further manufacture and distribution,104

or seek criminal penalties.105

POSTMARKET OVERSIGHT PROGRAM.

FDA has no planned postmarket oversight program for biotech foods. As observed in its response
to the StarLink incident, FDA has substantial capabilities to react to postmarket problems and can
divert laboratory, inspection, and compliance resources to address such problems as needed. The
agency does not, however, conduct any product sampling or inspection related to biotech foods.
This distinction reflects FDA’s sense of the relative priority of biotech foods in relation to other
foods from a public health and regulatory perspective.106 The issues raised by the lack of an FDA
postmarket oversight system are discussed as part of the next section, Current Issues.

Current Issues
In this section, we identify and analyze five issues that present potential problems in the current
system of postmarket oversight for GM crops and foods. The issues cut across all three agencies
and involve the basic structure of the current system as well as more specific policy and regula-
tory problems. While not exhaustive of the potential post-market oversight issues, the ones pre-
sented here cover the topics that, based on the authors’ research and judgment, are most likely to
be of continuing interest and concern to the agencies and their constituencies.  

The purpose of this analysis is to inform policymakers and constituents about the issues, not to
recommend or advocate specific policy or program change. As revealed in the preceding section,
Current Postmarket Oversight Regimes, the agencies devote relatively little effort to the postmar-
ket oversight of biotech foods. We explore the rationale for this approach and speculate on how it
might hold up in the future as new applications of biotechnology emerge from the development
pipeline. We also examine two current policy issues: management of the adventitious presence of
GM traits, and the identity preservation or traceability of GM crops and foods. These issues are
important in their own right today and promise to become increasingly important as the number
and diversity of GM crops and foods increase. We believe that they also reflect broader issues that
will in part determine society’s response to biotechnology—particularly issues of control and
choice—that are beyond the scope of this paper but that certainly will affect how the government
ultimately handles the postmarket oversight of GM crops and foods. We reveal some of the com-
plexities and competing considerations embedded in these issues.

102 21 USC 374.

103 21 USC 334.

104 21 USC 332.

105 21 USC 333.

106 U.S. FDA CFSAN 2002a
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Lack of Systematic Oversight of “Deregulated” Crops by USDA

ISSUE

Once APHIS clears a GM crop for unrestricted release, movement, and import by granting it
“deregulated” status, the agency lacks authority under current regulations to impose conditions
on its use, including requirements that someone—the developer of the crop or other parties—
monitor its environmental impact. Additionally, APHIS has no program of its own to monitor the
environmental impact of deregulated GM crops. Should APHIS retain postmarket control over GM
crops that are currently being granted deregulated status in order to require postmarket monitor-
ing by the crop’s sponsors and users or to carry out its own monitoring program? 

ANALYSIS 

CONTRAST OF APHIS APPROACH WITH EPA. 

The APHIS approach to clearing a GM crop for unrestricted release, which in most cases amounts
to clearing the crop for commercialization, is not a typical regulatory approach. As a general rule,
regulatory agencies making market-entry decisions do not declare the product “deregulated” but
rather retain and commonly exercise authority to impose conditions on the use of the product
and, in some cases, to require monitoring, reporting of potential adverse effects, or both. This is
true of FDA’s regulation of food additives and drugs, as well as EPA’s approach to regulating PIPs
and pesticides in general under FIFRA. 

EPA retains jurisdiction over and routinely imposes conditions on the use of products registered
under FIFRA, including requirements for the monitoring of environmental impacts and data col-
lection to inform future regulatory decisionmaking about the product. For PIPs produced in Bt
crops, EPA has approved registrations on the condition that each registrant collect and submit to
EPA data on whether the PIPs harm nontargeted insect species and on how Bt affects resistance
among targeted insect species. Moreover, Bt registrations are time limited and require renewal
based on whether the data collected by the registrant continue to show that the products do not
pose unreasonable risks to the environment.

EPA’s clear authority under FIFRA to impose such conditions is justified by the inherent nature of
pesticides: by design, they are toxic to some form of life and thus require tight control to ensure
that they do not pose unreasonable risks. The use of this authority over Bt crops is further justi-
fied by the novelty of some of the environmental issues the crops pose and the difficulty of
resolving all such issues conclusively in premarket testing and risk assessment. Data generated
from large-scale commercial use may be the only way to provide adequate, long-term assurance
that the products are not posing unreasonable risk to human health or to the environment.107
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GM crops that do not contain pesticides may not pose the same toxicity issues as PIPs and thus,
depending on other features of the plant, may or may not warrant the same regulatory control as
PIPs. The case for postmarket oversight to detect adverse environmental impacts, however, is
based on the scientific difficulty of anticipating or ruling out all potential impacts at the time of
first commercialization. Although the products APHIS has deregulated so far may be unlikely to
cause future harm to plants, public health, or the environment, making this prediction with
respect to the growing number and diversity of GM crops that will go through the APHIS process
in coming years may be more difficult. Bt is the only EPA-regulated trait that is in widespread
commercial use. Most of the products in the development pipeline do not have pesticidal proper-
ties. They thus will go through the APHIS Part 340 process and receive their only regulatory
oversight for environmental impacts under a system that does not generally allow for monitoring
and other postmarket oversight of commercial crops.108

THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (NAS) REPORT. 

The lack of systematic monitoring of GM crops is addressed in some detail in Environmental
Effects of Transgenic Plants, a 2002 report by the National Research Council (NRC) and published
by NAS.109 The report addresses several issues surrounding the notification, permit, and deregula-
tion processes, including the need for postcommercialization testing (to validate the precommer-
cial risk assessment that led to the product’s approval) and the monitoring of environmental
effects (to verify that what was predicted occurs and to detect unforeseen effects). It presents a
rationale for the postcommercial monitoring and validation testing of transgenic crops, grounded
in principles of quality control and in the inherent scientific difficulty and uncertainty of predict-
ing systemic ecological effects on the basis of field trials that are necessarily small relative to the
commercial scale. It states, “APHIS’s regulatory process has never led to the release of a trans-
genic plant that clearly caused environmental damage. However, without systematic monitoring,
the lack of evidence of damage is not necessarily lack of damage.”110

On this basis, the report recommends postcommercialization validation testing and environmental
monitoring of GM crops.111 It suggests specific approaches to such testing and monitoring and
calls for the involvement of all public constituents and an independent body separate from
APHIS in the development of monitoring programs. It notes some of the difficulties of conduct-
ing such monitoring, including the expense, the lack of baseline data, the general lack of an ade-
quate environmental monitoring program for agricultural and natural ecosystems, and
insufficient numbers of trained people to conduct environmental monitoring. It also stresses the
need for a process that “allows clear regulatory responses to findings from environmental moni-
toring.”112 Retaining post-market regulatory control in this fashion would require a fundamental
change in the APHIS approach to the regulation of GM crops and possibly legislative change. 

108 The exception would be a crop that is required to remain under permit because of some identified risk and that, economi-
cally, can be used for commercial purposes under the permit restrictions. 

109 NRC 2002.

110 NRC 2002, 168.

111 NRC 2002, 192–218.

112 NRC 2002, 218.
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QUESTIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS AND CONSTITUENTS. 

In considering a change to a system with stronger postmarket oversight (including postcommer-
cialization testing and monitoring), APHIS, other policymakers, and constituents would have to
address several questions, including the following:

• Do the potential environmental risks (and surrounding uncertainties) associated with nonpes-
ticidal GM crops warrant postcommercialization validation testing and environmental moni-
toring?

• If such testing and monitoring are appropriate for GM crops, should they be required for all
new plant varieties with similar new traits introduced by mutagenesis or other more conven-
tional means? 

• Is there a basis for across-the-board postcommercialization testing and monitoring of GM
crops, or should they be done on a case-by-case basis, when specific potential risks justify it?

• What potential risks justify heightened postmarket oversight—risks associated with outcross-
ing through pollen drift? toxic or other effects on nonplant species?

• Under what circumstances is the potential outcrossing of transgenes an environmental con-
cern that justifies monitoring? Should such monitoring address the simple presence of trans-
genes in nontargeted plants or some specific environmental consequence of outcrossing
(such as the creation of herbicide-resistant weeds)? 

• Who should conduct and pay for monitoring—the developer of the product? the user? APHIS?
some other body?

• In considering possible postmarket controls, what consideration should be given to the bene-
fits of the GM crop? 

• Who should develop the baseline data that may be required to conduct meaningful monitor-
ing of the environmental effects of GM crops? Is investment in developing such data a pub-
lic-sector (government) function? a private-sector task? a shared responsibility? 

• Do the analytical methods and other technical tools that would be required for effective mon-
itoring exist?

• What, if any, new legislation would APHIS need to conduct or require postcommercialization
testing and monitoring for crops that it is currently deregulating? Does APHIS have the legal
option to keep crops under permit, following the completion of field trials, to impose such
controls? 

POST-MARKET OVERSIGHT 
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• Does APHIS have the financial and personnel resources required to carry out a postcommer-
cialization testing and monitoring program?

• What regulatory options should be available to APHIS to act on the basis of postcommercial-
ization testing and monitoring data? What standards should govern actions by APHIS to
reduce plant and environmental risk based on postcommercialization data? 

POSSIBLE PATHWAYS. 

These risk assessment and risk management questions are difficult to answer. Determining the
nature and degree of potential environmental risks and characterizing the attendant uncertainties
is a risk assessment problem. Determining who should conduct monitoring and what should be
done with the results (including what degree of risk might justify heightened postmarket over-
sight and regulatory action) is a risk management problem. In the NAS report, NAS strongly sug-
gests that there are risks worth worrying about, especially with regard to future developments in
agricultural biotechnology. 

In light of these circumstances, policymakers could choose from among several paths, without
necessarily being limited to one:

• Do nothing, presumably based on a judgment that the premarket oversight by APHIS is suffi-
cient (or could be adequately improved) to minimize postmarket risks.

• Collect information on environmental impacts that is readily available from public 
sources and encourage developers and users of GM crops to submit monitoring and 
impact data voluntarily.

• Invest in the generation of data required to establish environmental baselines for assessing
the impacts of GM crops.

• Invest in the research and generation of data required to better assess potential risks to the
environment from specific GM crops.113

• Establish a program to require postcommercialization testing and monitoring of GM crops
that under the current system would be deregulated, on a case-by-case basis, as APHIS deter-
mines is necessary.

• Establish an across-the-board postcommercialization testing and monitoring program for 
GM crops.

113 A current research program jointly administered by the USDA Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension Service
and the Agricultural Research Service is the Biotechnology Risk Assessment Research Grants Program (BRARGP). By funding
university-based research projects, BRARGP assists federal regulatory agencies in making science-based decisions about the
safety of introducing into the environment GM organisms, including plants, microorganisms, fungi, bacteria, viruses, arthro-
pods, fish, birds, mammals, and other animals. The amount available for support of this program in FY 2002 (approximately
$1.5 million) is projected to double in FY 2003 (USDA CSREES and ARS n.d.).
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CONSTITUENT PERSPECTIVES. 

The choice of any one of these pathways has significant policy implications, resource implica-
tions, or both and thus likely will be made through a public process and with constituent input.
Some analysts and constituents consider the current system to be working adequately and believe
that the biosafety risk assessments conducted prior to field trials are thorough enough to ensure
the safety of GM plants.114 In a statement made in response to the NAS report, however, the
administrator of APHIS seemed to embrace the need for change, saying that many of the sugges-
tions either were being put into place or were being considered, adding, “APHIS is currently
assessing options for monitoring already commercialized transgenic plant products. The agency
can already bring the organisms back under regulation if a plant pest risk is discovered. However,
the agency is considering whether it may be appropriate in some instances for research agencies
to gather additional environmental information through nonregulatory means.”115

One proponent of the nonregulatory approach says that it is in a company’s best interest to report
any adverse environmental effects from its product after deregulation to ensure the integrity of
the product as well as the viability of developing new biotech plants in the future.116 The
Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) put the NAS report and the current system in a posi-
tive light, supporting the “overall tone and tenor of the NAS document” and saying that the
report “confirms the effectiveness of a comprehensive regulatory system that has been in place
for more than a decade, and which has reviewed and granted more than 30,000 field permits
without a single incidence of injury to human health or the environment.”117

The environmental and consumer communities tend to share NAS’s concern about the lack of a
systematic, mandatory approach to monitoring. Three representatives, in a letter to Secretary
Veneman, stated, “The NAS report makes a strong case for post-commercialization field
research to monitor ecological and environmental impacts, both over time and across land-
scapes. This sound and important recommendation is crucial and will require USDA to set aside
adequate resources…”118
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115 USDA 2002a.
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117 BIO 2002.

118 Mellon et al. 2002. 
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EPA’s Approach to Enforcing Use Restrictions on PIPs 

ISSUE

No direct regulatory accountability exists between the grower and EPA regarding compliance
with PIP use restrictions, unlike for traditional pesticides. Instead, EPA has regulatory accounta-
bility only over the registrant; grower accountability is established contractually between the
farmer and the registrant through “grower agreements.” Is this private contractual approach to
enforcement adequate to ensure compliance with use restrictions that EPA has established to
achieve important public purposes?

ANALYSIS

THE PRACTICAL ENFORCEMENT PROBLEM. 

The PIP products on the market today all involve corn or cotton plants genetically modified to
produce Bt toxin for purposes of insect control. The enforcement issue is important with respect
to Bt because of the extensive adoption of Bt corn and Bt cotton by U.S. farmers and because the
ability to impose use restrictions has been an important factor in EPA’s decisions to allow the
marketing of Bt crops. Limiting StarLink’s approval to animal feed and industrial use was one

such restriction, and the failure of the regu-
latory and grain trading and processing sys-
tem to keep StarLink corn out of the human
food supply has made the enforcement of
PIP use restrictions an important issue. The
general consensus among the people we
interviewed in government, industry, and
the broader constituent community is that
in the StarLink case, too little attention was
paid to achieving compliance with the ani-

mal- or industrial-use restriction, and the system failed. One likely reason for that failure is that,
even though growers and the company selling StarLink agreed not to grow or sell the product for
human use, the registrant’s educational and outreach program for growers was not implemented
thoroughly enough to ensure grower compliance.

Perhaps more important for the future, however, is the requirement that all Bt corn and Bt cotton
crops be planted with non-Bt refuges as part of an insect resistance management (IRM) plan. In
this case, affirmative compliance programs are in place, and no Bt crop is likely to be approved
and marketed in the future without one.119 We thus focus our analysis on the enforcement of the
Bt IRM use restriction. However, the same issues would arise with respect to any future PIP that
has potential to produce adverse environmental impacts or poses a food safety concern and that

119 The development of insect resistance is biologically unavoidable for any insecticide, whether a conventional chemical insec-
ticide or one produced by a plant as a result of genetic modification. Insect resistance associated with Bt crops has been a
particular concern to EPA because the conventionally derived Bt toxin is one of the few insecticides widely accepted and
used in organic crop production. A significant increase in Bt resistance would reduce the utility of this insect-control agent
for which the organic farming industry has few alternatives. 

The general consensus among the people we

interviewed in government, industry, and

the broader constituent community is that in

the StarLink case, too little attention was paid to achiev-

ing compliance with the animal- or industrial-use restric-

tion, and the system failed.
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EPA decides should be managed through restrictions on use. If such restrictions are needed to
ensure that the product satisfies the FIFRA standard of posing no unreasonable adverse effects on
the environment or to protect food safety, compliance with the restrictions will be important to
ensure public safety and public confidence in biotechnology.

As discussed earlier, the need to rely on private enforcement through grower agreements arises,
as a legal matter, from EPA’s categorization of the GM seed sold to farmers as a “treated article”
rather than a pesticide product. Conventional pesticide products bear a pesticide label with which
the grower is legally required to comply. PIPs do not bear such a label, so the grower has no
direct legal or regulatory accountability to EPA for compliance. EPA has legal leverage over the
registrants, stemming from EPA’s authority under FIFRA not only to require that IRM programs
be established in accordance with EPA’s specifications but also to revoke or refuse to renew regis-
trations if the programs do not meet EPA’s specifications as designed and implemented. 

In analyzing EPA’s approach to enforcing PIP use restrictions, it is important to recognize the
practical limitations on EPA’s ability to directly enforce pesticide use restrictions, whether on PIPs
or conventional pesticides, even if there were no legal constraint. For example, of more than
400,000 U.S. farms that grow corn for grain, some 18% planted Bt corn.120 The limited resources
available for FIFRA enforcement would make it impossible for EPA and its state enforcement
partners to directly monitor these growers for compliance with Bt refuge requirements at a mean-
ingful level, especially given the other high-priority FIFRA enforcement needs to which EPA cur-
rently allocates resources. This resource limitation is compounded by the historical resistance of
growers to on-farm government enforcement of FIFRA, which creates a real political obstacle to
strong government enforcement of PIP use restrictions. Thus EPA has good reason to consider
private enforcement the only practical alternative. 

IRM COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE PROGRAMS. 

To address this practical compliance problem, EPA has required companies registering Bt products
to establish IRM plans and compliance assurance programs (CAPs) as a condition of registration.
EPA’s requirements for IRM CAPs for Bt crops and the biotechnology industry’s response to these
requirements are still evolving. 

In October 2001, EPA announced its decision to renew registrations for Bt corn and provided new
guidance on the elements of an acceptable IRM plan and CAP for Bt corn.121 EPA established
refuge requirements that it concluded would be adequate to minimize the development of insect
resistance to Bt under various circumstances (a non-Bt refuge equal to at least 20% of the Bt corn
plantings within a half-mile of the Bt plantings). Registrants were then required to adopt a pro-
gram to ensure that the refuge requirements were met, consisting principally of grower education,
grower agreements (under which the grower is bound contractually to comply with EPA’s refuge
requirements), and a CAP. 
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120 USDA NASS 2001; USDA ERS 2002.

121 U.S. EPA 2001b.
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The registrant’s CAP must be designed to evaluate the extent to which growers comply with the
refuge requirements and to take “such actions as are reasonably needed” to ensure that growers
who do not comply “either do so in the future or lose their access to the Bt corn product.”122 The
CAPs should include guidance for such elements as

• training for the registrant’s representatives who make on-farm visits to assess compliance
with the refuge requirements, 

• a system for the registrant to investigate tips and complaints about noncompliance, 

• a “phased compliance approach” under which first-time violations trigger remedial measures
by the registrant to gain compliance and failure to comply two years in a row results in the
registrant denying the product to the grower the next year, 

• an annual statistical survey conducted by an independent third party to measure the degree
of compliance, and 

• monitoring conducted by registrants to detect the emergence of insect resistance to Bt.123

Registrants are required to coordinate their compliance programs because the failure of any one
customer to comply could induce resistance despite others’ compliance. EPA’s October 2001 regis-
tration document described these elements in fairly general terms, expecting that the registrants
would flesh out the details in their own CAPs. 

In essence, this system makes the registrants the enforcers of regulatory requirements that EPA
has established under FIFRA to minimize environmental impact. This approach has generated
some controversy; EPA’s Scientific Advisory Panel (SAP) has stated that reliance on industry to
monitor and enforce compliance was “a major problem” but ultimately endorsed EPA’s general
approach.124 In January 2002, a coalition of companies holding Bt corn registrations, collaborat-
ing through the Agricultural Biotechnology Stewardship Technical Committee (ABSTC), submitted
to EPA Bt Corn IRM Compliance Assurance Program for 2002.125 This detailed document
describes how the companies would implement each of the elements prescribed by EPA. It
includes, for example, criteria for deeming a tip or complaint of noncompliance “legitimate” and
thus worthy of investigation; criteria for considering deviations significant and details on the
remedial measures registrants would take to gain compliance depending on the significance of
the deviation; and the circumstances under which a grower would be denied access to Bt corn. 

In March 2002, the Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) submitted to EPA detailed
comments on the industry CAP.126 CSPI announced that the CAP requirements in EPA’s October
2002 reregistration document “showed promise as an effective means of assessing and respond-
ing to noncompliance” but characterized the “actual implementation” described in the industry’s
plan as “grossly inadequate.” CSPI called for stronger approaches to detecting noncompliance, for
example, through more effective use of field inspections and more liberal approaches to investi-
gating tips and complaints. It also criticized the criteria for categorizing significant violations as
being too narrow and recommended that the situations that result in denial of access to Bt corn
be broadened. 

122 U.S. EPA 2001b, V 12.

123 U.S. EPA 2001b, V 7–20.

124 U.S. EPA 2001b, IID 12.

125 ABSTC 2002a.

126 Jaffe 2002.
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In June 2002, EPA provided the ABSTC comments on the industry CAP.127 EPA called for
strengthening the program in several ways to improve the likelihood that noncompliance would
be detected, to broaden the criteria for deeming a violation significant, and to strengthen and
bring more industry-wide consistency to the registrants’ response to noncompliance. This latter
improvement would include more intensive remedial measures and the possibility of denying
growers access to Bt on a regional basis if noncompliance is abnormally high in any given area.
In response, the ABSTC made some but not all of the adjustments in the CAP requested by
EPA.128 EPA found the revised CAP “acceptable” but noted that “improvements may be necessary
in the future depending on how these programs actually function.”129

LEVEL OF COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED TO DATE. 

One key measure of the success of the private contractual approach to ensuring grower compli-
ance with PIP use restrictions is the level of compliance achieved. Bt crop registrants are required
not only to implement a program for ensuring compliance but also to measure compliance
through grower surveys. In January 2002,
ABSTC submitted to EPA the results of its Bt
Corn Insect Resistance Management Grower
Survey for the 2001 growing season.130 This
statistically representative telephone survey
reflected the responses of 552 corn growers,
and results were stratified across four regions.
Growers responded anonymously. Nationwide,
87% of growers reported planting the mini-
mum required refuge size. Of this 87%, 92% reported planting the refuge within the required dis-
tance of the Bt planting, which means that 80% of corn growers nationwide reported full
compliance with refuge requirements in the 2001 growing season. ABSTC reported a nationwide
compliance rate of 71% for the 2000 growing season.131

The data reported by ABSTC do not permit the regional calculation of the percentage of farmers
who complied with both the size and distance requirements. Rates of compliance with the refuge
size requirement were reported regionally and ranged from a low of 77% in the South132 to a high
of 90% in the Corn Belt.133 The regional compliance rates for distance (from a low of 81% in the
South to a high of 91% in the Corn Belt) were reported only as a percentage of all growers, rather
than of growers known to have complied also with the size requirement. If one assumes that those
national rates of compliance with the distance requirement approximate the regional rate of com-
pliance by growers who also complied with the size requirement, then the regional rates of total
compliance would range from about 62% in the South to about 82% in the Corn Belt. 
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127 Andersen 2002.

128 Abramson 2002.

129 Andersen 2002.

130 ABSTC 2002b.

131 ABSTC 2001.

132 Including Tennessee, North and South Carolina, and Mississippi.

133 Encompassing eastern Iowa and northern Illinois.
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134 EPA expressed a similar concern in October 2001 when it reregistered Bt corn: "Without confirmatory visits to individual
farms (i.e., audits), it is impossible to verify the accuracy of grower responses" (U.S. EPA 2001b, IID 12).

135 U.S. EPA 2001b, IID 11.
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These data are informative, but they do not by themselves provide a sufficient basis for evaluat-
ing the adequacy of the current approach to ensuring compliance with PIP use restrictions. First,
it is difficult to know how reliable the survey is as a measure of actual compliance. It relies on
self-reporting by growers of their failure to comply with a contractual obligation, knowing that
the failure to comply could cause them to lose access to a valued technology. Although the sur-
vey was conducted anonymously, it places complete reliance on the ability of farmers to accu-
rately report activities that may have occurred months in the past and their willingness to report
noncompliance. Some underreporting is possible.134 Moreover, the compliance rates are not cor-
related with the corn acreage of each farmer, so it is impossible to assess compliance as a per-
centage of the total corn crop. 

Second, neither EPA nor ABSTC has established a standard for what constitutes an adequate
level of compliance. This may simply reflect scientific uncertainty about the relationship
between rates of refuge compliance and development of insect resistance. EPA acknowledges
that some noncompliance is inevitable and that some level of noncompliance can be tolerated
without significantly increasing the risk of resistance.135 It is not clear scientifically, however,
what an acceptable level of noncompliance would be, and under FIFRA, a regulatory standard
on this issue would require a complex balancing of costs and benefits that may not be feasible
to undertake. 

Third, the adequacy of the current approach should be assessed in part on the basis of what could
be accomplished with other approaches. It is impossible to know, however, what level of compli-
ance would be achieved by an approach that relied on government inspectors and direct enforce-
ment against farmers or on some hybrid approach, such as one that combined some direct
government enforcement with the private contractual approach. For practical reasons (resource
and political constraints), it is difficult to imagine that a government-only approach to grower
compliance would be more effective than the current one. The strength of the current approach is
that it taps into the self-interest of the technology providers and the growers in maintaining the
effectiveness of Bt for insect control. The other weakness of relying on government enforcement
alone is that the imposition of penalties against farmers requires at least one warning and
involves negligible fines. 

QUESTIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS AND CONSTITUENTS. 

The experience to date raises several questions for policymakers and constituents concerning the
future enforcement of PIP use restrictions. Although our analysis focuses on IRM-related restric-
tions, several important questions relate to enforcement of any PIP use restriction that EPA may
impose in the future, whether for environmental or food safety purposes. With respect to food
safety, after the StarLink incident, EPA declared that it would no longer approve a PIP for animal
use that was not also approved for human use, thus presumably avoiding the need to enforce a
split use restriction. This stance has not been codified by EPA in any binding or formal way,
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however, and it is unclear whether EPA will be able legally to maintain this policy if it encoun-
ters a PIP in a crop that is suitable and intended only for animal use and fully satisfies all FIFRA
and FDCA requirements for that use. 

In such a context, the practical ability of growers and others to comply with (and EPA to enforce)
use restrictions will include:

• Is EPA’s reliance on private contractual obligations to enforce PIP use restrictions fundamen-
tally sound for the long term? Will compliance results be acceptable? Will they be publicly
credible?

• Will this approach be as effective and credible when (in contrast to managing Bt resistance)
the interest underlying the PIP use restriction is one that involves no direct economic benefit
to the technology provider or grower, such as biodiversity protection, impact on nontargeted
species, or food safety? 

• Are there feasible ways to improve the effectiveness and credibility of the current approach at
a reasonable cost, such as supplementing it with on-farm confirmatory audits or setting stan-
dards or targets for compliance that must be met on a regional as well as a national basis?

• Are there any feasible alternatives to the current approach, that is, ones that would not place
primary reliance on private enforcement through grower agreements?

• Should the option of direct government enforcement be retained to back up the private
enforcement approach? Is EPA’s current position (not to subject the grower to legal accounta-
bility) one the agency could change, or would legislation be required? 

POSSIBLE PATHWAYS. 

It is unclear from our analysis what, if any, fundamental changes are required in EPA’s approach
to enforcing PIP use restrictions. Experience can and will bring improvements in the CAP
specifics for IRM-related restrictions on Bt crops. Ultimately, the adequacy of the current
approach probably will be judged on the basis of whether and how rapidly resistance to Bt devel-
ops. If resistance develops more rapidly than expected or to a greater extent in areas with rela-
tively low compliance rates, then the current compliance approach likely will come under intense
scrutiny and criticism; if the IRM program proves successful over time, then the current enforce-
ment approach will likely gain credibility and support. 

In response to the questions posed above, possible pathways include the following:

• Hold the current course; consider and make incremental improvements in the current program
for the enforcement of IRM use restrictions, but otherwise retain the fundamental approach.

• Have registrants conduct on-farm compliance audits as part of an effort to determine the
effectiveness of the current program. POST-MARKET OVERSIGHT 
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• Increase private and public investment in IRM to increase the chance that potential problems
are detected early.

• Add a public component to the current compliance program, presumably involving on-farm
compliance inspections by states on EPA’s behalf, with whatever increases in resources and
legal authority would be required to do that in a meaningful way.

CONSTITUENT PERSPECTIVES. 

The on-farm government enforcement of pesticide use restrictions has serious practical and polit-
ical constraints, as reflected in the perspectives of constituents on the issue of how PIP use
restrictions should be enforced. No major constituent we interviewed called for a fundamental
shift from private to public enforcement of PIP use restrictions. One farmer representative
affirmed that farmers would likely reject use of GM crops rather than accept on-farm government
inspections but also acknowledged, in the context of StarLink, the importance of compliance with
use restrictions and suggested a greater investment of government resources to ensure compli-
ance.136

The companies developing and marketing Bt crops affirm that “promoting compliance with IRM
requirements is of overriding importance to both registrants and farmers alike.”137 They support
the current approach to compliance through grower agreements and private CAPs, citing the eco-
nomic incentive growers and registrants have to minimize resistance and preserve the effective-
ness of the Bt crops. 

Environmental and consumer groups such as CSPI have been critical of how the current program
is being implemented but call for improvement in the system rather than a fundamental shift
away from private enforcement. In a September 2001 comment to EPA on the overall IRM pro-
gram, Environmental Defense said it was “to the agency’s credit” that it required IRM plans but
criticized the size and location elements of the refuge requirements as inadequate to prevent the
development of Bt resistance in insects.138 The group also recommended strengthening the cur-
rent requirements for resistance monitoring, compliance assurance, and remedial action, calling
them “not up to the task.” 

136 Frederickson 2002.

137 ABSTC 2002a, 1.

138 Goldburg 2001.
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Lack of an FDA Compliance Program for Biotech Foods 

ISSUE 

FDA is responsible for enforcing EPA’s pesticide tolerances and tolerance exemptions as well as
FDCA food safety provisions as they apply to and govern the market entry of nonpesticidal GM
crops. FDA also has jurisdiction over the safety and labeling of all food products made from GM
crops or ingredients other than meat, poultry, and processed egg products, which are regulated by
USDA. FDA currently has no affirmative postmarket inspection or compliance program for GM
crops or foods. Should FDA establish such a program?

ANALYSIS

This issue was raised by the StarLink incident, in which the unlawful presence of StarLink corn in
human food was first detected by an advocacy group and would not have been detected by the
regulatory system due to a lack of a regulatory monitoring system. FDA lacked an analytical
method that would have enabled it to find StarLink corn, had it chosen to look. In considering
whether FDA should establish a postmarket oversight program, it is important to examine the
scope of FDA’s jurisdiction, the agency’s other priorities, the rationale for the current lack of
oversight, and the issues that might justify oversight. 

Practical scope of FDA’s jurisdiction. 
The biotech products and issues potentially subject to postmarket oversight by FDA fall into three
categories: 

• Bt crops and foods made from Bt crops, to ensure they are covered by an EPA tolerance or
tolerance exemption (food products containing StarLink corn are in this category); 

• nonpesticidal GM crops and food products produced from these crops, to verify whether they
have passed through FDA’s voluntary consultation process and whether any such crops or
foods in the market pose a safety concern (this category includes crops genetically modified
to be herbicide resistant and foods made from these crops); and 

• any food product made from a pesticidal or nonpesticidal GM crop and non-GM foods
labeled as “GM free,” to enforce applicable labeling requirements.

POST-MARKET OVERSIGHT 
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FDA’S BUDGET CONSTRAINTS AND PRIORITY SETTING. 

FDA’s food regulatory jurisdiction is broad and challenging. It includes most of the food supply,
some 50,000 domestic food processing and storage establishments, millions of import shipments
annually, and many pressing food safety problems, including the persistent problem of food-borne
disease associated with the microbiological contamination of food and the more recent threat of
bioterrorism. Despite FDA’s broad and difficult mission, the budget for its food regulatory program
historically has been tight. The total budget in FY 2002 was $405 million, nearly $100 million of
which came in a supplemental appropriation earmarked for addressing bioterrorism. In recent

years, with its available resources, FDA has
achieved an average inspection frequency of
about once every five years for domestic food
establishments and only 1–2% of imports.

Due to budget constraints, FDA must con-
stantly set priorities and adjust the use of its
resources. FDA’s food priorities for FY 2002

are heavily weighted toward activities that directly address significant food safety problems, such
as food-borne disease and bioterrorism threats.139 In the biotech area, FDA’s priorities focus on
premarket oversight, including ensuring that allergenicity issues are resolved scientifically before
GM foods enter the market. 

RATIONALE FOR THE LACK OF AN AFFIRMATIVE FDA COMPLIANCE PROGRAM. 

In the StarLink case, FDA demonstrated its capacity to marshal resources and take compliance
action in response to a specific problem involving GM foods. The bigger issue, however, is the
lack of an ongoing, affirmative FDA compliance program to monitor the food supply for poten-
tial violations of safety or labeling requirements. FDA has such programs for the residues of con-
ventional pesticides in foods as well as other categories of food and potential food regulatory
compliance problems, such as seafood safety; the microbiological safety of juice, fresh produce,
and other foods; compliance of infant formula with premarket review, good manufacturing prac-
tice and labeling requirements; and the labeling and safety of dietary supplements.140 These com-
pliance programs generally include work plans for inspections and other surveillance activities,
criteria for bringing enforcement actions, and designated resources to carry out the programs. 

Several factors help explain why FDA does not have such a program for biotech crops and foods:

• FDA relies on its premarket notification and consultation process to provide the agency with
information on the GM crops and foods entering the market under its jurisdiction. Based on
its review of that information, coupled with the absence of reports of adverse health effects

139 U.S. FDA CFSAN 2002a.

140 U.S. FDA 2002.
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associated with these products after several years of marketing, FDA determines that they do
not to pose any food safety concern and do not require postmarket oversight or a compliance
program to protect public health.

• FDA’s labeling policy for GM foods does not require routine labeling of the products as
genetically modified. Thus, there is no FDA-required biotech labeling in the marketplace and
consequently no need for a compliance program for such labeling.

• FDA does not have analytical methods that would enable the agency to conduct routine sam-
pling and testing of GM foods, and its premarket oversight program does not require the
technology provider to supply such methods.141 The development of such methods by FDA
would require a considerable investment of resources, in part because, in many cases, the
methods would have to be specific to the crop, the modification, and the kinds of processed
food products to be monitored.

• Postmarket oversight of GM foods is a low priority for FDA because there has not been a
clearly defined public health or consumer protection rationale for it, and the agency has cho-
sen to address other higher-priority problems with its limited resources. 

POSSIBLE ISSUES THAT MIGHT JUSTIFY POSTMARKET OVERSIGHT BY FDA.

In light of the StarLink incident and the nature of the biotech crops that are in the development
pipeline, several issues might be candidates for postmarket oversight by FDA now or in the
future. Some potentially relate to safety and some more to regulatory compliance and public con-
fidence. They are offered to foster discussion.

Market entry of nonpesticidal crops. 

FDA’s current regulatory program for biotech foods is premised on essentially universal coopera-
tion by the biotechnology industry with the voluntary notification system. Two possible func-
tions of postmarket oversight by FDA would be to (1) identify any GM products in the market
that have not gone through the voluntary notification and consultation process so that their safe-
ty could be evaluated and a determination made on whether the product triggers the approval
process for food additives and (2) verify that products that have entered the market through the
existing process conform to the descriptions and analyses provided to FDA regarding the details
of the inserted gene construct, the composition of the resulting food, and any other safety-related
attribute. Oversight activities might include inspection of seed companies and marketplace sam-
pling of food products. FDA and the major biotechnology companies believe that all the GM
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crops and foods that have entered the market under FDA’s jurisdiction have done so through the
notification process. The value of postmarket oversight would be to verify that that the process is
working as intended and claimed and to detect any cases of noncompliance. 

This issue presents several practical problems for FDA oversight:

• FDA lacks analytical methods that would permit screening the food supply for each of the
specific gene constructs that are known to have entered the market; however, no substantial
technical barriers to developing such methods exist. 

• If traits enter the market without FDA’s knowledge, the technical obstacles to oversight are
significant; no generic methods would permit FDA to distinguish generally between GM and
non-GM crops and foods. 

• When methods are available, the amount of sampling and testing required to detect relatively
rare events would be large and expensive; this approach assumes that any such testing would
focus on the raw agricultural commodities of potential concern, but the methodological and
cost constraints would be even greater if FDA were to attempt to monitor processed foods
with multiple ingredients. 

• FDA lacks the authority to examine food industry records that might document whether GM
ingredients are present in products. 

• FDA’s inspection force is already overextended and focused on more readily demonstrable
safety concerns. 

The presence of GM crops and products where they do not belong. 

Under several situations, GM crops and foods that are lawful for sale in the United States and
have met applicable safety standards for their intended use could enter the food supply under
conditions that are unlawful or undesirable and disruptive. These situations, when unintended,
are sometimes referred to as involving the “adventitious presence” of the GM crop or food, a sub-
ject that is discussed separately in Adventitious Presence of Genetic Traits in Nontargeted Crops
and Foods. When such situations involve Bt or any future pesticidal trait subject to mandatory
premarket review by EPA, the presence of the pesticidal compound in a food for which it is not
approved (such as in the StarLink case) is unlawful. In other cases, the adventitious presence of a
GM trait may be disruptive without being illegal (such as the presence of approved GM crops in
export channels when not approved for sale in the receiving country). 

Using traditional food crops to “grow” pharmaceuticals or chemicals for industrial use is a pos-
sible future issue of adventitious presence. Although GM crops used to produce such substances
are expected to remain subject to APHIS permitting and oversight while in the ground, the pres-
ence in the food supply of the crops or the substances they produce would raise legal and regu-
latory issues for FDA and also could be quite disruptive of the food supply because of the likely
consumer rejection of food potentially contaminated with such substances, regardless of the
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degree of actual safety concern. The marketplace reaction to potentially contaminated soybeans
in the case of ProdiGene Inc. illustrated this point. Postmarket oversight activities in such cases
might include inspection of the grain trading and processing system (to ensure that the contain-
ment and segregation required for legal compliance are observed) and the sampling of food
products in the marketplace. In situations involving legal and regulatory issues, the value of
postmarket oversight would be to create incentives for compliance and to detect violations; in
situations involving potential disruption, the value would be to have some basis for maintaining
confidence in the system by commercial participants and consumers and for responding to
problems when they arise. 

This issue presents several practical problems for FDA oversight: 

• FDA lacks the analytical methods and required resources and continues to have competing
priorities, as outlined for the previous issue. 

• The government is still developing a policy to address adventitious presence; the policy
aspects of this issue are discussed separately in Adventitious Presence of Genetic Traits in
Nontargeted Crops and Foods.

Imports of GM crops and foods. 

As the commercial use of biotechnology expands internationally, the likelihood that GM crops
and foods produced elsewhere will be offered for import into the United States will increase. If
not approved in the United States (in cases where such approval is required) and if not adequate-
ly reviewed for safety in the exporting country, such crops and foods could pose legal and food
safety concerns. GM crops and foods are not required to be labeled as such, and thus imported
GM products will not be readily identifiable. Because of the sensitivity of the U.S. marketplace to
biotechnology issues, major importers may take steps to ensure that they are aware of whether
the product is from a GM source and that the product can be lawfully and safely used in the
United States. FDA oversight likely would include the agency’s use of its authority to detain and
inspect imports and reject products that “appear” to be adulterated or misbranded. The value of
oversight in this case is the same as in any situation: to provide incentives for compliance with
food safety laws, and to detect and address possible violations. 

This issue presents several practical problems for FDA oversight: 

• FDA would face the same problems as for the previously mentioned possible issues of FDA
postmarket oversight. 

• The diversity of possible foreign sources of GM foods is great. No information base on GM
traits and foods that might be offered for import, however, exists to serve as a starting point
for targeting surveillance activities.142
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has not been ratified, and the United States is neither a signatory to the protocol nor a member of the convention (United
Nations 2000). 
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Enforcement of GM-related labeling rules. 

Although there is no labeling requirement for GM crops and foods under U.S. law, FDA policy
requires labeling if the product is materially different to consumers in terms of safety (for exam-
ple, possible allergenicity), nutritional attributes, or some other manner. In addition, FDA has
provided draft guidance on the conditions under which a product may be labeled “genetically
modified” or “GM free.”143 One newspaper sampled food products labeled as GM free and found
some to contain GM ingredients, suggesting the need for oversight and possible enforcement.144

Postmarket oversight in labeling typically involves the sampling of products and product label-
ing to evaluate compliance with labeling rules and investigation in response to complaints from
consumers or competitors. As products that bear or should bear GM-related labeling enter the
market, compliance oversight and enforcement of labeling rules would be valuable to foster
compliance and ensure that consumers can rely on labels to make informed choices and 
protect their safety. 

This issue presents the same practical problems for FDA oversight as for the other issues; of those
issues, lack of analytical methods and lack of access to food industry records pose the most sig-
nificant obstacles to enforcement.

QUESTIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS AND CONSTITUENTS. 

The issue of whether FDA should develop a postmarket oversight program may be different
today than it was 2 years ago and is likely to be different 2 years and 10 years from now as the
range of GM products expands and public concerns evolve. The factors that will determine the
need for such a program are likely to remain the same: public health priorities, resources, tech-
nical and practical feasibility, and the importance placed on public confidence and FDA’s role in
maintaining it. Although many constituents argue that specific regulatory decisions should be
based on science and public health, the goal of maintaining public confidence in the regulatory
system and a technology frequently influences resource allocation and the establishment of new
programs. 

These factors suggest the questions policymakers and constituents may be asking now and in
the future: 

• Do food safety or other consumer protection interests warrant FDA’s investment of resources
in postmarket oversight of GM foods and crops, taking into account other priorities?

• Does some other justification for FDA oversight, such as avoiding market disruptions, justify
providing FDA additional resources earmarked for that purpose?

• Can the technical constraints on postmarket oversight (for example, the need for practicable
analytical methods for the full range of commercial gene traits and the large number of sam-
ples required to monitor compliance in the conventional fashion) be overcome? at what cost?
to be borne by whom? 

143 Though labeled "draft," the guidance is the operative policy of the agency (U.S. FDA CFSAN 2001). 

144 Callahan 2001.
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• Might technological advances or new compliance strategies (such as private third-party test-
ing and certification) overcome or compensate for the current constraints on postmarket
oversight by FDA?

• Does FDA have all the legal tools it needs to conduct effective postmarket oversight?

• Is maintaining public confidence in the food supply, in biotechnology, or in FDA a sufficient
basis for FDA to establish a postmarket oversight program? 

POSSIBLE PATHWAYS. 

Whether to pursue the development of an FDA postmarket oversight program will depend on
answers to the preceding questions as well as others. If such a program is worth pursuing, possi-
ble pathways include the following:

• Require technology providers to develop and make available to FDA practicable analytical
methods that could be used to monitor the presence of GM traits in crops, food products, or
both. 

• Develop FDA’s laboratory capacity to analyze GM crops and foods so it is prepared to
respond to problems like the StarLink incident, but defer investing in an active surveillance
program until the need (in terms of food safety or consumer protection) is more clearly
demonstrated.

• Develop focused FDA compliance programs to address defined issues, such as the possible
unlawful presence of pesticidal traits in foods for which they are not approved, imports of
GM foods that have not been reviewed by EPA or FDA, and the enforcement of restrictions
on the presence in food of crops genetically modified to produce pharmaceuticals or indus-
trial chemicals. 

• Foster collaboration between FDA and the biotechnology and food industries on private third-
party testing and certification programs to verify compliance with regulatory requirements.

CONSTITUENT PERSPECTIVES. 

Very little constituent discussion has addressed the need for an affirmative FDA postmarket over-
sight program. Representatives of industry, consumers, and environmental groups widely agree
that FDA and other government agencies should base their policies and resource allocations on
achieving substantive objectives for food safety, consumer protection, and the environment—not
“public confidence,” although the constituent and government response to the ProdiGene incident
seemed to be motivated by concerns about public confidence in the system.
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Constituents, including industry representatives, emphasize the importance of ensuring strict
compliance with FDA regulatory requirements, but the general perspective is that this goal should
be accomplished by means other than traditional postmarket compliance activity. For the
StarLink and ProdiGene incidents and other instances of the unlawful or adventitious presence of
GM traits in food products, constituents emphasize the importance of making decisions at or
before market entry to make postmarket compliance more likely. For StarLink, this meant sup-
porting EPA’s policy not to grant split use approvals in the future. In response to the ProdiGene
incident, many in the food industry and consumer community are urging that pharmaceutical
plants not be grown in the same geographic regions where food crops are grown. For adventi-
tious presence in general, this approach means deciding prior to market entry what levels of the
inadvertent presence of a GM trait in various crops for which it is not approved (such as through
outcrossing or unavoidable commingling) will be permissible. 

Those involved in the grain trade—growers, traders, and processors—stress the need for industry
to take responsibility and work together across the food chain in new, more collaborative ways to
ensure that domestic and foreign regulatory requirements are met and that the integrity and cred-
ibility of grain markets are maintained. A market-based approach to identity preservation, dis-
cussed under Identity Preservation and Traceability of Biotech Foods to Their Source, is one
possible vehicle for such collaboration. The general perspective among these groups is that the
government can play at most a supportive role in efforts to protect the integrity and credibility of
grain markets. 

Adventitious Presence of Genetic Traits in Nontargeted Crops and Foods 

ISSUE

The seed industry and grain trades have long recognized, as a result of biological gene flow and
physical commingling, the adventitious presence of low levels of seed and grain varieties (and
accompanying genetic traits) other than the ones intended to be present in their products. It has
been accepted as unavoidable because of the biological nature of seed production and the high-
volume U.S. grain-handling system. Although recognized as an issue within the trade, adventi-
tious presence was not controversial publicly before the introduction of biotechnology. Public
and trade sensitivities about biotechnology, differing regulatory situations among trading part-
ners, and the possibility of safety concerns (as in the case of StarLink) have made the adventi-
tious presence of GM traits controversial. How should the regulatory system address this
phenomenon?
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ANALYSIS

The adventitious presence of GM traits in conventional seeds, crops, and resulting food products
is one of the most vexing issues facing the biotechnology industry and the regulatory agencies.
The StarLink incident brought the issue to the public stage, but the possibility of the adventitious
presence of GM traits now pervades the grain industry and, in turn, affects members of the food
processing industry, some of whom seek to avoid the presence of GM ingredients in their prod-
ucts. The issue thus has practical importance as a commercial problem—as recently as December
2002, Japan rejected a shipment of U.S. corn that contained trace amounts of StarLink corn—as
well as a regulatory one. It also has potentially far-reaching implications as a public issue
because of the desire of some consumers to avoid GM foods for a host of personal reasons. 

The U.S. regulatory agencies have been working with the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP) to devise a policy for managing adventitious presence as it occurs in
the context of biotechnology. On August 2, 2002, OSTP published a notice for public comment
outlining proposed actions the regulatory agencies are considering to address the issue. The fol-
lowing analysis is intended to assist constituents in their consideration of proposed government
policies and related issues. 

DEFINITION AND EXAMPLES OF “ADVENTITIOUS PRESENCE.” 

It is important to define “adventitious presence” as used in the analysis to follow. The term is
itself somewhat controversial because, to some people, it appears to obscure the human role in a
GM trait being where it should not be and to make light of what some would more bluntly call
“contamination.”145 According to the American Seed Trade Association (ASTA), “adventitious
presence refers to the unintended or unintentional presence of another seed variety or genetic
material, and/or trait(s) from another variety as a result of natural, mechanical or human
means.”146 Pioneer Hi-Bred International Inc. defines “adventitious presence” as the “unintended
presence of genetic material or seed from another variety, crop, or weed in a seed or grain ship-
ment”147 (emphasis added). 

These definitions convey the sense of the term as we use it in this report, with the following
qualification of the term “unintended.” If a GM trait is present where it does not belong as a
result of the negligent failure of a responsible party to observe a regulatory restriction or other
recognized standard of care (such as a seed purity specification), then the presence of the trait
may be unintended, but it would not be fairly described as “adventitious.” It would be better
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145 Merrigan 2002.

146 ASTA n.d., "What Is Adventitious Presence in Seed?"

147 Pioneer Hi-Bred International 2001.
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described as unlawful or inappropriate contamination. As used in this report, “adventitious pres-
ence” refers to the situation in which the trait is present where it should not be despite the appar-
ent compliance with applicable regulatory restrictions and other recognized standards of care by
all parties. This understanding of the term is useful because it focuses attention on one of the
central problems in addressing adventitious presence, which is determining the appropriate stan-
dard of care for avoiding the unintended contamination of food with GM traits.

Under the definitions offered by ASTA and Pioneer, as qualified in the previous paragraph, the
source of an unintended seed variety or genetic trait could be a conventional variety or a variety
improved through biotechnology. Historically, adventitious presence has been a common and
accepted phenomenon in the conventional seed industry and levels of adventitious presence have
not been a subject of government regulation, even though the unintended variety or genetic trait

in the seed is naturally incorporated in the
crops and food products produced from the
seed. The adventitious presence of non-GM
seed has been recognized and managed
through industry standards and practices.
For example, industry standards allow “cer-
tified seed” for certain crops to be 99% pure
and have tolerances for weeds, other vari-
eties, and other crops altogether.148 Most
seed in the United States is not certified,

however, whereas it is in other countries. The United States historically has relied on truth-in-
labeling on seed bags, as required by the Federal Seed Act,149 to ensure that grower expectations
for seed purity are met.150 The public has had little awareness or concern about adventitious pres-
ence in this conventional seed context.

The issue of adventitious presence is strikingly different, however, in the context of biotechnolo-
gy. In the StarLink case, which may have involved negligent contamination and adventitious
presence, the presence of Bt in crops and foods for which its was not approved was a matter of
prominent regulatory and public concern. More recently, The Wall Street Journal reported in
April 2002 that one variety of commercially marketed glyphosate-resistant canola seed may con-
tain a glyphosate-resistance gene trait, GT200, that was similar to but distinct from the marketed
trait, although none had been detected in U.S. seeds.151 GT200 had not been through a U.S. gov-
ernment premarket review process. Because it does not produce a pesticide like StarLink corn,
GT200 is under FDA’s jurisdiction, which means that it is subject to FDA’s voluntary consultation
process rather than a mandatory premarket approval, and thus its presence in the U.S. food sup-
ply would likely not violate U.S. food law.152 Nevertheless, Monsanto Company, which had poten-
tial legal responsibility for GT200, brought the problem to the attention of USDA and FDA,

148 Gustafson 2002, 7.

149 7 USC 1551–1611. The Federal Seed Act is administered by the USDA’s Agricultural Marketing Service, which has issued
detailed regulations implementing the act (7 CFR Part 201).

150 Fernandez 2002.

151 Ananova 2002; Murphy 2002.

152 Murphy 2002, 29.
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informing the agencies that GT200 “has the potential to be present in low, adventitious levels in
commercial canola varieties.”153 Monsanto also put the trait through the FDA consultation
process, at FDA’s suggestion, and sought the agency’s concurrence that GT200 was as safe as
conventional canola varieties and thus its presence not a cause for concern. Monsanto satisfacto-
rily completed the FDA consultation process for GT200,154 thus defusing the situation and avoid-
ing the need for recalls by food companies that would not want even a trace amount of an
“unapproved” GM trait in their products. The ASTA nevertheless observed that “GT200 points to
the need for another policy change: allowable tolerances for trace amounts of biotechnology
events found in crops and seeds.”155

HOW ADVENTITIOUS PRESENCE OCCURS. 

Unintended contamination resulting in the adventitious presence of GM material in crops and
foods can occur at four levels of the commercial chain, at least: seed production, on-farm commer-
cial grain production, grain handling and transport, and food manufacturing and processing.156

No commercial seed variety is genetically pure.157 Seed production is a biological process under-
taken in open environments.158 The natural process of pollen drift is a major contributor to
adventitious presence and can occur even in enclosed nursery settings if adventitious pollen is
present that could be introduced into the seed; adventitious presence also results from the human
role in seed production, such as through “pollen mixing during seed production or through inad-
vertent mixing with other parent seed lines when seed companies plant, harvest, transport or
condition their seed products.”159 Organizations representing the world seed industry state that “a
certain level of adventitious presence of ‘off-types’ is unavoidable with respect to the crop repro-
duction biology and the production processes.”160 However, the risks of contamination through
cross-pollination are not the same for every type of grain. Although corn readily cross-pollinates,
soybeans do not and thus are not vulnerable to the adventitious presence of traits through this
mechanism. 

During grain production, adventitious presence can occur for many of the same reasons as in
seed production, including cross-pollination, pollen mixing, or inadvertent mixing of seed or
grain in planters or in other equipment.161 Regrowth from a previous crop, known as “volunteer”
growth, can also result in pollen from the old grain seed mixing with the new crop, as occurred
in the ProdiGene case. 

Human actions at the farm production level and in the first steps of grain distribution are also
factors in the occurrence and extent of adventitious presence. Factors include the size of the
buffer zone between a conventional and a GM crop as well as commingling in storage bins, grain
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153 Ananova 2002; Murphy 2002, 28.

154 Ditto 2002.

155 Murphy 2002, 29.

156 Murphy 2002, 29.

157 ASTA n.d., "Isn’t Each Commercial Seed Variety Genetically Pure?"

158 ASTA n.d., "Can’t Adventitious Biotech Presence Be Eliminated?"

159 Pioneer Hi-Bred International 2001.

160 FIS and ASSINSEL 2000.

161 FIS and ASSINSEL 2000.
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elevators, or trucks that are not cleaned out completely. Grower practices, including failure to
comply with grower agreements calling for buffer zones and segregation, may have contributed
to the unintended presence of StarLink corn in the human food chain, although it has not been
demonstrated conclusively.162

At the level of grain handling and transport, adventitious presence results from the intrinsic
nature of the high-volume bulk handling system for grains in the United States.163 This system is
enormously efficient and permits the movement in commerce of huge volumes of grain at low
cost. The segregation of specific strains and varieties of single crops (such as corn) beyond broad
grading categories was not one of the intended functions of the bulk commodity system as

designed. Grain from many sources is com-
monly commingled when it is shipped,
stored, and processed. Segregating GM grain
from conventional grain would require
either parallel infrastructure and grain-han-
dling systems, or expensive cleaning and
monitoring of equipment and facilities to
prevent commingling. 

In food manufacturing and processing,
adventitious presence may occur when an

adventitiously contaminated crop or ingredient is used to produce a food product or when GM
and non-GM ingredients inadvertently commingle at the manufacturing plant due to lapses in
ingredient control or incomplete cleaning of equipment or storage facilities.164

UNAVOIDABLE NATURE OF ADVENTITIOUS PRESENCE.

Members of the seed, grain, and food industries consider some degree of adventitious presence of
GM traits to be unavoidable for the biological reasons already noted and because of the nature of
the bulk commodity system.165 For practical purposes, this claim is true. It is no doubt possible to
reduce the frequency or level of inadvertent contamination, but only at an economic cost that
would increase and likely become prohibitive as the acceptable frequency and level of adventi-
tious presence approached zero. 

Another factor limiting the ability to guarantee zero adventitious presence of GM traits in non-
GM seeds, crops, and foods is the nature and cost of testing. The tests are destructive, and as one
industry observer points out, ensuring zero adventitious presence in grain would require assaying
all the seed in a bag or grain in a shipment, thus leaving no seed or grain for sale.166 Even statis-
tically valid sampling, sufficient to provide a reasonable assurance that a large volume of grain
meets a zero tolerance, would be extremely expensive. According to ASTA, “despite the U.S. seed

162 Goldman 2002.

163 Pioneer Hi-Bred International 2001. "As with any agricultural commodity, the global market for grains and oil seeds is
based on the effectiveness of handling of high quantities of mainly homogeneous products. In the US, the strength of the
grain marketing and processing system—efficiency—is counterbalanced by its inability to guarantee 100% varietal purity.
This is due to the inevitable commingling that occurs during farming and other commodity operations, such as from equip-
ment and on-farm storage; transportation systems involving trucks, rail cars, and barges; and elevator storage, including
local, river, terminal, and plant elevators" (Porter 2001, 33).

164 Pioneer Hi-Bred International 2001; Porter 2001, 33.

165 Geisert 2002.

166 Porter 2001, 35.
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industry implementing enhanced quality assurance measures and adhering to high varietal purity
standards, it is impossible to guarantee that seed moving in international commerce today will
not contain small percentages of other varieties, or trace material from other varieties, including
those improved through biotechnology.”167

WHY ADVENTITIOUS PRESENCE IS A PROBLEM. 

Adventitious presence was a common and uncontroversial phenomenon before the arrival of
biotechnology, and according to ASTA, seed quality (“or its fitness for use”) is not affected by the
adventitious presence of GM traits. Why, then, is it a problem now? The possible reasons fall into
four categories: safety, regulatory consequences, trade impacts, and public values and perceptions. 

From a scientific perspective, safety is not likely to be a significant issue if the GM trait involved
has been evaluated and approved as safe for consumption in one category of foods (as is the case
for most forms of Bt) and is present inadvertently at low levels in another category. Safety is
more likely to be a scientific concern if the substance has not been approved for human con-
sumption but is inadvertently present in human food, as with the form of Bt in StarLink corn.
StarLink was a particularly difficult case because the data on human safety had been evaluated
and found lacking with respect to a particular hazard (allergenicity).168 The worst-case scenario
from a safety perspective would be the adventitious presence of potentially harmful levels of a
trait for producing a pharmaceutical or industrial chemical known to be allergenic or to have
toxic properties in a food crop. 

Even in the absence of a safety concern, the regulatory consequences of adventitious presence
can be significant, especially for pesticidal traits whose presence in a crop or food is illegal per se
in the absence of an EPA tolerance or tolerance exemption.169 The absence of a tolerance or
exemption makes it unlawful for the commodity or any food produced from the commodity to
move in commerce and be sold to consumers, and it places great pressure on FDA and EPA to
take regulatory action to correct the problem by requesting voluntary recalls or taking legal
enforcement action. Large-scale recalls were the response to the StarLink case. 

FDA and EPA also may be requested to cure the regulatory problem posed by adventitious pres-
ence by issuing a tolerance or other expression of acceptance to regulate unapproved material
found in products already present or potentially present in the marketplace. FDA did this with
Monsanto’s GT200 by running it through the consultation process. In an analogous situation
involving the airborne drift of conventional chemical pesticides from one field and crop where
they are legal to another where they are not, FDA has issued informal “action levels” indicating
the level of inadvertent residue accepted as unavoidable and not worthy of regulatory action.
Aventis CropScience, the manufacturer of StarLink corn, sought but was denied after-the-fact
regulatory acceptance in the form of a temporary tolerance for StarLink corn in human food.170

One of the objectives of the White House–led policy process is to address prospectively the regu-
latory problem posed by the adventitious presence of GM traits in crops and food products.
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168 Additional but still inconclusive analyses suggest there may be less reason for concern about StarLink’s allergenicity than
originally thought (CDC 2001). 

169 Under FDA’s jurisdiction, the same considerations would apply to a GM trait that qualifies as a food additive but has not
been approved at all or for use in the food in which it is found. Nonpesticidal traits that are also not food additives, such as
the common glyphosate-resistance trait, do not pose the same regulatory concern because their adventitious presence in a
nontargeted crop or food is not unlawful per se. 

170 Wichtrich 2001, 19.
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The adventitious presence of a GM trait can also have substantial, adverse impacts on domestic
and international trade, as evidenced by StarLink. Domestically, the discovery of StarLink corn in
human food resulted in widespread recalls of corn and corn products. In addition, the organic
industry has expressed concern that the adventitious presence of GM traits in organic crops,
which can occur through cross-pollination, could jeopardize the integrity and public acceptance
of organic foods.171 USDA’s standards for organic foods preclude the use of GM crops and allow
for unavoidable contamination with excluded substances but do not define “unavoidable.”172

Internationally, U.S. corn exports to Japan and South Korea were seriously disrupted based on
concern about the presence of even small amounts of the StarLink form of Bt, which was not
approved in either country. Adventitious presence is also a limiting factor in U.S. grain exports to
Europe, where traits approved in the United States generally have not been approved for sale.
Europe is considering its own policy to address the adventitious presence of GM traits in crops
and foods sold there, as discussed further below in this section. Absent a workable policy, the
adventitious presence in conventional commodities of GM traits not approved in Europe, even at
low levels, could preclude export of those commodities from the United States to Europe. The
export of U.S. corn to Europe has been disrupted recently largely for this reason.173

Finally, public values and perceptions may be affected by the adventitious presence of GM traits
in unintended and undesired places. This impact is the most difficult to define and perhaps the
most difficult to address. Many people say they prefer to avoid GM foods, for diverse reasons.174

Some believe that safety concerns are unresolved. Others have personal, ethical, or religious
objections to the genetic modification of plants through the techniques of modern biotechnology
and to the consumption of GM foods. Some have broader social concerns about biotechnology,
such as its possible impact on the economic and social structure of agriculture and its potential
environmental impacts. 

Regardless of a person’s reason for preferring to avoid GM foods, adventitious presence is an
obstacle to their doing so. To the extent that adventitious presence is unavoidable, it provides a
basis for this group opposing the marketing of GM seeds in the first place. To the extent that
adventitious presence is avoidable or can be minimized, this group has a basis to demand strict
tolerances or labeling to assist them in avoiding GM foods. From this perspective, adventitious
presence symbolizes the real or threatened loss of control over what one eats. In the large-scale,
globalized food systems of industrialized countries, such control was lost to a substantial degree
long before the advent of biotechnology. Nevertheless, the values and perceptions of people who
have reservations about or oppose the use of biotechnology in the food supply are affected by the
phenomenon of adventitious presence, and their values and perceptions will no doubt be present
in the debate about how the government should address the problem. 

171 Organic Trade Association 2000.

172 7 CFR Part 205; USDA AMS 2000.

173 ACGA 2002.

174 Pew Initiative 2001e.
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QUESTIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS AND CONSTITUENTS.

There is wide agreement among food system constituents on the need for a policy to address the
problems posed by the adventitious presence of GM traits. Some of the questions relevant to the
formulation of such a policy follow:

• Under what circumstances and to what extent is the adventitious presence of a GM trait a
safety issue? Is it possible scientifically to address any safety concern associated with the
potential adventitious presence of a GM trait prospectively, at the time of field trials or mar-
ket entry?

• Which regulatory concerns need to be resolved by an adventitious presence policy? Must
every GM trait in food have affirmative legal recognition through the regulatory process? Is
it necessary only for pesticidal traits, which are illegal per se unless approved by EPA? What
policy is appropriate for products regulated by FDA, which are not generally illegal per se
without approval? What role should APHIS play (adventitious presence could result from
field trials before a product has been submitted to EPA or FDA)?

• What policy is needed to minimize the trade impacts of adventitious presence? Is harmoniza-
tion with Europe and other major trading partners necessary? Is it possible? 

• If U.S. policy is not harmonized with the policies of its trading partners, what will be the
effect on trade?

• Can any policy on adventitious presence address the concerns of consumers who prefer to
avoid GM foods?

POSSIBLE PATHWAYS. 

The design and analysis of policies on adventitious presence should take into account as much as
possible all of the potential impacts of the problem, including safety, regulatory, trade, and public
impacts. It may be impossible, however, to devise a policy that fully addresses all of these issues
in a way that satisfies the concerns of all constituents. Among the possible policy approaches are
the following: 

• Ban all adventitious presence. This policy approach is not feasible if a ban is to be seriously
enforced. Adventitious presence can be minimized, at a cost, but it cannot realistically be
subject to an enforceable ban. Enforcement of an across-the-board zero tolerance for adven-
titious presence would require, in at least some cases, penalizing individuals for events
beyond their physical control, removing from commerce large quantities of food in the
absence of a safety concern, or both. These consequences are likely to be unacceptable in the
long run within the U.S. legal and political systems. One argument for this approach is that it
is the only way to address the concerns of people who want to strictly avoid the consump-
tion of foods containing or derived from GM traits. The arguments against it are that strictly
avoiding all GM food is an objective that even a ban on adventitious presence would not
achieve (because of the impossibility of complete compliance) and that the costs to society of
attempting to achieve the objective, in terms of direct economic loss and market disruption,
would substantially exceed the benefits to society. 
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• Respond to issues as they arise. This approach is the status quo. It assumes that some degree
of adventitious presence is unavoidable and occurring today. Rather than address the issue
with a generic policy, the regulatory system would respond to specific safety, regulatory, and
trade problems as they arise, as the agencies did in response to StarLink. Under this
approach, the government could take whatever action is appropriate—including setting
retroactive tolerances or other regulatory thresholds or requesting recalls of affected com-
modities and foods—to resolve the problem. One argument for this approach is that adventi-
tious presence is an unavoidable part of seed production and generally of little safety
concern, and thus there is no justification or need for a blanket policy restricting it. One
argument against this approach is that it fails to address the concern about the illegal pres-
ence of pesticidal traits in nontargeted crops and the concerns of trading partners and thus
risks additional market disruptions.

• Set an across-the-board threshold or tolerance based on technological feasibility. This
approach assumes that some degree of adventitious presence of GM traits is unavoidable
and occurring today. It would involve setting a threshold or tolerance, applicable across the
board to trace levels of any trait in any commodity, based on a generic judgment about the
technological feasibility of avoiding adventitious presence at low levels. The goal would be
to legalize and express regulatory acceptance of such trace levels in order to avoid market
and trade disruptions. The assumption is that low levels of GM traits pose no significant
safety concern, but the threshold would be set without regard to commodity- or trait-specif-
ic risk assessments.

One argument in favor of this policy approach is that it is provides clear prospective guid-
ance and a standard that those involved in producing food commodities and products can
rely on as the basis for ensuring that their products will be lawful and acceptable in the
marketplace. By selecting a single threshold based on a generic judgment about unavoid-
ability, this approach respects the practical reality of adventitious presence, which is the
reason for a policy in the first place, and avoids potentially time-consuming case-by-case
assessments and the accompanying data-generation and decisionmaking costs for govern-
ment and industry. One argument against this approach is that unavoidability varies, as do
the costs of minimizing adventitious presence, and thus a single threshold level may not be
appropriate in all cases. Moreover, a threshold set on this basis, without taking into account
a risk assessment, may be more stringent than necessary to protect consumer safety and not
defensible scientifically, or not stringent enough for safety purposes and thus not defensible
on public health grounds. 

The European Commission is pursuing an approach to the adventitious presence issue that
involves the adoption of an across-the-board threshold, but only for GM traits that have
been reviewed and found safe by an E.U. scientific committee but not yet approved for mar-
keting. The commission has recommended a threshold of 1% for such GM crops and
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plants,175 and the European Parliament recently adopted a legislative resolution on adventi-
tious presence with a 0.5% threshold.176 In either case, the responsible party must be able to
demonstrate that it took appropriate steps to avoid the GM material. The proposals also con-
template that, as advances in science and technology allow, lower thresholds will be adopted
to reflect the improved ability to avoid the adventitious presence of GM traits. The ultimate
outcome of the E.U. policymaking process remains to be seen; unresolved issues include
whether the threshold or tolerance should be available only for GM traits approved by the
European Union, for ones reviewed by its scientific committee but not yet approved (as has
been proposed and adopted in the parliament resolution), or also for ones approved in anoth-
er country but not in the European Union. 

• Address the safety and regulatory status of the possible adventitious presence of GM traits
on a case-by-case basis early in the field-testing stage, or otherwise prior to market entry,
on the basis of a risk assessment. This approach is generally proposed by the United States.
The document OSTP published in August 2002 did not use the term “adventitious presence”
but rather defined the problem as “intermittent, low levels of biotechnology-derived genes
and gene products occurring in commerce that have not gone through all applicable regula-
tory reviews.”177 OSTP outlined three proposals for addressing this problem: (1) FDA would
encourage developers of biotech food crops that contain a new protein to submit informa-
tion about the protein’s potential toxicity and allergenicity at the field-trial stage, then
review the information and respond in the same manner provided for in its current consul-
tation process; (2) EPA would encourage developers of biotech food crops involving PIPs to
seek approval for residues of PIPs “very early in the research and development process,”
then evaluate and approve the levels using its authority for setting pesticide tolerance; (3)
APHIS would strengthen field-testing controls on biotech crops not intended to be used for
food or feed (such as those used to produce pharmaceuticals and industrial chemicals) to
help prevent the outcrossing or commingling that could result in “intermittent, low levels”
of such nonfood traits in food commodities. These measures are aimed at keeping low levels
of biotechnology-derived genes and gene products out of commerce “until appropriate safe-
ty standards can be met.” If the policies are implemented by the agencies and taken advan-
tage of by developers of new crops, then the practical consequence would be that the safety
of the low-level presence of new biotech-derived proteins in food and feed would have been
subject to the applicable regulatory review well in advance of commercialization. The OSTP
notice does not address any of the trade or international harmonization issues associated
with adventitious presence. 

In general, the arguments in favor of the proposed U.S. approach are that it provides a risk
assessment of the adventitious presence of the GM trait and, if there is no significant safety
concern, provides the flexibility to allow the trait to be present at a level that protects con-
sumer safety while minimizing the burden and costs of controlling the unavoidable presence
of the GM trait. The argument against this approach is that risk-based thresholds set prior to
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176 European Parliament 2002. The European Council of Ministers has its own tolerance proposals: 0.4 for food and 0.5 for
feed. Van der haegen 2003.

177 OSTP 2002.
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full regulatory approval of a GM crop or food are not sufficiently strict to control and mini-
mize the presence of unintended and unapproved GM traits, regardless of safety risk. It thus
is not responsive to the concerns of those who prefer to avoid GM material to the maximum
extent possible for reasons other than food safety.

FURTHER ANALYSIS AND QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE U.S. PROPOSALS. 

The U.S. proposals are grounded firmly in the current practices of the three agencies. Those of
FDA and EPA essentially involve encouraging the developers of GM crops to enter the regulatory
review process for food safety earlier than they might otherwise and clarifying that the agencies
will evaluate the safety of low levels of the new trait at that early stage. This approach breaks no
new legal ground and involves familiar scientific issues. However, several points and questions
deserve consideration in analyzing the proposals and their potential impact: 

• The OSTP document refers to “intermittent, low levels” rather than “adventitious presence.”
Does the policy apply only to the unintended presence of GM traits or also to intermittent,
low levels that result from intentional commingling?

• The policy addresses the low-level presence of GM traits and assumes that the data and scope
of scientific review will be commensurate with the likelihood of human exposure to the trait
in food, yet the policy does not define “low” and does not specify how the agencies will
ensure that the amount of the GM trait in food does not exceed this “low” level. Will the
agencies set tolerances or other regulatory thresholds in some cases? EPA’s authority to do
this is clear; FDA’s authority is not. 

• If the agencies set tolerances or use some other tool to define what constitutes “low” as a
general matter or in a particular case, how will the agencies enforce this level? Will they
have the necessary analytical methods? What resources would be required to provide credible
assurance that the actual presence of the GM trait is covered by the safety assessment and
within the scope of the regulatory authorization? 

• FDA’s early review of nonpesticidal GM traits would focus on any proteins that had not pre-
viously been evaluated by FDA and are new to the crop into which it is engineered. If a pro-
tein is new to this extent, would it be “substantially equivalent” under FDA’s 1992 policy and
thus eligible to enter the market through the consultation process? When is a new protein
not presumptively GRAS and thus considered a “food additive” that must go through an
approval process before it can lawfully be present in food? 

• How will EPA and FDA resolve scientifically whether a new protein is a potential allergen? Is
this a different question requiring different data when the protein is assumed to be present at
intermittent, low levels? Are the allergenicity and toxicity of the new protein the only safety
concerns at this stage? Or should other possible impacts of the genetic modification on the
composition and safety aspects of the plant also be considered? 
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• The U.S. proposals are fundamentally different in concept from the European proposals on
adventitious presence. The U.S. approach recognizes that low levels of unapproved GM traits
may enter the food supply as early as the field-trial stage and seeks to address the problem
prospectively by gathering data and making a case-by-case, risk-based judgment on an
acceptable level of exposure in food. The European Union also recognizes the unavoidability
of low levels of GM traits in food, but its approach applies only to GM traits that have com-
pleted the full evaluation for health and environmental safety; it addresses the problem with
these traits by setting an across-the-board threshold based on a generic judgment about the
technological feasibility of avoiding such traits rather than case-by-case risk assessment. A
lack of harmonization would mean that traits not yet evaluated or approved for commercial-
ization in the United States but accepted in the United States as a result of going through the
processes prescribed in the proposed policy would not be accepted in Europe unless the trait
had completed the full E.U. safety evaluation and the actual level of the trait was below
whatever tolerance Europe finally adopts. This lack of harmonization on adventitious pres-
ence reflects the larger gap between U.S. and European approaches to allowing field trials
and the commercialization of GM crops and foods. 

Nevertheless, what are the consequences of the United States adopting a policy on adventi-
tious presence that is not consistent with the policies of Europe and other trading partners? If
the levels allowed under the U.S. policy are higher than those of importing countries, the
trade and public acceptance concerns that have made adventitious presence a contentious
issue with trading partners will not be resolved. 

CONSTITUENT PERSPECTIVES. 

As noted earlier, constituents across the spectrum—technology developers, seed companies, grow-
ers, grain traders and exporters, food companies, and consumer groups—agree on the need for a
policy to address adventitious presence. According to Pioneer Hi-Bred International, “managing
the presence of small—but unintended and unavoidable—material is not just a seed issue. It spans
the whole food industry.”178

The common theme across the food system is that the StarLink experience was an important call
to action on the issue. It demonstrated the need to be more rigorous in keeping unapproved GM
traits out of the human food supply and the need for a policy that addresses, and gives regulatory
sanction where appropriate, to unavoidable contamination. Constituents tend to agree that the
problem of adventitious presence must be addressed prospectively, before market entry, rather than
on a retrospective or ad hoc basis. This approach is based on the recognition that adventitious
presence, when detected unexpectedly or with uncertainty about its safety or legality, has great
potential to disrupt markets and undermine public confidence in the food system. Management of
adventitious presence after the fact is thus widely regarded as an unacceptable approach. 
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Behind this consensus about the importance of the problem and the need to act exists some ten-
sion about where the responsibility lies. In reference to StarLink, a representative of the American
Corn Growers Association (ACGA) expressed concern that “federal agencies responsible for guar-
anteeing the security of the U.S. food supply are not taking their role seriously enough when it
comes to preventing the release of genetically modified (GMO) commodity varieties that are not
approved for human consumption into the marketing system,” and “there is no excuse for allow-
ing unapproved GMO varieties on the market and the biotech companies responsible for such
contamination of the food supply should be held liable.”179 The biotech companies, in turn, rely
on grower agreements to minimize the adventitious presence that occurs through cross-pollina-
tion and purposeful commingling, whereas the growers stress unavoidability.180 For food compa-
nies, who are in the position of receiving what the market can provide, adventitious presence is a
sensitive customer and public relations issue; despite the impossibility of foods consistently

achieving zero tolerance, some customers
seek non-GM products, and food companies
frequently attempt to offer them.181

Adventitious presence is a particular con-
cern for the organic industry. Many organic
producers see the problem as one imposed
on them by an approach to agriculture that
conflicts with the approach to which they

and their customers strongly adhere. They resent the imposition of the cost and inconvenience
associated with trying to prevent or minimize GM contamination of their crops (such as increased
planting buffer zones), and they are concerned about the overall threat to the “brand” credibility
of organic crops if they are eventually contaminated on a widespread basis with GM traits, even
if unavoidably and at low levels.182

Dealing with adventitious presence prospectively means deciding in advance the extent to which
the presence of the GM trait in nontargeted crops and foods will be tolerated, presumably by
establishing a tolerance or some other definition of what level is acceptable. While agreeing that
acceptable levels should be determined, most commercial participants in the food system have
not taken public positions on how they should be determined. One representative of the trade
association representing technology providers has expressed a preference for an approach that
uses risk assessment to make trait-by-trait determinations of safe levels for adventitious presence
and sets acceptable levels at least partly on that basis, an approach that appears to be embodied
to some extent in the notice published by OSTP in August 2002.183 In light of the StarLink inci-
dent, one representative of an environmental organization questions whether it will be possible to
establish that any exposure through adventitious presence will be safe for novel proteins intro-

179 Dan McGuire, program director, Farmer Choice–Customer First, American Corn Growers Association, quoted in
WorldFoodNet 2002.

180 "Segregation methods, including IP systems, cannot be used to achieve a zero tolerance, separating grains or seeds pro-
duced without or with the use of modern biotechnology. Simply put, a zero level of unauthorized ‘GM seed’ and derived
product is unobtainable in practice. No segregation system can assure the complete absence of adventitious presence, par-
ticularly from either an analytical or a handling practices standpoint. Indeed, current IP systems, as well as grading and
other quality standards, recognize this reality by allowing certain de minimis levels of various types of materials" (Porter
2001, 34).

181 Geisert 2002.

182 Merrigan 2002.

183 Phillips 2002.

While agreeing that acceptable levels should

be determined, most commercial partici-

pants in the food system have not taken pub-

lic positions on how they should be determined.
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duced through genetic modification.184 This constituent and representatives of the organic indus-
try have expressed concern about how any permissible threshold for unintended GM traits would
affect the organic industry, which generally prefers to avoid GM traits altogether.185

Many groups emphasize the importance of harmonizing U.S. policy on adventitious presence with
the policies of trading partners. This approach would include harmonizing any specific tolerances,
thresholds, or acceptable levels that governments might establish with respect to the adventitious
presence of gene traits or their expression products. Grain exporter representatives stress the need
for agreement with the European Union and Japan on an appropriate approach that deals effec-
tively with trade and domestic issues, suggesting that this agreement could become the basis for
forging a global consensus. They also note the need for capacity building among exporters to
ensure compliance with any new standards.186 The ASTA vice president for international market-
ing cited international harmonization as the “main problem,” citing two main obstacles to harmo-
nization: the lack of a U.S. policy on adventitious presence and the lack of a clear mandate to FDA
and EPA to harmonize their standards with those of trading partners.187

Identity Preservation and Traceability of Biotech Foods to Their Source 

ISSUE

Corn, soybeans, and other crops are generally traded as fungible commodities. Producers, proces-
sors, and marketers of crops and foods make no provision for preserving or distinguishing the
identity of a lot, or foods produced from it, with respect to whether it contains GM traits. Nor do
they make provisions for tracing a crop or food back to its point of origin. Europe is in the
process of mandating the traceability and labeling of GM crops and foods, which in effect
requires identity preservation (IP). The IP of GM and non-GM foods is being discussed widely in
the United States to serve various purposes. What, if any, role should the U.S. government play in
fostering the IP and traceability of GM crops and foods?

ANALYSIS

OVERVIEW. 

The issues of IP and traceability are not unique to biotech crops and foods. “Identity preservation”
relates to the ability of the producers, processors, and marketers of crops and foods to distinguish
one lot from another on the basis of any desired attribute(s); “traceability” refers to their ability to
identify the lot’s origin. In the case of biotech crops and foods, the IP issue has arisen in response
to the need to assure some customers, including domestic food processors and retailers as well as
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184 Goldburg 2002.

185 International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements 2002; Siegel 2002. The organic standards promulgated by
USDA’s National Organic Program accept the unavoidable presence of GM traits in organic crops, but USDA has not set any
threshold or tolerance defining the upper limit on the level of contamination that is acceptable. 

186 Martin and Miller 2001.

187 Condon 2002.
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European importers, that crops and foods have been produced without the use of genetic modifica-
tion. The issue of traceability has arisen, primarily in Europe, in the context of a broader societal
interest in knowing the origin of food for food quality and safety reasons. In Europe, the issues are
also linked to interest in requiring the labeling of biotech foods, because implementation of a
biotech labeling requirement inherently requires some form of IP, traceability, or both. 

Although IP has long been practiced in the U.S. food system for some product attributes unrelat-
ed to biotechnology, both IP and traceability require a level of control and documentation of how
and where foods are produced that extends well beyond what is currently required in the bulk
commodity handling system. In the context of biotech crops and foods, implementing IP and
traceability would pose substantial challenges to and create substantial costs for U.S. food pro-
ducers and processors.

There is little likelihood the U.S. government will require the IP of GM crops and foods, and in
international settings such as the Codex Alimentarius Commission (or simply Codex),188 the U.S
government has strongly opposed across-the-board traceability requirements like those being
pursued in Europe. Market forces nevertheless are beginning to require U.S. producers and
processors to address IP and traceability. The need for U.S. exporters to meet the requirements of
Europe and other importing countries is one such force. Another is the emerging use of biotech-
nology to produce products with positive attributes for consumers or as a vehicle for manufactur-
ing pharmaceuticals and industrial chemicals, which will make IP a practical necessity to ensure
that consumers get what they are paying for and that the nonfood GM products are properly con-
trolled.189 The IP and traceability issues are also being pushed by individuals who believe that
GM crops and foods require a greater degree of postmarket control than conventional ones for
food safety, consumer choice, or other reasons. The central issue is whether the government has a
role to play in ensuring IP for these purposes or whether the task should be left entirely to market
forces and the private sector.

BACKGROUND ON IP AND TRACEABILITY. 

Identity preservation goes beyond the crop segregation that is already practiced within the bulk
commodity system, such as the separation of white corn from other types of corn. In one sense,
IP is tied to traceability: 

Though segregation implies that specific crops and products are kept apart, segrega-
tion systems do not typically entail a high level of precision and do not necessarily
require traceability…An identity preservation (IP) system identifies the source and/or
nature of the crop or batch of food ingredients. IP systems are stricter than segrega-
tion systems and tend to require documentation, that is, traceability, to guarantee
that certain traits or qualities are maintained throughout the food supply chain.190 

188 Codex is a joint program of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and the World Health
Organization. The concept of traceability, as well as guidelines for undertaking it, is being discussed in several Codex com-
mittees, namely, the Codex Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Task Force on Foods Derived from Biotechnology, the Codex
Committee on Food Labeling, the Codex Committee on General Principles, and the Codex Committee on Food Import and
Export Inspection and Certification Systems (Codex Alimentarius Commission n.d.).

189 The widely recognized need to control crops used to produce pharmaceuticals and industrial chemicals is illustrated by the
ProdiGene incident of November 2002. 

190 Golan, Krissoff, and Kuchler 2002.
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Long before biotechnology, IP was used by grain producers and processors for commercial pur-
poses, such as to provide a cereal maker with oats of a certain quality or a baker with specialty
wheat varieties. It now is being used to meet the needs of food processors that have decided not
to include GM ingredients in their products: 

IP systems are seen as an effective tool for segregating GM from non-GM crops.
Farmers use IP systems to grow specific crops, aiming to preserve their identity and
prevent mixing with other crops through all stages of production, from ‘seed to
shelf.’ This is accomplished through strict growing and handling procedures, includ-
ing crop segregation, field inspections, equipment cleaning and, in the case of GM
crops, sampling and GMO testing. Each stage is documented to ensure that a crop
can be traced back to a farmer’s field. In contrast to mass-produced commodities
such as corn and soybeans that are sold on the open market, IP products are grown
and processed according to a buyer’s specifications.191

In response to the StarLink incident192 and broader marketplace demands, IP systems have been
developed by major U.S. companies including ConAgra (“ConAgra chose IP Track to automate its
identity preserved grain marketing program”193), General Mills (“using IP to ramp up its ability to
develop grain varieties for specific products”194), Cargill (“Cargill’s InnovaSure program, an IP sys-
tem for corn dry milling at Illinois Cereal Mills, was able to provide StarLink-free corn products to
customers like Kellogg’s, General Mills and Frito-Lay”195), and Dupont (“the company is moving
toward segregation and identity preservation for complex reasons. ‘It is not simply driven by
GM/non-GM, but is part of an ongoing drive for efficiency, testing and brand protection’”196). 

Farmers are responding to the same market forces, including competition in international markets
from growers in such countries as Brazil and China.197 AgraMarke Inc., a 500-member coopera-
tive based in northeast Kansas, has established an IP system: 

Currently, most of AgraMarke’s customers want corn that has not been genetically
modified…AgraMarke members must agree to strict planting, harvesting and storage
guidelines to guarantee that their crops meet customer specifications and are neither
tainted by pollen drifting from other fields nor mixed with unapproved varieties.
Some members only grow identity-preserved varieties to streamline the process and
protect against problems.198
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191 Roseboro 2001.

192 “The co-mingling of StarLink corn in the U.S. grain supplies in 2000 triggered industry-wide efforts to improve outlets for 
identity-preserved grains and to enhance the technologies that automate identity preservation” (NCGA 2002, 10).

193 Clapp 2001a.

194 Clapp 2001b.

195 Pew Initiative 2001d.

196 Pew Initiative 2001d, 19.

197 PR Newswire 2001.

198 Palmer 2001a.
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Estimates of the portion of grain commodities that are identity preserved vary widely. According
to the National Corn Growers Association, “approximately 10% of the U.S. corn crop now quali-
fies as identity preserved.”199

The ability to know the identity and characteristics (including the origin) of a particular lot is the
outcome of an IP system. Traceability is a system of records and documentation that contributes
to achieving this outcome. A traceability system establishes the chain of custody of a lot and how
it has been handled and links the lot to its origin.200

It is important to distinguish between “traceability” and “traceback.” These terms have been at
the heart of a debate between the United States and Europe over whether Codex should establish
an international standard for the traceability of GM crops and food products. A Codex discussion
paper on traceability, prepared by the French government, gives four reasons for establishing a

traceability standard for GM products: to
support product withdrawals if a health risk
is established, to facilitate the identification
and monitoring of unintended and long-
term health effects, to assist “the control of
labeling,” and to facilitate IP.201 The

European Union supports such a standard, asserting that traceability is needed to meet multiple
objectives, including food safety, product quality, and consumer information. The E.U. position
on traceability for GM crops and foods is grounded in the “general principle” that traceability
should be required for all foods and that GM foods should be labeled as such to provide “freedom
of choice for consumers.”202

The United States opposes mandating traceability for GM products, taking the position that such
a mandate is not justified on any of the grounds cited in the Codex discussion paper.203 The U.S.
comment on the Codex discussion paper cites the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) definition of “traceability” and its linkage of the term to IP for product quality; it claims
that traceability is not designed to ensure food safety and is not a prerequisite for it. For the pur-
poses of food safety, the United States “prefers the use of the term traceback rather than trace-

199 NCGA 2002, 10. The U.S. Grains Council provides a similar estimate of 10.5% (including segregated non-GMO corn and
low-temperature-dried corn) of the amount of the U.S. corn crop designated as IP or value-enhanced corn for 2000, which
dropped to 6.9% in 2001 (U.S. Grains Council 2001, 2002). Representatives of the Economic Research Service confirm the
decline in IP corn from 250,000 acres in 2000 to 100,000 acres in 2001 and estimate that the total share of IP corn
(including all corn types that go through some form of segregation except blue, white, and organic) was 5.4% in 2001
(Smith and Elbehri 2002). Note:  These figures include corn for all uses not just human consumption.

200 The International Organization for Standardization defines traceability in Standard 8402 as "the ability for the retrieval of
the history and use or location of an article or an activity through a registered identification." It includes "a system of
record keeping and documentation by operators that enables a retroactive tracking of the movement of a product or ingre-
dient through the chain" (Codex 2001).

201 Codex 2001.

202 European Commission 2001.

203 U.S. Codex Delegation 2001, 1.

According to the National Corn Growers

Association, approximately 10% of the U.S.

corn crop now qualifies as identity preserved.
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ability because of the term’s historical usage and the public health understanding and meaning
that is associated with the term.” The purpose of traceback, according to the same document, “is
to locate and, as necessary, remove a food or food ingredient from the marketplace when a spe-
cific public health problem has been identified.” The U.S. food safety agencies routinely conduct
traceback investigations on specific products and lots, using available records and information, in
response to food-borne illness outbreaks or in connection with product recalls.204 Traceability
essentially involves putting in place in advance, for all products and lots, the system of records
that makes traceback immediate and automatic. The U.S. position is that, given the potentially
significant costs of traceability systems, it “does not support traceability programs that have no
basis in food safety or public health protection;” GM foods “are not inherently unsafe,” are sub-
ject to “a complete and appropriate safety assessment” prior to marketing, and thus do not war-
rant the establishment of traceability systems. It also “strongly opposes” traceability for the
purpose of labeling GM foods and dismisses IP as the basis for mandating traceability on the
grounds that IP systems “relate entirely to private buyer-seller relationships;” in other words, IP
should be left to the marketplace.205

CONSTRAINTS AND INCENTIVES.

Several important constraints and incentives should be considered in determining what role 
the U.S. government might play in assuring IP and traceability for GM products and whether
these issues should be left entirely to market forces and the private sector. The constraints
include adventitious presence and the need for standards, potential economic costs, and uncer-
tain legal authority. The incentives that could affect public or private decisionmaking include
marketplace pressures to establish IP and traceability as well as the nature of the products in the
biotechnology pipeline.

Adventitious presence and the need for standards. 

IP implies maintaining, to some defined degree, the purity of a particular lot. The possibility of
the adventitious presence of GM traits is an obvious constraint on IP because it is virtually
impossible to absolutely ensure that the identity of a particular lot of a grain commodity or food
product has been completely preserved, for example, as “free” of GM traits or of ingredients
derived from a GM crop. This constraint has to be taken into account in any IP system, whether
established by government or by private parties. It requires considering the establishment of tol-
erances or standards, possibly including process-based standards, that define the degree of purity
that will be deemed acceptable for any given trait, crop, or food. Such tolerances or standards
would presumably reflect technical feasibility as well as the availability of analytical methods
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204 According to the CFSAN website, "traceback" is "a term used in epidemiology to describe the process by which the origin or
source of a cluster of contaminated food is identified." The primary objective of a traceback is to support food safety inves-
tigations: "Tracebacks may stop the additional sale and distribution of contaminated food, thus preventing further exposure
or spread of the infection. For example, if an outbreak is determined to be caused by a suspected food, investigators con-
ducting the traceback analysis would determine where the restaurant or grocery store purchased the food, who supplied the
wholesaler, and finally, on which farm it was grown. Since wholesalers and retailers often buy food from multiple vendors,
the traceback to the farm step requires extensive detective work. The various stages that the food traveled would be exam-
ined to deduce where the pathogen was transferred to the product" (U.S. FDA CFSAN n.d.). However, traceback investiga-
tions are often frustrated by the middlemen, because distributors, wholesalers, truckers, and retailers do not keep detailed
records of the kind required to support a traceback investigation because they do not need them (Clapp 2001c).

205 U.S. Codex Delegation 2001, 178.
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and testing protocols or other means of verifying that the defined degree of purity had been
achieved. The possible roles of government include establishing the tolerances or standards, vali-
dating analytical methods, certifying testing laboratories, conducting its own testing, or some
combination of these roles. 

Economic costs of IP. 

The IP of GM or non-GM crops and the traceability that normally accompanies it come at a price
because they require extra effort on the farm and throughout the grain-handling and food-pro-
cessing system. The costs flow primarily from the need for segregation and record keeping.206 For
example, farmers producing non-GM corn or soybeans first have to obtain seed of appropriate
purity and then keep the non-GM crop physically separate from GM crops in the field and in har-
vesting and storage, which involves equipment cleaning and possibly a separate storage facili-
ty.207 Grain elevators and subsequent handlers and processors of the non-GM grain must
undertake similar efforts to maintain physical separation and prevent the possibility of inadver-
tent contamination. At each step, records must be kept, and testing may be required to meet a
purchaser’s requirements for verification that non-GM identity has been preserved. An important
variable in determining the magnitude of the costs is the degree of purity required in a non-GM
commodity. The greater the purity required, the greater the likely costs associated with maintain-
ing segregation and preventing adventitious contamination.208

The simplest indicator of the economic cost of IP is the premium paid in the marketplace for non-
GM grain. According to a study reported in 2000, exporters in 1999 were receiving a premium of
$0.22 per bushel for non-GM soybeans209 at a time when the price per bushel was approximately
$4.00–5.00.210 The study also reported that farmers at a central Illinois grain elevator were receiv-
ing a $0.10 premium, presumably to cover the farmers’ costs of IP, suggesting that the costs of IP
incurred by those handling the grain between the farmer and the point of export were no greater
than $0.12 per bushel. 

A Canadian study reported that the costs of IP systems were 15–20% higher than those of con-
ventional products.”211 This study and others suggest that current estimates may not reflect the
costs of significantly expanded use of IP because of the loss of flexibility and the greater oppor-
tunity costs that could be incurred as larger portions of the grain-handling infrastructure are
committed to identity-preserved, non-GM commodities; another potential opportunity cost might
result from “the need to meet specific delivery dates set by IP contracts, which would mean relin-
quishing the option to hold grain until it can sell at a better price.”212

206 Binkley 2002.

207 Gustafson 2002, 8.

208 Kalaitzandonakes 2001, 10.

209 Bullock, Desquilbet, and Nitsi 2000.

210 Good 2002.

211 Smyth and Phillips 2001, 34.

212 Maltsbarger and Kalaitzandonakes 2000.
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Currently, IP practices and costs are being determined in the marketplace on the basis of require-
ments demanded by domestic and foreign customers. Little research has been reported on the
costs that might be incurred as a result of government-imposed IP requirements, but some com-
mentators suggest the cost would be even higher,213 presumably because the regulatory imposi-
tion of IP would restrict the flexibility of the grain-handling system to meet the IP needs of
customers in the most efficient manner possible. 

As a practical matter, costs will be a constraint on the government’s inclination to mandate IP
or traceability.

Legal authority. 

Another constraint on government action is the scope of its legal authority. FDCA gives no explicit
authority to EPA or FDA to mandate the adoption of IP or traceability systems. The use limitations
that the agencies can place on GM products under the provisions for pesticide tolerance and food
additive approval may imply the need for segregation and containment (as in the case of StarLink),
but the agencies have generally relied on the sponsors and users to devise specific systems for
complying with use restrictions. This authority has not been used to mandate IP and traceability
systems of the kind we discuss in this section. If the agencies attempted to mandate such systems
as part of the approval process, they would have to demonstrate that the systems are needed and
would be effective for that purpose. 

Under the general provisions of the FDCA related to food adulteration, FDA might have the
authority to issue regulations requiring IP or traceability if it could demonstrate that such regula-
tions were necessary to prevent a food safety problem. Based on FDA’s position concerning the
safety of currently marketed GM foods, FDA probably could not meet this requirement with
respect to GM foods in general. In the event that a particular GM trait or food posed a safety
concern that FDA believed could be addressed through an IP or traceability system, FDA would
bear the burden of demonstrating the adequacy of the proposed system to protect consumers and
why, under such a system, the product would comply with the FDCA’s food safety provisions
despite the safety concern. 

Similarly, under the FDCA’s labeling authority, FDA could attempt to mandate IP or traceability
to prevent a product from being misbranded. FDA currently takes the position, however, that the
FDCA does not require that GM and non-GM foods be distinguished or labeled as such in the
absence of some compositional or functional difference in the food that would be material to
consumers.214 There thus would not appear to be any basis under FDA’s misbranding authority to
mandate across-the-board IP for GM foods. In draft guidance on the labeling of foods as “GM
free” or having been “produced without using biotechnology,” FDA cited the need for companies
making such claims to be able to substantiate them.215 Because (according to the FDA guidance)
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the analytical methods that would be required to fully verify such claims are generally not avail-
able, a manufacturer making them may have to adopt “special handling” practices, such as segre-
gation, backed up by “certifications or affidavits from farmers, processors, and others in the food
production and distribution chain… to document that foods are obtained from the use of tradi-
tional methods.”216 Although FDA does not purport to establish legal requirements with its guid-
ance document, its reasoning implies that IP and traceability could be mandated by FDA to the
extent FDA considers them necessary to avoid misbranding products bearing non-GM claims or
claims that a product has been improved through genetic modification. 

Marketplace pressures to establish IP and traceability. 

The most compelling incentives to establish IP and traceability systems are coming from the mar-
ketplace, rather than from the need to satisfy any U.S. regulatory or legal requirements. The incen-

tives flow currently from customer-driven
demand for non-GM products. Customers
include domestic food processors who are
responding to consumer concerns and for-
eign purchasers who may seek non-GM
products for regulatory and consumer rea-
sons. What the marketplace demand for
non-GM products will be in the future is dif-
ficult to predict with any certainty. Because
current incentives for IP and traceability

come from the marketplace, however, today’s government must determine what, if anything, it
should do to support market-driven IP and traceability systems.

Biotechnology pipeline. 

In the future, incentives for IP and traceability will change as products are produced that pro-
vide direct consumer benefits, such as improved taste, nutrition, or safety and as GM crops are
used to “grow” pharmaceuticals or industrial chemicals that should stay out of the food supply.
The marketplace incentives will remain high because the value of products with consumer bene-
fits cannot be realized unless their identity can be preserved, and food processors and con-
sumers will have a heightened interest in assurances that the crops or foods they buy does not
contain material from plants used to produce nonfood chemicals, unless the plant has been
approved as safe for human consumption. 

216 U.S. FDA CFSAN 2001b, 7.
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The need to consider the regulatory imposition of IP and traceability requirements may also be
heightened by products in the biotechnology pipeline. The consumer products presumably will be
marketed on the basis of claims concerning the added nutritional or other value introduced
through biotechnology. IP of some kind will be required to ensure those claims are truthful. For
plants used to produce nonfood chemicals, regulators will likely impose strict requirements to
ensure that the edible portion of such plants is kept separate from the food supply or channeled
to a human or animal use that is safe. Clearly, effective IP or traceability of some kind would be
necessary to ensure compliance with such requirements. In these cases, government will have to
consider how far its role should extend in setting performance standards or criteria for IP and
traceability systems and in mandating specific procedures.

ROLE OF THE USDA GRAIN INSPECTION, PACKERS, AND STOCKYARDS ADMINISTRATION.

The USDA Grain Inspection, Packers, and Stockyards Administration (GIPSA) is the federal
agency whose mission relates most directly to the IP and traceability of GM and non-GM crops.
Its overall mission is to facilitate the marketing of agricultural products, including cereals and
oilseeds, and to “promote fair and competitive trading practices for the overall benefit of con-
sumers and American agriculture.”217 With respect to grain, it performs this mission generally
by setting identity and quality standards and carrying out testing programs under the U.S. Grain
Standards Act.218 After the discovery of StarLink corn in the human food supply, GIPSA played
a central role in setting up testing protocols to assure Japan and other major importers of U.S.
corn that the product they were receiving was free of StarLink (see StarLink Corn: A
Chronology in Appendix A).

Since the StarLink incident, GIPSA has stepped up its biotechnology program, the purpose of
which is to “lend order to the development of voluntary IP and product segregation procedures to
the extent they emerge from the private sector.”219 GIPSA sees its role as supporting the develop-
ment of market-driven IP systems by ensuring the availability of reliable tests to analyze crops
for GM traits, providing testing services through its laboratories, evaluating and certifying the
proficiency of private labs, and possibly providing a voluntary program to verify the effective-
ness of IP processes and other “new marketing mechanisms.” GIPSA stresses that its function is to
add value to the marketing system “by augmenting, not supplanting, existing marketing mecha-
nisms.”220 GIPSA has established a Biotechnology Reference Laboratory to serve as a center for
developing and evaluating test methods for GM crops, as well as a Rapid Test Performance
Evaluation Program to validate the effectiveness of the fast and economical analytical methods
that will be required to implement IP programs.
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In August 2002, in recognition of the continuing shift “from a supply-driven to a consumer-
driven market” for food commodities, including the “emergence of… a niche market for non-
biotechnology-derived products,” GIPSA and the Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) jointly
announced plans to establish voluntary systems to verify that market-based IP systems are
working as intended.221 GIPSA has limited itself to date to this technical support role, working
in response to marketplace IP initiatives, rather than attempting to move the market in the
direction of IP. GIPSA has not addressed the issue of purity standards for IP programs, leaving
that to the marketplace or the regulatory standards of importing countries. GIPSA lacks the
mandate and probably the legal authority to require or set binding standards for IP programs. 

QUESTIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS AND CONSTITUENTS. 

The key questions concern how government and the private sector should interact to meet emerg-
ing marketplace demands for IP and traceability, and may include the following:

• With respect to the current generation of biotech crops and foods, under what circumstances,
if any, should government mandate the adoption of IP, traceability systems, or both?

• Should the government set purity, verification, or other standards that must be followed by
private parties that voluntarily choose to market their products as identity preserved?

• Should the government provide nonbinding guidance to assist private parties in developing
consistent and credible IP and traceability systems?

• Is the technical support role currently being played by GIPSA sufficient? Should it be contin-
ued? expanded? changed?

• How can the expertise in private companies be accessed and made widely available to the
government and others to foster effective IP and traceability systems? 

• Regarding crops in the biotechnology pipeline, such as crops modified for improved nutrition
or to produce pharmaceutical proteins, under what circumstances, if any, should government
mandate the adoption of IP systems, traceability systems, or both? Should such systems be
required only for safety reasons? to ensure the integrity of claims for value-added GM crops
and foods? in neither case? for other reasons?

• Does FDA have adequate legal authority to mandate IP, traceability, or both for food safety
and labeling reasons? 

• What roles should be played by GIPSA and other agencies in considering government-
mandated IP and traceability systems? 

• What role should the government play in supporting the development of nonmandatory IP
for future biotech products? 

221 USDA GIPSA and AMS 2002.
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POSSIBLE PATHWAYS. 

For the current generation of biotech products, constituents have little interest in considering the
mandatory IP of GM or non-GM crops because they recognize that the need for IP is driven pri-
marily by the market. The one instance in which effective, government-mandated IP might have
addressed a legitimate regulatory need was to manage the split approval of StarLink, but in the
aftermath of that difficult experience, a broad swath of constituents agreed that the best solution
was to avoid split approvals rather than to attempt to manage them through IP. Thus, the path-
ways outlined here focus on possible roles for government in supporting voluntary IP for current
products and preparing to deal with the IP challenges that may be posed by products in the
biotechnology pipeline, such as foods with special nutritional attributes or crops used to produce
pharmaceutical or industrial materials.

Pathways for consideration include:

• Increase government investment in the development of practical analytical methods. FDA and
GIPSA acknowledge that the lack of an adequate inventory of practical analytical methods
for detecting GM traits in crops, food ingredients, and finished food products is a limiting
factor in the development of efficient, effective IP and traceability systems. GIPSA is making
a modest investment in developing new methods ($2 million was requested for this purpose
in FY 2001)222 but only to address the detection of GM traits in grain commodities under
GIPSA’s jurisdiction. FDA is investing little or no resources in the development of biotech-
detection methods for GM crops or processed ingredients and foods derived from them, pre-
sumably because of the lack of priority or defined regulatory need for such methods. 

• Require that the developers of GM crops and foods provide to the government and make pub-
licly available a practical analytical method for each GM trait. As discussed earlier, analytical
methods have not been required as a condition of market entry for any of the current biotech
products, whether they entered the market under EPA or FDA jurisdiction. Clearly, such a
requirement would facilitate IP and traceability throughout the food chain, but there are sev-
eral issues to consider. One is legal authority, which is probably clear at EPA but uncertain
for FDA unless the product is a food additive. Another is how sensitive the methods must be,
which would require consideration of how pure an identity-preserved crop or food must be.
A third issue is how broadly applicable the methods should be, given that many GM traits
will be present not only in the raw grain commodity in which it is inserted but also in a
diverse array of processed ingredients and foods (such as breakfast cereals, corn-based snack
foods, or any of the many soy-containing processed foods), each of which could pose differ-
ent analytical challenges and thus variations in the detection methods that would be useful
at a practical level.

• Increase government laboratory capacity and make it available to private parties for managing
IP and traceability systems. Such a service presumably should be provided on a fee-for-service
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basis, especially because it would help private parties meet market-driven needs for IP and
traceability, at least in the near term. The potential advantages of a government-run testing
program are to capitalize on the expertise and testing capabilities already developed by the
government at public expense, to achieve economies of scale, and to enjoy the credibility that
results from having the verification testing for an IP system conducted by an objective public
laboratory.

• Certify private laboratories to support IP and traceability systems. Government certification
of labs has worked in other contexts as a means to ensure that testing is conducted in
accordance with recognized procedures and to provide a basis for confidence in the test
results. Private testing could be more efficient over the long term than a government-run
testing program.

• Develop guidelines for IP and traceability systems. Although there is little likelihood the gov-
ernment will consider mandating IP and traceability systems, it could potentially improve the
consistency, effectiveness, and credibility of the systems that private parties are developing
voluntarily by establishing guidelines or criteria for effective systems. The issues that might
be addressed in such guidance include acceptable thresholds for adventitious presence (i.e.,
the degree of purity expected in an IP commodity or food), the nature of sampling and test-
ing required to verify IP, and the nature of records required to document IP and traceability.

• Begin policy development on IP and traceability for products in the pipeline. In the foresee-
able future, the regulatory agencies will be asked to clear for market entry GM products
that most constituents will agree need a greater degree of postmarket control than current
products, whether to be sure that consumer value is being delivered as promised or to con-
trol whether and under what circumstances nonfood GM plants should enter the food sup-
ply. It remains to be seen whether the government will consider it appropriate to require
some form of IP or traceability and under what circumstances. Given the history of govern-
ment’s role in this area, legal uncertainties, and the inevitable controversy surrounding the
subject, the government could begin now to examine its options and develop criteria to
guide its decisions.

CONSTITUENT PERSPECTIVES. 

For some constituents, IP is the wave of the future for biotechnology. A representative of the
Missouri Corn Growers Association said, “if any good comes from the StarLink episode, it will be
from emphasizing the need to move farmers and millers toward an identity-preserved system.”223

In a news story citing the recognition by food companies that nutrient-enriched or other value-

223 Palmer 2001a, B5.
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enhanced GM products will need to be identified as “genetically engineered” because they will be
marketed as premium products, a public interest advocate observed that “biotechnology itself, if
it’s successful, will be a big driver toward identity-preserved production. Otherwise, it won’t
recoup its costs.”224

Constituents generally recognize that market forces drive IP; they also agree that government
imposition of IP requirements through regulation should be avoided. A leading consumer advo-
cate stressed that IP is currently a commercial response to market demand and that even the sup-
port services, such as testing and certification of IP programs, should be managed as much as
possible through private organizations, rather than government, to avoid the diversion of public
resources.225 Another public interest representative said the government’s roles on IP should
include setting tolerances to define the acceptable level of purity and “encouraging” the develop-
ment of IP systems.226 A representative of a leading technology provider suggested that govern-
ment should consider setting tolerances as part of the effort to encourage establishment of
workable IP systems.227

Industry trade associations strongly oppose mandating IP and traceability, stressing potential
costs and the efficiencies of the bulk handling system. A representative of CropLife America
wrote the following: 

Some have suggested that the answer to consumer demands for grains and other
products not developed through the use of modern biotechnology is to utilize costly
forms of segregation, including identity preservation (IP) and channeling systems.
These systems, which will allow varying degrees of separation depending upon the
purity allowed, are all characterized by segregation of products with distinguishable
characteristics from all other similar products. However, these approaches are small-
er scale, higher cost systems that occur outside of the existing bulk commodities sys-
tem. These higher priced, niche market approaches simply cannot be economically
applied to the bulk commodity system, which operates by economies of scale.228

The food processing industries are concerned about the European proposal to mandate traceabili-
ty as a means of implementing labeling for biotech foods. The Grocery Manufacturers of America
(GMA) opposes the European Commission’s proposals for the tracing and labeling of biotech
foods, arguing that requiring companies to trace and label all product ingredients, including
highly refined oils and starches that do not contain any detectable transgenic DNA or protein
from biotech commodities, would create significant technical barriers to trade for U.S. food and
beverage companies.229
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Grain traders and exporters tend to link the IP issue with the problem of adventitious presence
and focus on the need for international harmonization of biotech approval systems and adventi-
tious presence policies so that there will be less need for IP. Representatives of the North
American Export Grain Association emphasized the inevitability of adventitious presence and the
practical limitations on control of commodity purity in calling for international harmonization of
regulatory systems and approvals.230 From their perspective, GM crops should not be approved in
the United States until they are approved by key trading partners, suggesting that grain traders
should not be put in the position of handling international trade commodities that have not
gained regulatory and consumer acceptance in the countries to which they could be shipped,
advertently or inadvertently. Similarly, an ASTA representative stressed international harmoniza-
tion at the approval stage as the key to solving the problem of adventitious presence and lack of
foreign regulatory approvals that are an important part of the current motivation for establishing
IP systems.231 

The skepticism within the export community regarding IP as a solution to the export problems fac-
ing GM crops and foods was captured in a recent report by the General Accounting Office (GAO):

According to industry representatives, the competitive advantage of the U.S. grain
handling system results from the commingling of bulk commodity crops, including
conventional and biotech varieties. Any regulatory measure that would ultimately
lead to segregation or traceability would raise handling costs and potentially under-
mine the efficiency and competitiveness of this system, they maintain. While grow-
ers generally support biotechnology, some actors in the agricultural sector, notably
exporters, have been critical of biotech companies for marketing varieties in the
United States that have not yet been approved in major market countries.232

USDA officials involved in the market acceptance and trade of biotechnology also stress the diffi-
culty of imposing IP on “what has always been a homogeneous product,” claiming it could “cre-
ate havoc.”233 They emphasize the need for “a synchronous approval process internationally.” 

230 Martin and Miller 2001.

231 Condon 2002.

232 U.S. GAO 2001b.
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Conclusion
The title of this report poses what seems to be a simple question about the U.S. government’s
postmarket oversight of biotech crops and foods: is the system prepared? This question cannot be
answered, however, without first answering another question: prepared to do what? We give at
least a partial answer to the second question in Objectives of Postmarket Oversight. We want the
system of postmarket regulatory oversight to foster compliance with conditions of use or other
restrictions imposed during the premarket review process; detect noncompliance and unforeseen
health and environmental problems; take appropriate enforcement action to correct and penalize
noncompliance; and manage follow-up investigations, market disruptions, and other conse-
quences of noncompliance and unforeseen problems. 

Our research casts doubt on the preparedness of the current postmarket oversight program to
achieve these traditional objectives. For the products it has deregulated, APHIS lacks a regulatory
handle to require systematic data collection by sponsors to detect unforeseen plant pests or envi-
ronmental problems. EPA and its regulatory partners in the states have no program to provide
direct oversight and enforcement of environmentally important PIP use restrictions, and EPA is
still working out with the biotech industry how to ensure the effectiveness of the compliance pro-
grams that PIP registrants are required to establish through their private contractual relationships
with growers. FDA has no affirmative compliance and enforcement program for biotech crops or
foods and lacks some of the basic analytical tools to test whether the biotech products already on
the market are in compliance with applicable regulatory requirements. 

We do not conclude that these gaps in postmarket oversight have resulted in widespread noncom-
pliance with regulatory requirements or any specific food safety or environmental problems. The
general experiences of StarLink and ProdiGene reveal some potential vulnerabilities in this regard
but also show that the agencies have substantial resilience and capability to react to significant
compliance problems when they do arise. 

With respect to the traditional objectives of postmarket oversight, the real challenge for the sys-
tem lies ahead. The biotechnology pipeline is likely to produce an increasing number and diversi-
ty of GM crops and foods, including ones that involve novel proteins, claims of consumer
benefits, and nontraditional uses of plants, such as the manufacture of pharmaceuticals and
industrial chemicals. Many of these future applications of biotechnology will require tighter regu-
latory control to protect human health and the environment, and they will call into serious ques-
tion whether the current overall structure and approach to postmarket oversight is adequate to
ensure compliance and to maintain public confidence in the regulatory system. There almost cer-
tainly will be a need to enhance the resources devoted to postmarket oversight and to consider
strategies that effectively harness public and private resources to ensure that consistent and cred-
ible compliance with regulatory requirements is achieved. 
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Beyond this need to achieve the traditional objectives of postmarket oversight, biotechnology
raises a more fundamental issue that is centrally important in considering whether the system is
prepared for the future: what degree of postmarket control does society want over GM crops and
foods? The degree of control desired and what postmarket oversight should do in achieving it is
fairly well established for conventional agricultural and food technologies such as pesticides, ani-
mal drugs, and food additives. Health and environmental standards are widely recognized, pre-
market approval systems are broadly accepted, and public expectations can be met by ensuring
that products pass scientific muster at market entry and are used in accordance with the condi-
tions established by the regulatory agencies. A general, if perhaps unspoken, consensus exists
about the degree of control society wants over these conventional technologies, and postmarket
oversight programs can be evaluated from the perspective of whether that degree of control is
being provided. 

Biotechnology is different, because societal consensus is still lacking about the degree of post-
market control desired. This lack of consensus is based in part on some scientific and technical
uncertainties, including: 

• Is it possible to predict the future environmental effects of a GM plant that has been deregu-
lated by APHIS on the basis of field trials? 

" How great should concern be about compliance with buffers and refuges in light of the
potential effects of Bt crops and other PIPs on insect resistance, nontargeted species, and
biodiversity in general? 

" Is it technologically feasible to measure the broad ecological effects of GM crops or to
enforce strict standards for adventitious presence or identity preservation?

• Do biotech foods pose unpredictable risks of allergenicity that warrant greater postmarket
oversight than other foods?

Questions like these can most likely be answered as science and technology improve and develop
more certainty. The lack of consensus about the appropriate degree of postmarket control over
biotech crops and foods also reflects, however, conflicting or uncertain social values, such as:

• What level of precaution is appropriate when faced with the potential risks of biotech crops
and foods? 

• How should the regulatory system address the fact that most of the benefits of the current
technologies are enjoyed by one subset of society—the technology providers and farmers—
whereas the potential risks are experienced by society at large? 
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• How hard should the system work to satisfy the preferences of those who would rather avoid
GM foods altogether? 

• Who should bear the inconvenience and economic costs of whatever degree of protection and
control is deemed appropriate? 

These are value-laden questions for which there are no scientific answers. It is the combination of
scientific and technical uncertainty and differences over values that fuels most of the current
controversies surrounding biotechnology. 

To answer our two broad questions—is the system prepared? and prepared to do what?—the scien-
tific and technical uncertainties must be acknowledged and their implications understood; the
value issues need to be put on the table and debated. Then, in light of the defined and probably
still-conflicting values, society must determine the degree of postmarket control it desires for
biotech crops and foods. The details of public policy will flow from there. 
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The ProdiGene Incident 

On November 13, 2002, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) announced it
was investigating the possible contamination of soybeans by corn plants that
had been genetically modified by ProdiGene Inc. (College Station, TX) to pro-
duce an experimental vaccine for use against a viral disease in pigs (Fabi
2002a). Inspectors from the USDA, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
(APHIS), detected the contamination during an inspection of a Nebraska soy-
bean field where the pharmaceutical corn had been field-tested in 2001. In
apparent violation of APHIS containment requirements mandated in an APHIS
field trial permit, the farmer had not fully removed the corn plants from the
field, and a few stalks had grown as “volunteers” during the 2002 growing sea-
son. Because the soybeans harvested from the contaminated field had been com-
mingled with other soybeans, APHIS ultimately quarantined 500,000 bushels of
potentially contaminated soybeans to prevent any trace of pharmaceutical pro-
tein from entering the food supply. U.S. Food and Drug Administration officials
said that the small amount of unapproved corn material found in the soybeans
posed minimal, if any, risk to consumers (Cassidy and Powell 2002). 

Despite the lack of a real safety concern, reaction to the event was swift,
intense, and broad. The Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO), represent-
ing technology providers, claimed the discovery proved that the regulatory sys-
tem works, because the alleged permit violation was discovered by APHIS
inspectors. The president of the National Food Processors Association, however,
said the incident “very nearly placed the integrity of the food supply in jeop-
ardy,” and another food industry spokesman called ProdiGene’s lack of compli-
ance an “unacceptable risk to the U.S. food supply” (Fabi 2002; GMA 2002).
Food industry officials questioned the sufficiency of current containment pro-
cedures and, in a meeting with Secretary of Agriculture Ann Veneman, urged
strengthening the regulations for pharmaceutical plants. The Center for Science
in the Public Interest (CSPI), a prominent consumer advocacy group, said the
alleged permit violations by ProdiGene demonstrated that the biotechnology
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industry “cannot be trusted to meet its obligations of safeguarding the food
supply and environment” (CSPI 2002a). Declaring that it was unknown whether
similar violations had gone undetected, CSPI called for “a robust inspection and
enforcement program” (CSPI 2002b).

On December 6, USDA announced that ProdiGene, without admitting or denying
any violations of the Plant Protection Act, had agreed to pay a fine of $250,000,
reimburse USDA the approximately $3,000,000 required to destroy the 500,000
bushels of soybeans, and post a $1,000,000 bond (USDA 2002b). To guard
against future incidents and allay the concerns of the food industry, BIO has
urged its members not to plant pharmaceutical plants in major food crop pro-
duction areas, a policy that has caused an uproar among farmer groups in the
Corn Belt who want the option to plant high-value genetically modified crops. 
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The StarLink Incident: 
A Challenge to the System

StarLink, the trade name of several genetically modified corn hybrids produced
by Aventis CropScience (Research Triangle Park, NC), was genetically modified
to contain a common soil bacterium, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), to produce its
own insecticidal protein or pesticide (Cry9C protein) for protection against the
European corn borer. Because of inconclusive tests on the potential of the Cry9C
protein to cause allergic reactions in humans, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) granted StarLink a so-called split registration, designating
StarLink for animal feed and industrial use only. 

In September 2000, StarLink corn was detected in the human food supply.
Genetically Engineered Food Alert (GEFA), a coalition of consumer and environ-
mental organizations, discovered it in taco shells sold in grocery stores and
alerted the media and the government (Kaufman 2000a). StarLink was soon
identified in products from corn chips to corn dogs. Kraft Foods, the largest food
corporation in the United States, promptly recalled 2.5 million boxes of Taco
Bell–brand taco shells and discontinued production of the shells until it could
ensure that the stock meal did not contain StarLink corn. Other large U.S. food
and animal feed processors, including Kellogg, ConAgra, and Archer Daniels
Midland, temporarily closed their grain mills. 

Aventis collaborated with the government to contain StarLink corn and volun-
tarily withdrew its registration to provide additional assurance that StarLink
would not be sold or grown in the future. To prevent further mixing of StarLink
corn into the human food supply, Aventis agreed with USDA to launch a $20-
million buyback program, offering producers a premium of $0.25/bushel above
the market price (Segarra and Rawson 2001). 

Even with these containment efforts, StarLink corn was found throughout the
food system. Aventis reported that, although StarLink constituted a very small
percentage of total U.S. corn production (0.4–0.5%), it could take four years to
remove StarLink from food channels (Reuters 2000). In response to the StarLink
experience, EPA said it would no longer grant “split” approvals for genetically
modified crops. 
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The StarLink incident raised a host of issues related to health, international
trade, consumer confidence, and regulatory oversight. The human health con-
cern stemmed from tests that revealed that the Cry9C protein is heat resistant
and does not break down easily in the human digestive system and thus might
be a potential allergen. After reviewing 34 reports of allergic reactions to
StarLink corn, the EPA Scientific Advisory Panel found a “medium likelihood”
that Cry9C is a potential allergen but that, given the low levels of StarLink corn
in the U.S. diet, there is a “low probability” of allergenicity in the exposed popu-
lation (SAP 2000). A June 2001 study by the Centers for Disease Control did not
find evidence that StarLink corn had produced allergic reactions in humans
(CDC 2001). 

The international trade impacts of StarLink corn were substantial. Japan and
South Korea, two of the largest importers of U.S. corn, implemented a zero toler-
ance for StarLink corn and turned to China, Brazil, Argentina, and South Africa
to meet more of their corn demand (Cropchoice 2001). This shift cost U.S. farm-
ers tens of millions of dollars. To reestablish trade with Japan and South Korea,
the United States implemented confidence-building measures such as extensive
testing protocols for corn exports to ensure the absence of StarLink in corn
intended for human use. 

In the United States, the StarLink incident raised the visibility of agricultural
biotechnology and undermined public confidence in the food system. More
than 1,600 private citizens and groups filed comments on StarLink corn with
EPA (U.S. EPA 2000a). In a November 2000 Reuters poll, 54.4% of the adults
surveyed said that the StarLink recall concerned them “because it raises ques-
tions about our food supply,” whereas 24.9% said it did not concern them
(Cropchoice 2000).

Of greatest relevance to this report, the StarLink incident shined the public spot-
light on the regulatory system for biotech foods and crops. In particular, it raised
questions about the preparedness of the system to oversee biotech products after
they have entered the market. Those questions are the subject of this report.
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Appendix A

StarLink Corn: A Chronology

March 14, 1997: The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issues an experimental 
use permit (EUP) to Plant Genetic Systems (PGS), a predecessor of Aventis CropScience, 
to test corn seeds containing the Cry9C protein on 3,305 acres in 28 states (Segarra and
Rawson 2001).

April 4, 1997: PGS submits an application to EPA to register Cry9C protein and the genetic
material inserted in corn to produce it (cry9C DNA) under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). The application requested that Cry9C protein and cry9C DNA be
registered for use in corn, without limitation on the corn’s use in human food or animal feed.
PGS simultaneously petitioned EPA for exemption from the requirement for a tolerance
under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) for Cry9C protein and the cry9C
gene (Plant Genetic Systems 1997).

August 8, 1997: EPA announces in the Federal Register the PGS application to register the Cry9C
pesticide under FIFRA (U.S. EPA 1997c).

September 19, 1997: EPA announces in the Federal Register the PGS petition for a full exemp-
tion from the requirement of a tolerance for Cry9C residues in or on all the raw agricultural
commodities under FFDCA (U.S. EPA 1997a).

November 26, 1997: EPA announces in the Federal Register the PGS request for a temporary
“split” exemption from the requirement of a tolerance that would allow the Cry9C protein to
be present only in animal feed, based on unresolved questions about the human allergenicity
of the protein (U.S. EPA 1997b).

April 10, 1998: EPA issues a final rule establishing the temporary split tolerance exemption for
Cry9C (U.S. EPA 1998a).

May 12, 1998: EPA issues a registration to Aventis CropScience for StarLink corn that limits its
use to animal feed and nonfood industrial applications. This split registration was granted
while more data were to be gathered to assess the potential allergenicity of the Cry9C pro-
tein. One condition of the registration was that PGS would obtain signed agreements with
growers that they would comply with the animal feed use restriction (U.S. EPA 2001a). 

May 22, 1998: EPA publishes in the Federal Register a final rule granting a permanent split tol-
erance exemption for the Cry9C protein and cry9C DNA residues, allowing their use “only in
corn used for feed; as well as in meat, poultry, milk, or eggs resulting from animals fed such
feed” (U.S. EPA 1998b). 
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October 1998: The registration of Cry9C protein and its associated DNA is transferred from PGS
to AgrEvo USA Co., which had bought the StarLink business from PGS (Hoechst 1997).

November 1998: AgrEvo submits a new petition seeking to extend the tolerance exemption to all
raw agricultural commodities. 

April 7, 1999: EPA publishes in the Federal Register a notice announcing the filing of the
AgrEvo tolerance exemption petition and seeking comment on the potential allergenicity of
the Cry9C protein. This issue was raised because the Cry9C protein had been found in in vitro
studies to have some of the characteristics of an allergen, including being heat resistant and
potentially slow to digest, characteristics not possessed by other marketed Cry proteins (U.S.
EPA 1999a).

December 21, 1999: EPA publishes a notice in the Federal Register asking for scientific input and
public comments on how to assess the potential allergenicity of Cry9C in establishing that
the “reasonable certainty of no harm” safety standard for pesticide residues has been met.
EPA wants this input before considering AgrEvo’s request for a full exemption under FFDCA
(U.S. EPA 1999b).

February 29, 2000: A subpanel of the EPA Scientific Advisory Panel (SAP) is convened to define
the issues and methods involved in assessing the allergenicity of Cry9C and to consider
whether the Cry9C protein and other proteins having similar characteristics might be human
allergens. (By this time, Aventis had been formed by the merger of AgrEvo and Rhône-
Poulenc Ag Company, and Aventis CropScience had assumed the FIFRA registration for
StarLink corn [Segarra and Rawson 2001].) 

April 5, 2000: The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) publishes a report initiated by the
National Research Council addressing the health, environmental, and regulatory issues posed
by genetically modified (GM) “pest-protected” plants, such as those modified to contain
Cry9C and other Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) toxins. The report states that Cry9C raises con-
cerns of allergenicity due to the protein’s relative stability in a simulated gastric environ-
ment. The NAS report advises EPA to improve testing for the human and environmental
impacts of Bt crops and make the results of these tests, rather than just the agency’s evalua-
tion, more available to the public (NRC 2000).

July 19, 2000: Genetically Engineered Food Alert (GEFA), a coalition of food safety and environ-
mental organizations, announces a campaign “to take genetically engineered ingredients off
American grocery shelves until they are fully tested and labeled” and calls specifically on the
Campbell Soup Company to remove such ingredients from its products (GEFA 2000b).

August 9, 2000: EPA announces new review processes for plant pesticide registrations, including
Cry9C, in view of the NAS recommendations (Segarra and Rawson 2001).
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September 18, 2000: The Washington Post reports that in tests conducted for GEFA, an inde-
pendent laboratory (Genetic ID) had found traces of genetic material from StarLink in Kraft’s
Taco Bell Home Originals taco shells in grocery stores in Washington, DC. The taco shells had
been manufactured in Mexico. Some government officials expressed skepticism about the
testing process, and Rep. Dennis J. Kucinich (D-Ohio) said, “Discovery of the unapproved
corn shows that genetically engineered ingredients are not well regulated” (Kaufman 2000c). 

September 22, 2000: Kraft Foods recalls all taco shells sold nationwide in supermarkets under
the Taco Bell brand after tests confirm they were made with StarLink corn that was not
approved for human consumption; shells sold through Taco Bell restaurants, which use a dif-
ferent supplier, are not affected (Brasher 2000).

• Kraft’s Taco Bell brand taco shells had been made by chipmaker Sabritas (unit of PepsiCo
Inc.) at a plant in Mexicali, Mexico, with corn from the Dallas-based Azteca Milling
plant in Plainview, Texas (Fulmer 2000b; Brasher 2000).

• Azteca Milling claims to have bought corn from farmers under contract, who grow only
varieties on a list issued by the company; no GM corn was on the list (Pollack 2000). 

• Garst Seed Company had distributed StarLink seed (Pollack 2000).

September 26, 2000: Aventis CropScience announces that it has told seed distributors to stop
selling StarLink corn hybrids for the 2001 crop, as a way to minimize the chance that unap-
proved corn will enter the food supply (Hesman 2000).

• Sano Shimoda, president of BioScience Securities Inc., a brokerage, investment banking,
and corporate advisory firm for industry sectors that are being affected by agricultural
biotechnology, says, “The taco shell incident illustrates the difficulty of keeping com-
modity grains separated for proper uses…. Obviously the real world of agriculture created
the problem” and “right now it’s almost impossible to track commodity grain through
the entire processing chain” (Hesman 2000).

• Azteca Mill stops making and selling yellow flour, which accounted for 15–20% of its
output (Pollack 2000)

• Azteca Mill says it will begin testing corn for presence of StarLink using a new test by
Strategic Diagnostics (Pollack 2000). 

September 27, 2000: In a letter to President Bill Clinton, GEFA criticizes the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration’s (FDA’s) oversight of biotech foods, including its lack of a method for detect-
ing Cry9C in food, and calling for strengthening of premarket testing and postmarket over-
sight (GEFA 2000a). Environmentalists, food manufacturers, and biotech proponents call for
ban on genetically altered crops that have not been cleared for use in food (Fulmer 2000a).

• EPA officials say they are considering ending the practice of granting partial crop
approvals as part of a review of its policies for dealing with engineered crops.
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• EPA determines that licenses expiring the following year for eight genetically altered
corn varieties will not be extended until EPA decides how to deal with relatively new
types of crops, according to Stephen Johnson, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of
Pesticides and Toxic Substances.

September 29, 2000: The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and Aventis begin taking
aggressive steps to locate and direct all StarLink and buffer corn to approved uses. Aventis
informs growers of USDA’s Corn Containment Program under which the Commodity Credit
Corporation will purchase StarLink corn (including StarLink itself plus corn planted as a
buffer around StarLink fields for resistance management purposes) at a price equal to the
October 2, 2000, county price plus a premium of $0.25/bushel. Aventis will reimburse USDA
for the full purchase price of the corn plus activities associated with storage, inspection,
transportation, and auditing (USDA and EPA 2000; Segarra and Rawson 2001).

October 1, 2000: The federal government’s StarLink purchase program is estimated by industry
experts to involve 45 million bushels of corn and cost approximately $68 million. Securities
analysts are confident that Taco Bell’s core customers are unconcerned by StarLink and do
not expect the incident to have a measurable effect on Taco Bell’s sales (Tribune News
Services 2000b). 

October 6, 2000: USDA releases an alert reminding the grain trade that StarLink corn may not be
lawfully sold for use in human food or for export. 

October 12, 2000: The Safeway supermarket chain recalls its store-brand taco shells after a
GEFA coalition finds StarLink corn in them. The shells are produced by Mission Foods Corp.
of Irving, TX, a subsidiary of Mexico’s Gruma Corp. The recall extends into Canada
(Kaufman 2000f).

October 12, 2000: Aventis announces the voluntary cancellation of its registration of StarLink in
response to urging from EPA (Johnson 2000).

Mid-October 2000: EPA requests FDA’s assistance in evaluating reports from consumers alleg-
ing adverse effects associated with foods thought to contain Cry9C protein. FDA subse-
quently enlists the collaboration of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on
the evaluation. 

October 18, 2000: StarLink again is found in taco shells made for Safeway supermarkets by
Mission Foods of Irving, TX. The company recalls all foods made with yellow corn and
begins to use white corn in all of its products (Severson 2000). 
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October 19, 2000: Aventis claims that corn from the 2000 crop apparently was sold by farmers to
dozens, and perhaps hundreds, of grain elevators across the country, which unknowingly dis-
tributed it to millers and processors for use in human food (Kaufman 2000a).

• John Wichtrich, vice president and general manager of Aventis CropSciences, estimates
that 88% of StarLink corn was either being stored on farms or used for feed, but an
additional 9 million bushels had already left farms. Of that corn, Aventis is trying to
track it down and buy it back.

• Aventis estimates that its costs associated with buying back StarLink corn will be $100
million; Aventis is paying to test commingled corn in many grain elevators. 

• Wichtrich says growers have indicated that some did not know the StarLink corn was
only approved for animal or industrial use, or they forgot restrictions. “A lot of this corn
was grown on a small section of larger farms, and sometimes farmers just harvested it all
together.”

October 22, 2000: Mission Foods pulls all of its corn-based products from stores other than
Safeway, including Kroger, Albertson’s, and H-E-B (Ivanovich 2000).

October 22, 2000: Kellogg Co. shuts down a Michigan plant because it cannot guarantee corn
used in production would be free of a GM grain approved only for animal consumption. Big
grain suppliers are unable to certify that their corn is not mixed with genetically altered corn.
StarLink was mixed with regular corn in several sites around the country. Nine million bushels
of StarLink are reportedly still unaccounted for by Aventis (Tribune News Services 2000a). 

October 24, 2000: Four grain industry organizations (American Farm Bureau Federation,
National Corn Growers Association, North American Export Grain Association, and the
National Grain and Feed Association) write to Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman, calling
for urgent government action to define the terms under which StarLink corn may be export-
ed in order to protect U.S. export markets (Grain industry 2000a).

October 24, 2000: Aventis asks EPA to convert its pending tolerance petition into a petition for a
time-limited tolerance that would apply to (and legalize) only the unapproved human uses of
the StarLink corn already in the food supply. Aventis also submits new evidence to support
its case that the grain is safe, including new information about the speed at which the Cry9C
protein breaks down in the human stomach. Aventis says, “New tests and risk assessments
concluded that consumer exposure to foods containing the corn is, even under worst-case
scenarios, many thousands of times smaller than that required to sensitize individuals and
lead to a later allergic reaction” (Van Wert 2000; Aventis CropScience 2000a).

October 25, 2000: U.S. government lifts export restrictions on StarLink so exporters can ship
corn with “trace amounts” for use as animal feed only to countries where it is approved for
that use (USDA, FDA, and U.S. EPA 2000).
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October 26, 2000: Japanese Consumers’ Union has detected StarLink corn in snack foods
and animal feed—the first indication that StarLink has spread overseas. StarLink is not
approved for any use in Japan (Kaufman 2000d; Strom 2000). 

October 26, 2000: The business section of the Toronto Star reports that StarLink is spilling
over into Canada but no one is telling consumers (Laidlaw 2000). Canadian Food
Inspection Agency officials claim that StarLink has not crossed the border (The Gazette
2000).

October 26, 2000: FDA issues instructions to its field offices to collect samples of selected
processed foods made from yellow corn and analyze then for the presence of Cry9C DNA
for the purpose of removing products containing Cry9C from interstate commerce. The
assignment is accorded a “top” priority with sampling and analysis to be completed by
December 15, 2000 (U.S. FDA 2000).

October 27, 2000: Government officials report having tracked down all but 1.5% of the
StarLink crop, leaving 1.2 million bushels of the 80-million bushel crop unaccounted
for, down from 4.5 million bushels that could not be traced earlier in the week. EPA
also announces that it is unlikely the agency will grant any more split registrations
(Zitner 2000). 

October 31, 2000: EPA announces Aventis’ submission of additional data on the potential
allergenicity of Cry9C and outlines the process EPA will follow to review the data and
reach a conclusion. EPA makes the information available to the public with a 30-day
comment period (Segarra and Rawson 2001).

November 2, 2000: The same grain industry associations that wrote to Agriculture Secretary
Dan Glickman on October 24 write again, calling for strong government intervention to
enforce Aventis’ financial obligations to the grain trade, prevent further commingling of
StarLink with other corn, and provide “assurances to consumers in the U.S. and globally
that the U.S. supply of corn and corn products is safe and reliable” (Grain industry 2000b).

November 2, 2000: USDA finalizes a test and documentation protocol to assure the govern-
ment of Japan that corn imported from the United States does not contain detectable
amounts of StarLink corn. 

November 3, 2000: Japan accepts the USDA StarLink testing plans. The same day, Wilson
Foods, a Utah company, becomes the third U.S. processor to recall corn products found
to contain StarLink corn. It recalls corn products sold in grocery stores in Utah, Idaho,
and Montana.
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November 9, 2000: After an internal review, the Aventis CropScience Board of Management
issues a status report on the effort to contain StarLink and its financial impact on the compa-
ny. Aventis claims that it voluntarily withdrew its StarLink registration after discussion with
EPA because it wanted to ensure that “in the future no new StarLink corn will be grown for
any use in the U.S. or for export until a new registration for both food and feed use has been
obtained” (Aventis CropScience 2000a). 

November 13, 2000: EPA issues a preliminary evaluation of Aventis’ submission on the aller-
genicity of Cry9C, concluding that the potential dietary exposure to the Cry9C protein is
quite low but that existing evidence is insufficient to determine whether the Cry9C protein is
a human allergen (U.S. EPA 2000b; The Washington Post 2000).

November 13, 2000: GEFA representatives write to EPA Administrator Carol Browner to express
concern that the process for reviewing the latest Aventis submission on allergenicity does not
provide the public sufficient access to data or adequate time to comment meaningfully on
the evidence. They ask EPA to take additional steps to ensure “transparency and public
involvement” in the process (Dunkel and Mendelson 2000). 

November 14, 2000: South Korea recalls 32,000 pounds of tortillas based on the presence of
StarLink corn; USDA officials claim the corn may have been exported to Korea through a
third party (The Washington Post 2000). 

November 14, 2000: Sixteen state attorneys general call on Aventis to do more to reduce eco-
nomic loss to farmers, including implementing an expedited claims process, increasing trans-
portation and storage capabilities, making staff available to answer questions, providing
more testing resources, and taking further steps to accept responsibility for financial losses
(Attorneys general 2000; Kaufman 2000e). 

November 15, 2000: Aventis announces plans to divest Aventis CropScience as part of a plan to
focus the company on its pharmaceutical business (Aventis 2000).

November 17, 2000: U.S. corn sales are reported to have declined due in part to StarLink con-
cerns in South Korea and Japan (Bloomberg News 2000).

November 20, 2000: USDA issues final Protocol for Food Corn Exported to Japan (USDA 
GIPSA 2000). 

November 21, 2000: Garst Seed Company announces that “limited quantities” of a single, non-
StarLink corn hybrid produced by Garst in 1998 appears to contain “a small percentage” of
the Cry9C protein. Garst asks Aventis CropScience to include this corn within its StarLink
containment program (Aventis CropScience 2000b; Garst Seed Company 2000). 
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November 22, 2000: Aventis reportedly faces “enormous” legal liabilities because of the StarLink
recalls (Kaufman 2000b).

November 28, 2000: EPA’s Scientific Advisory Panel (SAP) meets to consider the evidence on
Cry9C allergenicity, including summaries of the FDA–CDC joint investigation of reported
adverse events to date. 

December 1, 2000: The SAP concludes that there is a “medium” likelihood that Cry9C is a poten-
tial allergen but that the levels of Cry9C that possibly exist in the human food supply present
a “low” likelihood of eliciting an allergic reaction in exposed individuals. Children may be
more sensitive than adults. The panel emphasizes that further study of those persons report-
ing an allergic reaction would be valuable and recommends other actions already begun by
EPA, including containment efforts, evaluation of new data on the effects of processing on
Cry9C residues, and review of new and existing analytical methods for measuring amounts
of StarLink corn in processed food (SAP 2000). 

December 10, 2000: The press reports that growers who were involved in the StarLink incident
will choose to plant conventional corn, based on a concern that the StarLink controversy will
affect consumer confidence and the farmers’ credibility; companies such as Frito-Lay and
Gerber refuse to use GM organisms (GMOs) in their products (Stroud 2000).

December 18, 2000: The U.S. Embassy in Tokyo issues a Statement of Intent with Respect to the
Export of U.S. Corn. This statement reaffirms U.S. commitment to the November 2, 2000,
testing and documentation protocol to ensure that no StarLink corn will be exported from
the United States to Japan. 

January 23, 2001: Aventis agrees to contracts with 17 states, including Nebraska and Iowa, to
reimburse farmers and grain elevators for costs related to detecting, sorting, shipping, and
marketing StarLink corn. Farmers and grain elevators that have incurred costs as a result of
the StarLink incident can apply for reimbursement until February 15, 2001. The executive
director of the Nebraska Corn Board says the StarLink incident has affected farmers’ ability
to export U.S. corn as much as any past occurrence (Hord 2001).

February 15, 2001: Taco Bell’s sales have been hurt by consumer concern about the taco shell
recall and that its parent company, Tricon Global Restaurants Inc., has set up a $15 million
loan pool to help franchises; earlier reports had indicated that Taco Bell’s sales would not be
hurt by the StarLink recall (Bloomberg News 2001a).

February 19, 2001: A commentator contends in Fortune magazine that the StarLink incident
“has revealed the shortcomings of federal oversight and has pointed up the inability of the
grain-handling industry to segregate subtly different products” (O’Reilly 2001).
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February 21, 2001: Japan and the United States agree to strengthen measures already in place to
ensure that no StarLink corn is exported to Japan. The agreement between Japan’s Ministry
of Health, Labor, and Welfare and USDA is intended to tighten a screening system approved
in November 2000, according to a statement from the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo (AP 2001b). 

March 7, 2001: USDA announces plans to purchase corn seed containing the Cry9C protein from
several small seed companies to ensure that it is not used in the spring planting; the cost will
be $15 million to $20 million (USDA 2001). 

March 7, 2001: EPA announces that in the future, it will not grant split registrations of biotech
products. EPA also releases a draft report on the effects of processing on Cry9C, indicating
that wet milling virtually eliminates the protein, whereas dry milling does not. 

March 8, 2001: New lab tests commissioned by Greenpeace find that Morningstar Farms Veggie
Burgers and Meat-Free Corn Dogs contain GM soy and StarLink corn (Fulmer 2001). 

March 9, 2001: The USDA cuts its projection for U.S. corn exports for the fourth time in the past
four months, forecasting 2 billion bushels, down from 2.05 billion bushels the previous
month. Private analysts say the estimates may be reduced by another 50 million bushels in
the coming months. Prior to the first StarLink detection, projected corn exports were 2.175
billion bushels (Sachdev 2001). 

March 31, 2001: American farmers reportedly are expected to plant more genetically engineered
soybeans and cotton this year than ever before, despite the uncertainty surrounding the issue
and the difficulty of segregating genetically engineered crops (Simon 2001). 

April 24, 2001: StarLink is reported to have been found in additional products, such as corn
bread, polenta, and hush puppies. Aventis officials say the levels detected are very low. FDA
is testing the blood of about 20 people who believe they may have suffered allergic reactions
(Kaufman 2001). 

April 30, 2001: USDA reports that Illinois farmers plan to plant 59% of their soybean acres with
GM crops; however, farmers plan to cut back slightly on biotech corn. The biotech beans
require farmers to make fewer trips through the fields when fuel prices are high (AP 2001a). 

May 4, 2001: Missouri Attorney General Jay Nixon is reportedly suing the maker of StarLink
corn. Nixon says the company marketed the corn to Missouri farmers but did not tell them
about the restrictions and failed to label the seed properly. The suit seeks to have Aventis pay
Missouri farmers, grain elevators, and others for their losses and to fine the company up to
$1,000 for each violation (Hesman 2001). 
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June 9, 2001: Tricon agrees to pay Taco Bell franchises $60 million for sales lost after the recall
of Taco Bell taco shells that contained StarLink corn. Taco Bell franchises maintain that sales
were hurt by the recall, even though the taco shells were supplied only to supermarkets
(Bloomberg News 2001b). 

June 12, 2001: FDA reports to EPA on the results of its joint study with CDC on the reported
adverse events allegedly associated with Cry9C. FDA and CDC did not find any evidence that
hypersensitivity to the Cry9C protein was responsible for the self-reported allergic responses
that people experienced in fall 2000. Blood samples had been taken from 17 people, which
some said was too limited a number to resolve the allergenicity issue (Reuters/AP 2001).

June 14, 2001: Grain importers in Japan and Korea, the two top U.S. corn buyers, say results of
the CDC study will not affect their decision against importing StarLink corn because it is not
approved for human consumption in the United States. South Korea’s Korea Corn Processing
Industry Association has asked foreign suppliers since late last week to replace U.S. corn with
South American corn (Hur 2001).

June 21, 2001: Some farmers are reported to be establishing systems to produce “identity pre-
served” crops and cattle—farm products whose chain of custody can be documented from
beginning to end—so they can satisfy market demand and potentially get a premium price for
identity-preserved products such as GMO-free crops. A spokesman for the Missouri Corn
Growers Association said, “If any good comes from the StarLink episode, it will be from
emphasizing the need to move farmers and millers toward an identity-preserved system”
(Palmer 2001b)

July 4, 2001: StarLink is found in a white corn product for the first time. The FDA discovered
genetic material from StarLink corn in Kash n’ Karry White Corn Tortilla Chips. In response
to the 2000 recall of Taco Bell products, many manufacturers had switched from yellow to
white corn (The Washington Post/Reuters 2001).

• Food Lion and Kash n’ Karry grocery chains pull their store-brand white corn tortilla
chips in response to FDC concerns about StarLink GM corn detected in the chips (AP
2001c).

• Both chains are owned by Delhaize Group, which alerts its food chains in Belgium,
Greece, and the Czech Republic.

July 6, 2001: Frito-Lay Inc. says it is confident that its white corn products do not contain traces
of StarLink yellow corn. A spokeswoman says the corn is tested before it leaves the farms
and is strip-tested before it comes into the processing plants; this practice was initiated fol-
lowing the fall 2000 recall of Taco Bell products (Reuters 2001). 
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July 11, 2001: U.S. government tests are cited as finding that 10 of the 11 samples collected from
consumers who complained of allergic reactions to StarLink corn did not contain the GM
corn. Wise Foods Inc. says no StarLink genetically altered corn was detected in tests of its
white corn tortilla chips; however, extra tests on all white corn shipments are being per-
formed as an additional precaution (The New York Times/Reuters 2001).

July 17, 2001: At the SAP meeting on Cry9C allergenicity, Aventis urges EPA to set a standard of
20 parts per billion of Cry9C protein in human food and to remove from sale any foods with
more than that amount. Aventis also maintains that corn inevitably will find its way into the
human food supply but that processing the corn would remove 82–99% of the protein
(Agence France Presse English 2001).

July 18, 2001: Keith Finger, a Florida optometrist, tells SAP scientists that he’s allergic to
StarLink grain despite a negative government blood test. Some scientists on EPA’s SAP had
questioned the effectiveness of the test and why the government had not sought out more
potential victims by contacting doctors around the country; federal officials had claimed
they lacked the money for wider-ranging tests (AP/Reuters 2001).

July 18–19, 2001: The SAP subpanel that was convened to evaluate the new information on
allergenicity submitted by Aventis, EPA, CDC, FDA, and USDA reports to EPA that the studies
did not provide enough data to formulate an opinion on a safe tolerance level for Cry9C pro-
tein in food (The Wall Street Journal 2001). 

July 24, 2001: Seventeen states announce that they have entered into a second agreement with
Aventis to compensate farmers whose corn was tainted by the company’s gene-altered
StarLink corn, and two food companies from South Korea announce plans to buy 52,500
tons of corn for human food use, but not from the United States because of concerns about
StarLink (Arasu 2001).

July 25, 2001: The SAP issues its report to EPA based on its July 17–18 meeting, reaffirming
findings from previous scientific assessments that there is a “medium” likelihood that Cry9C
protein is a potential allergen. The SAP agrees that information is inadequate to establish a
reasonable scientific certainty that exposure would not be harmful to public health (SAP
2001).

July 27, 2001: Based on the SAP conclusion, EPA announces that “establishing a tolerance (legal
residue limit) for StarLink in human food products is not currently supported” (Deegan 2001).

September 4, 2001: According to a government document, the U.S. government and Aventis had
at least some indication that StarLink might have entered the human food supply more than
six months before GEFA discovered it in taco shells. A survey commissioned by Aventis
CropScience and conducted in December 1999 reported that 2 of 230 farmers growing
StarLink had sold the corn for food use or export; another 12.6% said they did not know
what happened to the corn after they sold it (Pollack 2001).
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October 5, 2001: The U.S. grain industry is still on the lookout for StarLink corn, one year after
the unapproved variety entered the food chain and disrupted exports. Even though StarLink
was not planted in the United States this year, major grain processors are checking for it in
corn from this year’s harvest. One Iowa grain dealer said, “We’re looking forward to the new
crop coming out of the field, but we’re still going to have to deal with StarLink for the next
couple years.” Agronomists maintain that it was next to impossible to predict how much
StarLink could have remained in corn stocks, but the percentage of this year’s $9.24 billion
U.S. corn harvest testing positive will surely be lower than last year (Stebbins 2001).

October 9, 2001: The USDA’s Grain Inspection, Packers, and Stockyards Administration (GIPSA)
validates a new dipstick-format test to detect StarLink GM corn. Neogen’s Agri-Screen for
Cry9C Strip Test requires only water and 10 minutes or less to detect as little as 1 kernel of
StarLink among 800 corn kernels (Neogen 2001).

October 17, 2001: After a nearly two-year-long review process, EPA determines that Bt corn
does not pose unreasonable risks to human health or to the environment and extends the Bt
corn registration for an additional seven years. In doing this, EPA increases environmental
and compliance monitoring requirements. The companies holding registrations will be
required to implement insect resistance–management plans, educate growers on best prac-
tices to mitigate insect resistance, and require all growers to sign contractual agreements
before planting (U.S. EPA 2001c).

November 15, 2001: Trader Joe’s agrees to ban GM ingredients from its thousands of private-
label products. Activist group Greenpeace had been pressuring Trader Joe’s to drop GMOs for
about a year, holding demonstrations outside stores. Trader Joe’s claims it had been consider-
ing dropping GMOs for some time, especially after the September 2000 StarLink corn inci-
dent (Los Angeles Times 2001)

December 27, 2001: The USDA’s Grain Inspection, Packers, and Stockyards Administration
(GIPSA) validates a new test to detect Cry9C in StarLink corn. Strategic Diagnostics Inc. (a
provider of biotechnology-based diagnostic tests for a broad range of agricultural, industrial,
and water-treatment applications) developed and commercialized a new test to detect the
insect-resistant trait in corn that generally provides results in five minutes, is simple to use,
and does not require refrigeration (AgWeb 2001).

January 9, 2002: The results of a Reuters survey of more than 300 growers, conducted at the
American Farm Bureau Federation’s annual meeting, indicate that American farmers will
shrug off European and Asian concerns about GM food and boost U.S. biotech corn plantings
by more than 13% this year. The biggest expected increase is in biotech corn plantings
(13.8–19.3%, depending on the variety). This increase appears to be due mostly to the end of
the year-long controversy over StarLink GM corn, which contaminated some 430 million
bushels of the U.S. corn supply. Bob Stallman, president of the Farm Bureau, said, “We’ve
learned a lot from StarLink, and producers have learned to ask a lot more questions. There’s a
greater degree of comfort with biotech products and the marketing of them” (Doering 2002).
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January 15, 2002: Traders say that the Japanese appetite for U.S. corn for food consumption will
likely return to normal in mid-2002, because this year’s U.S. crop apparently is untainted by
the banned StarLink biotech corn. However, some skeptical Japanese food importers are still
concerned about U.S. corn shipments since traces of StarLink GM corn were found in domes-
tic food and animal feed made from imported U.S. corn in October 2000 (Hur 2002).

February 21, 2002: The National Research Council releases Environmental Effects of Transgenic
Plants: The Scope and Adequacy of Regulation (NRC 2002), which provides recommendations
to USDA for improving its regulation of transgenic plants and for monitoring environmental
effects (Kearney and Durham 2002).

March 7, 2002: A U.S. federal judge says he will approve a $9 million settlement of a class-
action lawsuit against several major food companies that sold products containing GM corn:
Kraft Foods Inc., Kellogg Co., Azteca Foods Inc., and Mission Foods Corp. Under the settle-
ment, $6 million in coupons will be placed on foods—from taco shells to corn dogs—made by
these companies. Any money not redeemed through the coupons will go to a yet-to-be-
determined nonprofit or charitable group that protects consumer interests. An additional $3
million will be used to administer the program and pay lawyers’ fees. The lawsuit also
includes Aventis CropScience USA Holding Inc., which developed and marketed the corn, and
Garst Seed Co., which sold seed contaminated with StarLink corn (Carroll 2002).

April 3, 2002: The U.S. agricultural attaché in Japan says that although few corn shipments from
the United States to Japan show traces of the StarLink gene, the Japanese health minister
intends to continue testing for StarLink. The attaché predicts that if the U.S. industry contin-
ues segregation efforts and the level of StarLink detection in the U.S. corn crop remains at
zero, then the U.S. corn import share in 2002 will rebound (Johnston 2002).

April 15, 2002: The press reports that GT200, a material developed by Monsanto in the 1990s to
resist Roundup herbicide but never approved, was detected last year in Canadian seed and it
could be present in supplies sold in the United States, potentially for the past three years.
Monsanto has requested exemption from the U.S. government, and the contamination in
Canada has forced Monsanto to recall hundreds of tons of treated canola seed because
Japan—a primary destination for Canadian canola exports—hasn’t approved GT200.
Monsanto officials say they’re not sure how the material got into the seed in the first place
(Bernard 2002).

May 1, 2002: U.S. corn is shedding the stigma of StarLink, the unapproved transgenic variety
that slipped into the food chain in late 2000, but grain companies are not letting their guard
down just yet against the rogue crop (Arasu 2002).
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August 2, 2002: The Office of Science and Technology Policy releases proposed new policies
for plants derived from biotechnology. The policies are intended to mitigate the “likeli-
hood of the occurrence of intermittent, low levels of biotechnology-derived genes and
gene products from crops under development for food or feed use until all appropriate
safety standards have been met” (OSTP 2002).

August 2, 2002: USDA creates a new unit within the Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service to specifically focus on issues of agribiotechnology. The Biotechnology
Regulatory Service will be the main program for regulation, risk assessment and permit-
ting of biotechnology (USDA APHIS 2002).

December 27, 2002: Japan finds traces of StarLink corn in a shipment from the U.S. bound
for Tokyo’s food supply (Fabi 2002b).
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Appendix B

Interviewees

Stanley Abramson and Rachel Lattimore, attorneys-at-law, Arent Fox Kintner Plotkin & Kahn,
PLLC

James Aidala, senior vice president, Jellinek, Schwartz and Connolly (formerly associate assistant
administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)

Richard Caplan, environmental advocate, U.S. Public Interest Research Group

Mark Condon, vice president, International Marketing, American Seed Trade Association

Michael Fernandez, director of science, Pew Initiative on Food and Biotechnology (formerly
associate administrator, Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture)

Carol Tucker Foreman, director, Food Policy Institute, Consumer Federation of America

David Fredrickson, president, and Kristi Schlosser, government relations representative, National
Farmers Union 

Clifford Gabriel, deputy to the associate director, Office of Science and Technology Policy,
Executive Office of the President

Margaret Gadsby, director, Public and Government Affairs, Communications, and Stewardship,
Aventis CropScience

Sarah Geisert, manager, International Regulatory and Food Safety, General Mills

Rebecca Goldburg, senior scientist, Environmental Defense 

Lynn R. Goldman, professor, Environmental Health Sciences, Bloomberg School of Public Health,
Johns Hopkins University (formerly assistant administrator, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and
Toxic Substances, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)

David Hegwood, special counsel, Office of the Secretary, U.S. Department of Agriculture

William Jordan, deputy director, Antimicrobials Division, Office of Pesticide Programs, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency

Robert Lake, director, and Anne Depman, policy analyst, Office of Regulations and Policy, Center
for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
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Sue MacIntosh, product safety manager, and Barbara Henry, expert toxicologist, Aventis
CropScience

Gary Martin, president and CEO, and Kirk Miller, director, International Programs and
Regulatory Affairs, North American Export Grain Association Inc.

Richard Merrill, professor, School of Law, University of Virginia

John Neylan, chief, Agriculture Branch, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency

Michael Phillips, executive director, Food and Agriculture Section, Biotechnology Industry
Organization

Leah Porter, executive director, and Isi Siddiqui, senior director, Biotechnology and Trade,
CropLife America. 

Michael Schechtman, biotechnology coordinator, Office of the Secretary, U.S. Department of
Agriculture

David Shipman, acting administrator, and John Pitchford, director, Office of International
Affairs, Grain Inspection, Packyards, and Stockyards Administration, U.S. Department of
Agriculture

Bernice Slutsky, senior policy advisor, Foreign Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture

James White, branch chief, Biotechnology Regulatory Services, Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture
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Appendix C

Reviewers

Stanley Abramson, attorney-at-law, Arent Fox Kintner Plotkin & Kahn, PLLC

Thomas Bundy, deputy assistant general counsel (retired), Regulatory Division, General Counsel,
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Michael Fernandez, director of science, Pew Initiative on Food and Biotechnology (formerly
associate administrator, Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture)

Eric Flamm, senior advisor, Office of the Commissioner, Office of Policy, Planning, and
Legislation, U.S. Food and Drug Administration

Cliff Gabriel, deputy to the associate director, Office of Science and Technology Policy, Executive
Office of the President

Margaret Gadsby, director, Public and Government Affairs, Communications, and Stewardship,
Aventis CropScience

David Heron, biotechnologist, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture

Greg Jaffe, director, Biotechnology Project, Center for Science in the Public Interest

William Jordan, deputy director, Antimicrobials Division, Office of Pesticide Programs, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency

Kathleen Merrigan, director, Agriculture, Food, and Environment Program, and Assistant
Professor, Gerald J. and Dorothy R. Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, Tufts
University (formerly administrator, Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture)

Richard Merrill, professor, University of Virginia School of Law

John Neylan, chief, Agriculture Branch, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency

John Pierce, director, Strategic Planning and Resources, Crop Genetics Research and
Development Group, DuPont
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Mimi Sen, advisor, Agricultural and Environmental Science, California Department of Food and
Agriculture

David Shipman, acting administrator, Grain Inspection, Packyards, and Stockyards
Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture
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